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Executive Smnmary 

This study by the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) analyzes 
the p:iltem of private-sector development in the least devclcped countries (LOCs) in recent years 
and reviews policies and institutional measures and support fimctions to enhance the private 
sector's role for accelerated growth of industrial enterprises and industrial activities in these 
eotmtries. 

The classification of COlllltries as LOCs has been defined by the United Nations 
Committee on Development Planning on the basis of certain economic indicators initially in 
1971, which were finther elaborated in 1990. Following the recommendations of the Committee, 
41 cotmtries were retained on the list ofLOCs in 1990, with Botswana to be 'graduated' from the 
list and new cotmtries to be added, namely Cambodia, Ghana, Madaga.5ear, Solomon Islands, 
Zaire and Zambia Angola and Eritrea are to be confirmed in the list, while Botswana will be 
deleted in 1995. The increa.5ing number of countries falling wtder the LOC category indicates a 
disturbing trend in the impact of development activities on poorer countries and regions. While 
there has been some improvement in infiastructure facilities, there has been little increase in 
industrial production in these countries and the manufacturing base in these colllltries continues 
to be very low. In recent years, Illdjor policy changes have taken place in most of these colllltries 
towards increa5ed market orientation and emphasis on private-sector development, often \\ithin 
the framework of structural adjustment programs. These policy changes have largely concentrated 
on revision of investment codes to attract foreign direct investments, and liberalization of 
regulations on industrial and commercial activities and privatiz.ation of selected state-mmed 
enterprises. 

While such programs have contributed to increased macro-economic stability in most 
LDCs, there has been relatively little impact of such programs on foreign investment inflow or 
on industrial production or on an increased number of industrial enterprises. Institutional 
mea5ures and support fimctions have generally been Jacking in most LOCs and have contributed 
significantly to the lack of impact of policies and measures lllldertaken so far in LDCs. 

While accelerated increa5e in the number of enterprises and of industrial production 
primarily throu.;h the private sector constitute important objectives in LDCs, such growth must 
also be qualitative ruid should bring about greater competitiveness on t'1e part of LOC enterprises 
in niche ~ on the one hand, and ensure maximum socio-economic impact of industrial 
development on poverty alleviation in these colllltries, on the other. The policy changes 
undertaken so far in LOCs will need to be substantially supported by institutional measures and 
sup;x>rt ftmction in several fields. ~11ch institutional support measures extend from development 
oflocal enbepreneurship to provision of credit and support in technology, marketing and external 
linkages, besides specializ.ed services and industrial extension facilities for local enterprises. A 
new relationship of cooperation will also need to be created betwex:n governments and private
sector entities and their representative groups and associations in these countries. 

Any assessment of policies and institutional rneasmes and support functions in LOCs must 
be made in the light of fe.atures and trends in industrial growth and policies in these colllltries. 
These have been reviewed in the case of particular LDCs in Section 2 of the study. The review 
confirms~ despite major liberalizations and policy changes, industrial growth has con!inued 
to be very limited in most LDCs in recent years. There has been marginal economic improvement 
and increased production and private-sector development in some LOCs but in several others, 
particularly in Africa, there~ been a decline u1 production and economic deterioration. This 
has been due, in c.ertain countries, to wars, internal conflict and political disturbances, including 
in Liberia, Rwanda and Zaire. In a number of colllltries in Afr.~ however, despite greater 
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political stability, economic and industrd gl"O\\th has continued to be slow as in Gambia. Guinea. 
Malawi, Mali, Mauritania. Tanzania. Uganda and .lambia De.5pite liberalization in investment 
codes in most of these C0W1tries, foreign investment inflow has been very limited. except in 
minerals and resource-based industries in some countries, such as Botswana. With relativelv few 
production enterprises in LDC.,, there has also been little inflow of modem technolog)· and 
~owhow through licen.5ing and joint ventures. As a resuJt, local enterprises have been unable 
to compete with imports, much have been extensively liberalized as part of stmctural adjustment. 

On the whole, the industrial growth pattern in LOCs continues to be hleak and 
lli&llisfactory. The situation is exper..'ted to be further exacerbated as a result of !he UrJguay 
Round Agreements which, while providing 'safeguards' for UJCs, requires the development of 
non-traditional exports and competitive export capability in St:lected fields. This is essential if 
LDCs are to enter the main5tream of global trade. investments and technology flows in the ne-ir 
future. 

A major, qualitative restructuring of industry is necessary, with principal emphasis on the 
development of local entrepreneurial capability and promotion of local small and medium 
enterprises (Sl\1B) in fields \\here there is adequate demand and potential for developing 
competitive production capability. An extensive prograrmne for entrepreneurial training and 
development of private-sector en~ and enterprises needs to be undertaken in each LOC. 
Extensive institutional SUJJPOrt is also necessary for the provision of loans and credit through 
specialized financial i.ffititutions on the one hand, and for technology, marketing and external 
linkages for such enterprises with the assistance of international organizations, on Jie other. At 
the same time, socio-economic aspects of industrialization need greater attention and a 
progranune for development of micro enterprises, specially for potential women entrepreneurs. 
needs to be undertaken in these countries. This should be closely linked to agriculture and agro
based industri~, which will cc:itinue to be the principal growth sector in these economies. 

The restructuring of industrial growth in LOCs requires an integrdle<l package of policies, 
combined with a comprehensive institutional support syster.1 des;gned to promote and develop 
local production and service enterprises in various fields. The policy framework mllit extend 
beyond investment codes and must create a suitable, promotional climate for new investmenb, 
both domestic and foreign. The policy package must be country-specific ~d geared to the 
requirements and potential of the particular LOC. Major emphasis needs to be accorded to 
development of local entrepreneurs through training programmes and to the rapid gro\\th of local 
ent1..-rprises, with adequate institutional support and in various fields and speciali:zcd services both 
with respect to provision of credit, and in technology, marketing and and external linkages, 
besides industrial extension services supported by technic.al expertise from UNIOO. These have 
been discussed in greater detail :.n Section 3 of the study. Substantial policy and institutional 
support must be provided for growth of micro enterprises in the 'informal' sector, specifically in 
nmtl regions of LOCs, to provide increased income and employment opportunities for more 
vulnerable areas and communities. The recf.!irements of credit are of particular importance for 
micro enterprises and institutions, such as the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, need to be promoted 
in other LOCs. 

A dualistic growth pattern, therefore, needs to be developed for each LOCs, with the 
assistance of UNIOO and other international organiz.ations. On the one hand, niche areas req• 1iri! 

to be identified in which local entcrpri5e5 can develop competitive capabi:ity. including for 
exports. This would require substantial instittnional support to iocal enterprises, ranging from 
entrcprer1curial and blliincss training to provision of adequate credit facilities, u<;c of competitive 
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technologies and knowhow and achievement of quality standards in production and services. At 
the same time, small and micro enterprises need tc be promoted including through the 'infonnal' 
sector and dispersed in rural area5 for production of~ and services required in these regions 
and there should be effective networking of industrial entaprises at different levels and scales 
of production. 

The institutional measures and support functions required in LDCS for accelerated 
industrial growth and rapid expansion in the number of local entaprises have been highlighted 
in Section 5 of the study, which provides several working papers on institutional requirements 
and support functions necessary in LOCs. The Working Papers relate, in particular, to hwnan 
resource development., particularly development of entrepreneurial ~ility, besides 
technological and managerial skills; adequate provision of finance and credit to local enterprises; 
provision of inclmtrial infonnation and development of infonnation systems; technological 
support to LDC enterprises; support in marketing in internal and extanal markets; development 
of extanal enterprise to er.terprise linkages; supply of specialized services in LDCS, specially 
quality, standa.\fuation and metroogy and design and packaging, and industrial extension 
services, particularly for small and micro enterprises, including in the 'infonnal' sector in LOCs. 

A major role can, and neerls to be played by international agencies, particularly by 
lJNIOO as the principal specializ.ecl agency for industrial development in ensuring that 
appmpriate packages of integrated institutional support for industrial growth can be developed 
for particular LOCs. It is also necessary to ensure closer CCH>rd.ination between UNIOO and the 
World Bank with respect to specific industrial policies and institutional support measures as part 
of macro-economic strategy and with ILO, UNCT AD and other international bodies in the 
implementation of specific institutional support programmes and services for accelerated 
industrial and economic growth in LOCs. 
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I. INIRODUCIION AND OVERVIEW 

This study by the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIOO) 
analyzes the pattern and trends in private sector development in the Least Developed Countries 
(LDCs) and reviews policies, institutional mechanisms and support fimctions to en.liance the role 
and potential of the private sector to achieve accelerated gro"th of industrial enterprises and 
production in these countries. An asses.5ment is made. in particular, of tlie institutional 
mechanisms and support fimctions for private sector development which relate to human resource 
development; industrial infonnation; institutional finance and credit; technological and marketing 
support; external linkages. and supply of industrial seivic.es such as standardization, design and 
packaging and industrial extension services. While it is recogniz.ed that th'! private sector must 
play an incrt:"$ingly dominant 10le in the process of industrialization in the LDCs, as in other 
developing COlUltries, the implication in terms of policies. institutional mechanisms and support 
functiom have often not been fully appreciated and elaborated, nClr does the response from 
private-sector entities represent any tmifotm pattern. A variety of factors and constraints come 
into play, resulting in changing situations and results. This is particularly so in the LOCs, where 
the need for soci~nomic and industrial development is most pronounced. 

Gmification 

The classification of 'least developed cotmtries' was defined by the United Nations 
Committee for Development Plarming on the basis of several economic indicators in 1971. The 
classification was extended to 25 cotmtries initially and increased to 41 countries by 1990. The 
original criteria were modified in 1973 and again in 1981, when three specific indicator levels 
were provided, namely upper cut-off levels for per capita GDP; a manufacturing level of 10 per 
cent or less in totaJ GDP and a literacy rate of 20 per cent of less. A country was comidered for 
LOC status if it met two of the three criteria There was considerable dissatisfaction regarding 
these criteria, and in 1990, the C,...'llmittee adopted a broader classification for LDCs as being 
countries with low income, low levels of hwnan resource development andior severe structural 
weaknesses. The specific criteria used by the Committee included: (a) a poverty index level 
measured in terms of per capita GDP; (b) augmented physical quality of life (APQLI), 
comprising life expectancy, per capita calorie supply, school enrolment, and adult literacy rate; 
(c) economic diversification index (EDI), comprising share of manufacture in GDP, per capita 
annual electricity consumption, export concentration, and proportion of labor force i'l industry; 
(d) natural handicaps, such as small population, geographical isolation, high risk of climatic 
disasters; and (e) structural weaknesses, including natural endowments, instabilitv of agricull1iral 
production, exports of petroleum as percentage of ~rts. and official development assistance 
as percentage of GDP. The benchmarks for the composite indicators were set at per capita GDP 
or US$ 600 or less; population of 75 million or less; APQLI of 47 poL'lts or less and EDI of22 
points or less. Countries would be included ?.S LDC...s if all the four criteria were met and would 
be taken off the list or 'graduated' if they exceeded the per capita income criteria and the cut-off 
points on either the APQLI or EDI for three years. On the basis of the above new criteria, the 
Committee recommended that all 41 countries on the list of LDCs in 1990 be retained, except 
Botswana, which should be 'graduated' while 6 ne\\ countries should be included, namely 
Cambodia, Ghana, Madagascar, Solomon Islands, Z.aire and l.ambia 1 The list is subject to review 
every three years by the Committee. A list of the countries is provided in Table 1, which indicates 
the annual growth rate of value added for LOCs during 1985-90. 
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Overall Trenm 
The increasing nwnber of countries falling under LOC cl'lssification reflects a very 

disturbing trend in terms of the impact of developmental progranunes in the poorer cowitries and 
regions. Not only has there been a significant increa.5e in the nwnber of cot.:ntries classified as 
LDCs, but the value-added of economic sectors in most of these countries has tended to be very 
marginal during 1985-90, as seen in Table L and continJes so at present. While there has been 
some improvement in infhistructure, particularly utilities and transport facilities, there has been 
little increase in industrial and manufacturing activity, and the initial base of manufacture 
continues to be very low in most of these countries. Several of the countries. particularly in 
Africa, have continued to widergo long periods of conflicts and civil disturbances, with little 
economic stability. In several other LDCs, earlier governmental polici~ conc.entrating on state 
ownership of industrial and commercial enterprises, resulted in highly inefficient operations, 
adding to the financial burdens on the public exchequer. 

In the last two decades major policy changes have taken place, in most LDCs. There has 
been significant liberaliz.ation of econormc and industrial policies in most of these countries, with 
growing emphasis on market-oriented activities and on the role of the private sector. Controls 
over industrial production and activities have been gradually reduced and programmes for 
privatization of state-owned enterprises have been adopted in a nwnber of LDCs. Most of these 
measures have been tmdertaken in LDCs within the framework of structural adjustment 
programmes tmder the guidance of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank. 
At the same time, comparatively little attention has continued to be accorded in these countries 
to institutional mechanisms and support functions both with respect to human resource 
development and provision of industrial information; institutional finance facilities; technological 
and marketing support; and external linkages. and with respect to specialized industrial services 
such as quality control and standardiz.ation development. Such support functions constitute the 
essential pre-requisite for accelerating the pace of gro\\th of local enterprises in LOCs but have 
received little priority so far. In some countries, banking and institutional finance facilities have 
been recogniz.ed after varying degrees of privatization but, except in some LOCs, such as 
Bangladesh, there has been hardly any emphasis on meeting the specific financial needs of local 
enterprises. The assessmer1t of the role and potential of the private sector in accelerated growth 
of industrial enterprises in LOCs has to be viewed in the context of, firstly, the objectives sought 
to be achieved; secondly, the policy framework for private-sector development and privatization, 
together with the changing role of Governments in these countries; and thirdly, the institutional 
support functions and industrial services that need to be provided to meet industrial objectives. 
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Table I/ average annual growth rate of value added of economic sectors, LOCs, 1985-1990, 
(per cent) 

Comby M\'A Agricd1lft Mai~ Utilitirs Glas8uction Servica" Tnapon Olher-

Afghanistan 0.0 ~.S 0.0 0.0 -29 ~.6 -1.9 -3.9 

Ba.igladcSt 4.2 1.9 l.S 16.7 6.4 4.0 S.4 8.0 

Benin S.O 4.2 -IO.I 25 -3.2 1.6 0.7 -3.7 

Bhulan S.9 S.9 19.8 114.3 1.6 S.6 7.6 9.6 

~ 10.4 6.4 8.9 11.8 9.2 11.3 9.7 11.8 

8lauidi 3.7 -0.4 4.2 0.0 6.6 -1.9 29 21 

Blmnafaso 4.8 6.6 8.6 4.7 27 0.1 29 0.0 

Oirmodia 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

CapeVade 1.9 10.2 4.3 -24.7 7.3 24 1.8 124 

Cmlral African Rqiublic 3.S 32 36 1.7 s.s 0.8 0.7 -3.7 

Olad 4.0 1.6 7.4 8.8 7.2 27 0.0 S.6 

Caroms 22 4.S 0.0 S.1 0.4 3.6 28 -1.3 

Djibouti 1.2 3.S 0.0 0.8 1.5 1.7 2.4 I. 7 

f.qualorial Guinea -9.7 3.S 0.0 S.3 -1.4 -3.1 -9.1 4.6 

Edl:opia 3.S S.3 0.6 S.6 0.6 3.8 s.o 6.9 

Gambia 9.0 2.S 2.7 s.o 6.1 3.6 10.6 0.9 

Guinea ~-9 0.3 7.0 7.2 IS.I 24 1.7 l.7 

~Bissau -S.2 6.6 0.0 66.6 -7.7 1.0 -0.3 21.9 

Haiti -0.8 1.4 2.S s.o 0.1 -0.S S.1 0.9 

Kiribati -4.0 S.2 0.0 ~-0 -4.1 -1.8 -22 0.6 

LaoP. D. R 8.0 3.0 C.4 -27 6.6 6.9 125 9.8 

Lesolho 15.7 IS.2 IS.8 8.4 9.9 4.6 16.4 s.s 
Liberia 20 3.7 -3.9 !II -3.4 -4.3 -22 -0.3 

Madaga'iCar 1.9 3.3 22 4.1 20 l.S 1.4 4.3 

Malawi S.1 1.2 0.0 7.3 22 1.3 3.1 S.l 

Maldives 127 4.9 S.O 0.0 9.6 13.8 -16.4 9.9 

Mali 1.9 -29 -118 6.0 24 1.8 3.0 6.S 

Mauritania -1.2 4.2 6.6 0.0 S.O S.2 1.0 1.6 

M>231ri>ique 5.1 -1.5 0.4 4.8 11.S 0.6 100 7.CJ 

Myanrmr -21 -0.2 0.4 0.3 -0.9 -1.6 0.7 -2.5 

Nepal 25 4.7 -12.1 16.8 -0.9 S.6 0.1 S.4 

Niger o.s 3.4 ~.6 -4.: -S.8 2.2 -1.0 -7.9 

Rwanda 0.7 -3.9 -43 3.7 -2.6 25 3.7 -1.6 

Samia 1.2 -0.1 2.9 6.9 0.0 0.3 ---0.S -1.3 

Sao T omc and Pri111:ipc 3.0 0.3 0.0 S.9 1.60 3.9 4.7 1.3 

Sierra l..cooe -3. l 1.2 6.5 IS.I -S.1 2.2 -11.0 1.8 

Solomon Islands 7.8 1.0 0.0 5.8 1.4 1.0 3.7 .<.7 

Somalia 2. 7 1.6 OJ -4.6 -0.6 0.7 1.2 2.0 

Sudan 2.9 6.2 1.0 7.1 4.S 7.2 7.2 17.7 

Togo 4.6 4.6 15 l3 ~.4 -l.2 -0.4 16.l 

Uganda 2.0 4.3 8.2 3.3 llJ 6.1 63 3.4 

United Republic of -8.S 1.6 26.3 1.4 21.0 1.7 8.4 8.3 
TaMlnia 
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Vanuaru 14.2 '. -27 00 27 19.4 -U 2.9 ~-0 

Ycm:n 10.2 7.9 8-t.2 43.S 14.1 17.0 18.3 14.0 

~ 4.3 3.2 1.2 6.5 S.O -0.1 -3.1 23 

Zarmia 4.S 27 -0.5 -3.9 -S.7 0.1 0.0 1.2 

~: UNIDO. PH>'IPP.RF.G 
Note: •Includes wholesale, rmil trade and rourism 

Objectives: The basic objective in LOC~ is to achieve rapid increase in the number of 
industrial entoprises and an accelerated pare of industrial growth and service fimctions in order 
to provide substantial in~ in income and livelihood to the local population and to ensure 
sustainable development Such growth must also be qualitative and should, oa the one hand, be 
ooncentrated in fielm and niches where these cotmtries may have potential to achieve competitive 
capability in larger, external markets, and on the other, to meet essential socio-economic goals 
in these countries. This can be achieved only through adequate mobilizati0i1 of resources, both 
foreign and domestic, for productive investments, including privatization of state-omled industrial 
enterprises. It is also necessary to achieve substantial hwnan resource development particularly 
enbepreneurial skills and capability in technological fielm and in enterprise management. This 
has to be combined with adequate institutional support for credit, technology, marketing, and 
external linkages, together with industrial services to achieve competitive production and 
marketing. It will also be increasingly essential LO hannonize industrial growth with 
environmental objectives and requirements in each countiy. 

Policies: The policy framework for private sector development in most LDCs has largely 
concentrated on revision of investment codes to promote investments, particularly foreign 
investments, and measures for privatization of selected state-omled enterprises in several of th~e 
cotmtries. In some LOCs, institutional facilities are being developed for private-sector banking 
and financial services and for investment promotion, particularly of foreign investments. These 
fimctions and services will be required to be substantially expanded not only to cover 
promotional measures for development of local ente1prises and entrepreneurial, technological and 
managerial capability in these countries but must be combined with the development of 
institutional capability and services to support local enterprises on a sustainable basis. A 
conducive climate for new investments has to be created, not only for foreign investors, but for 
local investors and enbepreneurs, which must constitute the core of private-sector initiative in 
each LOC and legislation and regulations including tax regimes, fiscal incentives, and guidelines 
and procedures must be suitably adjusted to provide nec.es.wy support and ir.centives for local 
investments. Most importantly, however, the institutional base of support functions and services 
needs to be substantially strengthened. Inf onnational support with respect to markets, investments 
and technology have to be provided, particularly to local investors and entrepreneurs, in 
identifying potential areas of investments; obtaining access to finance and credit; securing suitable 
technology and expertise, and in developing capability to compete effectively in internal and 
external markets. 

lmtitutional support Adequate institutional support fimctions anci services constitute the 
essential prerequisite for successful private-sector development in LDCs where the initial 
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industrial !me is very limited. Criti~ nstitutional support functiolt5 range from (a) providing 
initial guidance and infonna~ion to investors. including extensive entrepreneurial training and 
support to local entrepreneurs, particularly women entrepreneurs. Most importantly, however, the 
ilt5titutional base of support fimctiolt5 and services needs to be substantially strengthened: 
(b) provision of industrial information through institutioll.5 and inf onnation systems on potential 
sub-sectoral markets, both domestic and external, size of investments, nature and sources of 
technology. equipment and material requirements; trends in production 311d technology usage for 
particular products or subsectors; (c) suppl)· of loans and credit from institutional financing 
agencies, both for and small and mediwn enterprises(SMEs}, and for micro units, often in the 
'inf('rrnal' sector; (d) assistance in securing technology and equipment; ard (e) development of 
external linkages for technology and for marketing and distributio:i. It will also increa.5ingly be 
necessary to achievt quality standards. ;n improved desig115, packaging and marketing 
skills,particularly in export markets, and institutioll.5 and support fimctiolt5 for standardiz.ation and 
metrology on the roe hand and for designs and packaging, on the other will also have b) be 
developed. 

Attitminal changes: A new relation<;hip between governmental bodies and private-sector 
entities in LDCs needs to be developed which will necessitate major attitudinal changes. 
Governmental agencies, including politicialt5 and bureaucrats will need to shed past attitudes 
to\\ ards local industry and work jointly with local enterprises in developing competitive 
capability in selected fields. Private-sector enterprises, on their part, will need to participate and 
contribute effectively to policies and institutional support facilities designed to increa5e local 
production and competitive capability and the achievement of sustainable development. 

This study is composed of five principal sectioll.5. The first section comprises the 
Introduction and Overview, covering definitions and classification and highlighting some of the 
principal issues covered in the study. Section 2 deals with the major policy and institutional 
changes introduced in these countries in recent years. The principal focus in this section is on 
policy changes and experience and impact of such changes on private-sector growth in LDCS, 
largely because institutional developments and support services, with the exception of 
privatization of banking in several LDCs, has been fairly limited. At the same time, a review of 
policy changes and developments in these countries constitutes an essential background material 
for assessment of institutional support fimctioll.5 and services in the immediate future. The 
countries covered include LDCs in Africa, which constitute t1e largest number, and those in Arab 
countries and in Asia and the Pacific and Haiti in Latin America and the Caribbean. In Section 
3, an assessment is m'lde of the impact and effects of policy changes on private-sector 
''evelopment in LDCs so far and the specific institutional support fimctiolt5 required in LDCs in 
order to achieve accelerated growth of private sector enterprises and development of production 
and exports in these countries. The institutional support functioll.5 are reviewed lUlder the 
categories of, firstly, entrepreneurial development and promotion of human skills and 
management capability, secondly, supply of industrial infonnation through institutional facilities 
involving the private sector, thirdly. provision of institutional finance and credit to local small 
and medium enterprises (SMF.s), besides micro enterprises in LDCs; fourthly, provision of 
technology and marketing support, including external linkages for local enterprises and, finally, 
the provision of spedalized industrial services, such as standards and metrology, designs and 
packaging to compete in external markets, s~1ce these functions and services are related to 
various sectors, sectoral priorities and restructuring requirements in LOCs are also examined, 
including the likely impact of the Uruguay Round Agreements and the .1eed for developing 
competitive export capability in selected fields. An analysis is also made of the socio-economic 
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dimensions of industrial growth in LOCs. including generation of increa.5ed income and 
employment in the 'inf onnal' sector and greater involvement of women in industrial development, 
including in rural comrmmities. Section 4 discusses the potential role of UNIOO and other 
international agencies in providing essential support for development of institutional capability 
for specializ.ed industrial services in order that LOCs can achieve accelerated growth of 
competitive private sector enterprises. 

The fifth section comprises a services of Working Papers on instiMional mechanisms and 
support functions for private sector development. These relate to (a) hwnan resource 
development, particularly the development of entrepreneurial capability, besides technological and 
managerial skills; (b) provision ofin<lustrial information; (c) development offinancia! institutions 
and adequate provision for credit to local enterprises; ( d) provision of technological support, 
including support for applied technological rese.arch in selected fields; (f) development of external 
linkages, including foreign participation in investment, technology and export development; (g) 
supply of specialized services such as standard.iz.ation and metrology, designs and packaging, and 
(h) instiMional extension services, particularly for small and micro enterprises, including the 
'infonnal' sector in LOCs. 

The study has been prepared by UNIDO, with the assistance of Dr. Katherin Marton, 
Professor of Business Ec.onomics, Fordham University, New York. 
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2. Fl'A1UruS AND 'IRENDS IN INDUSIRJAL GROWIH AND POU~ IN IDCs 

It is necessary to review the principal fe&'ures and trends in industrial development in 
LOCs and also to assess the impact of changing policies for increa.5ed market orientation and 
private-sector development in recent yeMS in individual countries. There has been a continuing 
decline in the economic and industrial perfonnance of LDCs in Afiica. \\hich comprise 33 out 
of a total of 47 LOCs. The industrial share of gross domestic product (GDP) in these countries 
has remained fairly constant over the last decade, ranging from 10.1 percent in 1983 to 11. 7 
percent in 1991 for manufacture. FOi has registered only marginal increa5e and even this is 
largely confined to a few LDCs. There has also been little inflow of technology and expertise in 
various manufacturing subsectors, either through joint ventmes or non-affiliate licensing. As a 
result. there has been little grov.1h of competitive capability and there has only been modest 
increase in exports of manufactured products. 2 The trade performance of Afiican i..DCs is 
expected to further deteriorate during the next few years, with the implementation of the Uruguay 
Round Agreements and the loss of preferential treatment for products and commodities from 
Afiican C0W1tries. In LDCs in other regions also, there has been marginal industrial gn)\\th in 
some of the C0W1tries, with little improvement in socicreconomic conditions. 

The stagnation in industrial growth and production in most LDCs has been the result of 
several factors.3 Firstly, wars, civil disturbances and border conflicts have continued in many of 
these countries over several years. Secondly, policies pursued up to the 1970s in several LOCs 
concentrated on state-owned enterprises, which were nm inefficiently, leading to heavy fmancial 
losses. Thirdly, there was a continuing decline over several years of prices of minerals and 
commodities exported by LDCs. 

With the deteriorating economic situatio!l in most LDCs up to the mid- l 980s, most of 
these countries resorted to heavy borrowings from multilateral lending institutions. Concessional 
loans were provided by these institutions under the Structural Adjustment Pro~ (SAP) or the 
Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facilities (ESAF). SAP was initiated to foster macroeronomic 
stability and to promote export growth and sustainable development.4 ESAF was provided by 
the IMF for assisting eligible members to undertake economic reform programs to strengthen 
their balance of payments and improve economic growth prospects. ESAF loans carry an annual 
interest rate of .5 percent and are repayable over 10 years with a 5 and a half-year grace period. 
Access to such concessional financing was linked with the commitment of recipient governments 
towards policy reforms aimed at internal and external stabilization and the achievement of 
quantitative targets in major economic variables, such as annual growth rates, ma.ximwn levels 
of inflation, reduction or elimination of budget and current account deficits. These targets 
required drastic cuts in govenunent spending, including on social pro~; abolit101~ of price 
controls and restrictions on interest rates, besides a redirection of resources in favor of the 
private sector. Sectoral development strategies would largely replace import substitution policies. 

Major changes in economic and industrial policies took place in most LDCs largely within 
the fra.-nework of structural adjustment progammes undertaken in these countries. There has been 
farreaching liberaliz.ation of economic and industrial policies and investment codes, particularly 
with respect to FDI, were drastically revised. Considerable privati1.alion of state-owned 
enterprises was also undertaken in several countries. Import policies were relaxed and free-market 
conditions were sought to be developed. 

The objectives of structural reforms were to transform the allocation of investment and 
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production in major spheres of economic activity so l~t the economy's competitiVl"'tless and long
term development could be established. In most countries. structural changes were sought in 
agricultural, industrial and mining sectors with a view of diversification of production and export 
composition. An important goal was also to achieve i."lC!'CaSed market-orientation and greatcr 
participation of the private sector and a major reduction of direct participation of the govenunent 
in ov.nership of productive assets through privatiz.ation. In order to reduce external imbalances. 
reflected in chronic balance of trade deficits. overvalued exchange rates have been devalued in 
most LOCs. Most recently, a 50 percent devaluation of the CFA Franc has changed the currency 
alignment of the cowttries of the African Financial Community. Allocation of foreign exchange 
through licensing and parallel exchange rates have largely been replaced by more market-oriented 
approaches. In several cowttries, foreign exchange has been auctioned through the central banks 
or designated banks, and in most cases, cmrent account transactions have become liberalized. 
Economic reforms have largely concentrated on privatiz.ation of state-o\\ned enterprises and 
reduced participation of governments in various production and service sectors. In many cases, 
private sector companies were permitted in sectors which traditionally had been undertaken by 
government agencies, including agricultural marketing. With little inflow of FDI, most LDCs 
have adopted major promotional measures to increase foreign investments. Tax incentives, 
guaranteed profit repatriation and duty-free imports have been among the principal promotional 
measures. Efforts have also been made in some cowttries to reduce bureaucratic controls and 
procedW"eS and 'one stop' investment promotion bodies have sought to facilitate new investments. 

Struoural reforms have also aimed at increased diversification and food self-sufficiency 
has been an important goal. Resources have been sought to be mobilized for new investmen~ in 
mining and resource-based industries, besides infiastructure development. In some LOCs major 
emphasis has been given to tourism and tourist-related facilities. 

Despite the implementation of the structural adjustment programs in most LDCs, 
particularly in Africa, for several years, there has been marginal impact on new investments or 
on industrial growth and productivity. It is generally felt that, \\rule these programs have 
improved macro-economic stability and policies, they have had small effect on industrial 
investment or production or on the development of competitive and manufacturing capability in 
various fields. These programs, whicll are largely based on free play of market forces, are not 
necessarily conducive for industrial growth in economies with small markets, limited 
entrepreneurial capability and inadequate institutional support. In fact, weak institutional support 
and inadequate industrial services has oonstituted a major oonstraint in most LDCs. Changes in 
policies have increasingly been oriented to attract FDI, "hich has not been forthcoming, except 
in mining and resource-based sectors. Privatiz.ation of state-owned industrial enterprises have, 
particularly in African LDCs. often ro;ulted in closure of such enterprises, instead of their 
modemiz.ation and rehabilitation. With inadequate promotional emphasis and institutional support, 
local entrepreneurs have not been forthcoming "'nile the few existing industrial enterprises are 
unable to compete with imported products. 

The structural adjustment programs have faced oonsiderable criticism in recent years. In 
1989, the Economic Commission for Africa highlighted an "Alternative Approach."5 Since then, 
there has been a wide range of criticism that the rigidities involved in the SAP approach needed 
to be considerably modified if industrial growth and development of competitive capability is 
to be achieved in LDCs. A major failing of the SAP approach is the lUldue emphasis accorded 
to FDI and inadequate recognition that a key role has to be played by local entrepr~eurs and 
in5titutions providing various support faciliti~. Unless entrepreneurial capability can he rapidly 
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developed and local entrepreneurs encouraged t(l take the initiative in establishing SMEs and 
unless adequate institutional support is provided for finance. technology and marketing. it will 
be difficult to achieve competitive industrial gro\\th in most LDCs. It is obvious that an 
essential pre-requisite for industrial gro\\1h is a stable political climate for new investments. Only 
then is it possible to develop a package of prorootional measures for mobil~ion of invesunents. 
both domestic and foreign.6 Such conditions do not prevail in certain African LDCs \\here 
disturbances ~'ld conflicts continue to result in major disruption of economic activity. diversion 
of resollll"es from economic development and dislocation of popuiation. or \mere post-conflict 
situation, as in Mozambique and Rwanda, pose a different set of problems. On the other hand 
in a number of LDCs, including in Afiica, the overall political situatior: is increasingly becoming 
stabilized and presents considerable potential for accelerated and competitive industrial gro\\1h, 
provided an appropriate package of policies and institutional support measures can be 
implemented. In most LDCs. it is accepted that the private sector must play a critical and 
dominant role in industrial development. Yet, the package of institutional support and industrial 
services necessary for development of private-sector initiatives are not adequately available. 
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A free-market prescription is not enough: in industrially weak econvmies such as those 
represented by LDCs. !J3Iticularly in Africa. a nwnber of specific instin.tional meastD"es constitute 
essential pre-requisites for accelerated indmtrial growth. 

It is again.5t the above background of stagnant or declining industrial grc)\\th in most 
LDCs, despite structural adjll5tment programs, that policies and institutional mea5UreS in 
particular LDCs are reviewed. to~ with the impact of increa5ed market-oriented policies in 
these countries. For this purpose. e."q)Crience and trends in African LDCs. as also those in the 
Arab region and in Asia and tlie Pacific. and Haiti in Lalin America and the Caribbean have been 
brieflysurnrnariz.ed. 

1. I.J)(5 in Africa 

The overall traKl.~ in industrial growth in African LOCs. including the impact of structural 
adjustment programmes. have been discussed m the previous paragraphs. In most LDCs in Africa. 
~iderable efforts have been made ~ :-~ the negative impact of measures resulting from 
policies of earlier deaides. The implementation and impact of economic reforms and private
sector development has, however, varied in various African subregions and COlD1tries. Several 
factors account for such variations. These include the political commitment of the government 
to ref~ opposition by internal groups, and the fle.xibility of each ecooomy to respond to 
changing policies and institutional mea.5llreS, apart from global trends affecting particular sec.1ors 
and COlDltries.7 In some cases, reform mea.5llreS wae adopted too recently to have a measurable 
impact, in others, they were interrupted by new goverrunents and c.omequcntial changes in 
policies and institutional support measures. With scarce financial resources and facerl by major 
infrastructure and institutional constraints, African LDCs in particular, have faced severe 
limitations in the implementation of policies which can bring about major reorientation and 
diversified growth. Ec.onomic reforms have also heal overshadowed in countries where internal 
conflict and political disturbances have diverted resources from development. Economic 
mismanagement over a considerable period has had also exercised tmfavorable impact on several 
country's agricultural and industrial ~-

LDCs in African c:ountries can be grouped unda those in West Africa. namely Guinea 
Guinea-Buissau, Gambia. Benin, Niger, Burkina Faso and Cape Verde; those in Central Africa. 
namely Rwanda, Burundi, Chad, Congo, Zaire, Equatorial Guinea, Sao Tome and Principle; 
Djibuti in North-F.ast Africa. Ethiopia in F.a5t Africa and lndian CXean islands, including 
Madagascar and Comoros. 

Another grouping comprises tile Sahel r.:gion, which includes the island of Cape Verde 
in the West to Eritrea and Ethiopia in the Hom of Africa in the F.ast. According to World Bank 
cl~ification, the Sahelian economies comprise Cape Verde, Gambia. Guinea-Bussau. Senegal. 
Mauritania. Burkina Faso, Chad, Mali and Niger. The region contains some of the world's le.a.51 
developed CO'.mtries. Poorly endowed with natural resources, much of the area is covered by 
desert or semi-<bert and has arid climate and is prone to dcf()('Q)1alion, desertification and 
periodic drought. 
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~tAfrica 

Benin: The democratically elected government embarked on major economic 
reforms ;n 1989. With a stagnant economy, large dome;tic and foreign payment arrears and a 
banking system which had virtually collapsed the govemmer.t adopted the structural-adjustment 
programme of L\1F. By 1994, the government had taken several steps towards rnacrrJeCOnomic 
stabili7ation and reduction of budget deficit. A nwnber of losing state-O\\ned enterprises were 
liquidated or privatized. including the national airline; transportation companies; cement 
factories and banks. Foreign investors were permitted to participate in production of cement, 
cigarettes, besides dealership in automobile parts, tourism facilities c:nd retail activities. By 
1994. out of the tOOJJ 120 state-owned companies which were operating in 1989, 100 were 
liquidated, closed or sold to private investors.8 A new investment code was adopted to attract 
small and medium-scale private in\'estments \\hich ~lished private property rights and 
provided tax incentives to new entrants. In 1989, a new investment code was adopted towards 
FDI which promoted entry of foreign companies through ta.x incenti \'·es and permissible 
repatriation of profits. The new code has attracted certain foreign companies for exploration of 
offshore oil fields and the production of steel products. Little institutional support and industrial 
services were, however, promoted for private-sector growth. By 1994. the first phase of tariff 
reform was adopced which reduced the tariff structwe and import licensing requirements. Prices 
were liberaliz.ed through dismantling of the earlier system of price oontrols. Private sector 
development was also encooraged through the adoption of a revised labor law and corrunercial 
regulations. While the extensive policy changes have achieved greater stability. the response in 
terms of new rrivate-sector investment and entaprises, has been slow and limited 

Togo: Togo has adopted economic refonn programs since the early 1980s. Policies 
aimed primarily to stabilize the economy through monetary policies and reduction of fiscal 
deficits. Togo was among the first countries in Africa to initiate privatization of state-o\\ned 
enterprises, liberalization of foreign trade. tax reforms and reform of the agricultural marketing 
system 11ie manufacnuing sector, however, continues to account for a relatively small share iil 
Togo's economy. Most of the major state-o\\ne.d enterprises have been operating at a loss. In 
I 984, 19 public sector enterprises wcre identified for divestment, including the sale of two textile 
companies to Hong Kong investor.,. In several cases, privatization took place through liquidation 
of enterprises or through long-term lease arrangements with foreign investors. By 1990. out of 
a total of 73 state-o\\ne.d enterprises, 14 had been privatiz.ed.'i 

The new Investment Code of the country was enacted in 19CX> and provided facilities for 
more liberal conditions for investments, particularly foreign investments. The code permits 
investments in the agricuJtural, mining. manufacturing and various service sectors, and the towist 
infra.wucture. The minimwn siz.e of investments is set at CF A 25 million for foreign 
investments and CF A 5 million for dome,tic investors. Despite favorable regulation. FDI 
inflow has been discouraged hy politicai uncertainties, labor unrest, the small si7..c of the market 
and legal l..DlC.Crtainiies concerning land titles and property rights. There has also been little 
gro\.\1h of domestic private-sector investments and enterprises, in recent years and little 
instiMional support was provided in this regard. 

In 1990, the government established an exrort proees.5ing zone with incentives including 
duty-i~ and exports, a 10-year tax holiday, '-=xemption from the general blL5incss tax; and 
other incentives and facilities. By October 1992, there were J 5 cornpani~ operating in the zone, 
and a total of 48 companies received approval for operations. 
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Burkina F&>: Burkina Faso is a landlocked Sahclian cowitry. \\ith almost 90 percent 
of its 4.3 milli.Jn population engaged in subsistence agriculture. In 1991, the country adopted new 
economic measures "ithin the structural adjtL<1ment program. covering the agricultural and 
industrial sectors. The W.ining Code was revised in 1991-92 to~ t0reign investors. Revision 
of the fiscal regulation and investment code have also been undertaken. The code relates tax 
incentives l'J the siz.e of investment and nanue of production and location. A pr~ vati7.2 .:on 
program was adopted in 1991 and, by 1994. divested government holdings in 12 state-owned 
enterprises which generated $13 million!° For 1994, the program includes the divestiture of 
vegetable oils and soap manufacturing firms. the agricultural marketing hoard and several smallcr 
companies. The government intends to retain ownership in 11 enterprises, including 
transportation, textile and rice proces.5ing. [kspite the adoption of refonn measures in 
1991, economic and industrial growth by 1994 r.as been marginal. and inflation has been arowid 
30 percent Little institutional suppcrt bas been provided for local enterprises. In 1994. the 
devaluation of the CFA resulted in major disruption in the economy. It is e:q>ected, however, 
that exports of the cotmtry's major export item, cotton. \\ill increa5e significantly. 

Cape Verde: The cotmtry of c.ape Verde stretches as a chain of islands. about 650 km 
west off the coos~ 0f Senegal, with a population of about 375 thousand. The economy depends 
on subsistence farming. fishing and the remittances of emigrants and depends heavily on imports. 
with ~proximately 90 percent of food consumption being imported. The value of imports. in 
most years. exceeds the COlllltry~s exports about 25 times, the balance being financed by 
remittances of approximately 600 thousand emigrants and foreign aid The country's leading 
export product is banana which account for about one-third of export revenues, followed by 
frozen nma.. With about 60 percent of the GDP, the service sector dominates the economy, 
including commerce, traTlSpOrt and public services. Industry plays a relatively little role in the 
economy, contributing about 8 percent of the GDP and employing about 5 percent of the 
population in 1992. The manufacturing sector consists mostly of light manufacturing, fish 
processing and handicraft production. Several of the manufacturing enterprises are state-o\\ned 
or with partial O".vnership of the state. 

Since 1989, the government started to liberaliz.e the contrally-planned economy by 
opening it up to the private sector and adopting market-oriented and outward looking policies. 
Export promotion and development of a free trade wne were identified by the govenunent among 
the priorities of development. The objective of the government was to take advantage of the 
country's location for purposes of transhipment and off-shore manufacturing and for the 
establishment of a center for banking and financial services. Development of fisheries and 
tourism were also targeted for expansion. Foreign investors were encouraged to participate in 
the development of these sectors and, in 1992-93, the list of sectors open to foreign investments 
was published by the government. For the promotion of exports, Promcx. an export promotior. 
office was established \\nich aims to remove the impediments imposed on exports and provijcs 
for incentives. 

An important element of the refonns involved the removal of state monopoly in 
commerce and the formulation of a privati7.ation policy. In 1993, privatiUllion of selected state
owned enterprises was annowiccd to be implemented during the next four years. Ar:. the initial 
pha.5e of privati7..ation. several state-owned companies are scheduled for closure. The national 
telecommwiications company is inviting tenders for participation by private investors. The 
warehousing and cargo handling services of the national port authorities arc also designated for 
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privatiz.ation. 

Development of the private sector still continues to be constrained by the regulation of 
imports which remain subject to liCCl1.5CS. \\ith the Central Bank setting an annual foreign 
exchange ~uota for imports. The inadaJuate development of the financial sector constitutes 
further coll.5traint on the development of the private sector. The Bank of Cape Verde holds 
monopoly on banking in the country and serves as central bank, commercial bank and 
development bank. Separation of these functiOll.5 is. however, under consideration by the 
government. 

While the government has made signitk.ant progress in the transformation of the econemy 
towards a more market-oriented system. development of the private sector remains coll.5trained 
by the climatic difficulties of the country. an inadequate infrastructure, the small size of the 
internal market, and the counc)'s dependence on foreign some.es of income. 

Gambia: The agricultural sector accounts for about half of Gambia's GDP and employs 
about 80 percent of the labor force. Most of the industrial operations relate to the processing of 
groundnut which accounts for over half of the country's export revenues. Due to its location. the 
country has become a major re-export center for neighboring countries which has been 
encomaged by Lhe govenunent by improving custorns and port facilities. The country has 
maintained a liberal trade system and adopted a low tariff. By the 1970s, the role of the public 
sector had increased significantly in Gambia. In 1985, however, with a deteriorating economic 
situation the goverrunent launched an Economic Recovery Program. which set tight fiscal policies 
through expenditure cutting and restrictive monetary and credit policies: a flexible exchange rate: 
and measures to refonn the state-owned enterprise and financial sectors. These policy reforms 
were further elaborated in the Revised fkvelopment Act of 1988 which provided a range of 
policies for the promotion of private sector involvement. A floating exchange system replaced 
the fixed exchange rate regime which pegged the dalasi to the British pound. The Exchang~ 
Control Act was suspended and foreign exchange bureaus were opened to facilitate trade in 
foreign exchange and the parnllel foreign exchange market was discontinued. The banking sector 
was strengthened, with government taking over non-performing loans. The Gambia Commercial 
and Development Bank \\a5 rtstructured and, in 1992, privatiz.ed. 

The new Investment Code in 1988, d':Signated tourism as a priority sector and provided 
for a range of fiscal incentives. Emphasis was also given to agro-related industries, including 
horticulture and market gardening. Other sectors eligible for investment incentives included 
export-oriented production and sekcted import-substitution industries. Foreign direct investments 
have been encomaged, with preierence given to joint ventures. Since its econuMic refonn, 
several joint ventures were entered between Gambian and Chinese enterprise in the agro-based 
manufacturing sector while oil expioraticn concessions were granted to Canadian and United 
States companies. 

Since the mid 1980s, reforms almed to improve the efficiency of state-owned enterprises, 
including through selective privatization. In its first phase of privati7..ation, the govcmMent 
divested its holdings in several hotels and ~ourist operations and introduced perf onnance contracts 
for the Gambia Produce Marketing Board and several state-o'M'led infrastructw-c enterprises. 

The impact of refonnc; has been quite favorable for private-sector development and the 
number of such enterprises has increased cort<>derably in recent year.;. lhere has, however, been 
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little emphasis on institutional support and industrial services to assist local enterprises. 

Mali~ Mali is a landlocked country. ''ith a population of 8.5 million in 1992. About 75 
percent of the population is engaged in the agricultural sector. Cereal production for domestic 
consumption and cotton and livestock for export make up close to half of the country's GDP. 
Food processing, tex1iles. hides and skins. and production of agricultural implements and 
chemicals account for major share of the industrial production ,-,hich is undertaken by about 164 
enterprises. About 65 percent of these enterprises are in the private sector. and the balance is 
state-o\\ned. 11 

Through the 1960s and 1970s, ~ economy was dominated by stale-o\\ned enterprises. 
By the early 1980s, major imbalances in the economy necessitated considerable policy 
readjustments. Reform 0Ie2Sures, initiated in 1992, aimed to redress the chronic budget deficit 
which had largely resulted from the losses generated by state-o\med enterprises. Reduction of 
staff and the nwnber of public enterprises constituted key elements of reform policy. 

Processing and marketing of cotton, the country's principal export product, is undertaken 
by the stale-controlled CMDT with 49 percent participation by a French marketing company. 

Privatiz.ation was initiated in the mid 1980s, mostly by closing loss-making stale-o\\Tied 
enterprises. The objective was to privatize or restructure 40 state-o\\Tied enterprises which in 
1987/88 accounted for more than 60 percent of of the government budget. 12 By 1989, the 
government closed Air Mali, Somiex, the state-o\\Tied export-import enterprise. and several textile 
plants. Throughout the early 1990s, the govcnunent continued to liquidate the stale-owned 
sector, with 3 major privatizations envisaged for 1994, the largest of which is the Industrial Sugar 
Company, which accotmts for close to half of the country's production. Apart from liquidations. 
closures and sale of state-o\\Tied enterprises, the role of govenunent is sought to be reduced by 
pennitting private participation in activities which were previously a government monopoly. 

The Investment Code provides the same incentives to domestic and foreign investors, and 
import/export licenses are allocated on a non-preferential basis. FDI is permitted through 
wholly foreign-o\\Tied oompanies or joint venture with local companies. Foreign investors are 
also encourage:C to acquire state-o\\Tied companies which are offered for privatiZ1tion. Processing 
of investment applications is facilitated by the establishment of 'guichet unique'. a one-stop office 
for the registration and processing of investment proposals. A new Mining Code adopted in 
1989 which streamlined the approval procedures in the mining sector and encouraged 
participation of foreign companies. 

Private sector development has been encouraged through a nwnbcr of m~\.lre3 which 
are aimed at improving the environment for private investors, including: 

- ~tablishrncnt of businesses through simplified procedures through the 'guichet unique' 
facilities; 

- elimination of price controls for all consumer goods by 1992; 
- elimination of import and export licenses; 
- revision of the Commerce and Investment Code; 
- adoption of a new Labor Code; 
- incentives offered within the Investment Code; 
- establistuncnt of commercial courts. 
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Little i.nstinttional support. however. ha.c;; been provided to local en~~rises with respect 
to technology, marketing and external linkages. The climate for private-sector investments in Mali 
is quite favourable and a nwnber of new enterprises have been set up or expanded in recent 
years. The pace of growth oould, however, be oonsiderably enhanced with greater instinttional 
support and industrial services. 

Guinea: Guinea pos.5CS.5es the world's third largest bauxite reserves, high grade iron ore 
deposits, and gold, diamonds and other precious metals. While the mining sector has grown 
rapidly in recent years, and export of bauxite and alumina account for 90 percent of the country's 
export revenues, a substantial proportion of reserves have remained unexploited. About 75 
percent of the population is engaged in agriculture and industrial production accounts for less 
than 5 percent of GDP. During the 1958-84 period, the socialist government operated through 
a centrally-planned economic system Since I ~34, economic refonns were introduced to liberalize 
and restructure the economy; promote investments and to incrm5e and diversify agricultural 
production. Presently, the oountry produces about 40 percent of its food conswnption and a 
higher self-sufficiency in food is among the country's priorities. 

The restructuring of the economy involved substantial reduction in the role of the public 
sector. Some state monopolies, such as distribution enterprises for sale and shipment of imports, 
were shut down and concessions were granted to private companies. In 1991, a total of 131 
businesses were slated for privatization. Within this program, also the state hydro-carbon 
monopoly was liquidated and l'q)laced by a joint venture between the government and a 
consortiwn of foreign oompanies. Several smaller enterprises were liquidated or closed. 
Implementation of the privatization program has, however, been oonstrained by insufficient 
demand by inve3tors outside the mining sector. 

The government has retained ownership and control in the mining sector, ranging from 
49 to 51 percent equity omiership, with the balance held by foreign mining companies. The 
largest bauxite producer, Compagnie des Bauxites de Guinee (CBG) is, for example, held 49 by 
the Govenunent and 51 percent by the United States company, Halco Mining. The Government 
also owns 40 percent of Friguia, a bauxite mining and refining company, in joint venture with 
a consortiwn of five multinational mining companies. Foreign investors have been encouraged 
to exploite new mineral reserves. In 1992, the goverrunent liberalized regulations for diamond 
mining to encourage pmicipation of foreign com;mies. The Investment Code was revised in 
1987 and liberalized commercial regulations and pro:edures. 

The country's financial institutions comprise six commercial banks which were fonned 
in 1985 and 1986. Four of these banks are subsidiaries of French banks, and one is a subsidiary 
of a Moroccan l.>ank. The activity of these banks is, however, mostly restricted to short-term 
financing and with very limited lending for the medium- and long tenn. The foreign exchange 
rate is determined through weekly auctions at the central bank. Imports are subject to import 
authorization. Remittance of foreign exchange is restricted and requires previous approval of the 
Central Bank. Foreign trade activities are still fairly restricted. Importers have to deposit up to 
25 percent of the value of the goods for tariff and the local equivalent of the required foreign 
exchange at the time of the application for imports. 

The refonn measures have had favourable impact on private-sector development in the 
country. However, in the absence of adequate institutional support measures, increase in the 
number of enterprises and in production of manufactured goods has continued to be slow. 
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Guine.Bissau: With a population of approximately l million. Guinea-Bissau's 
economy is dom!nated by agriculture in fonn of subsistence farming \\ruch accounts for about 
half of the GDP. Primary products are cashew. rice, peanuts and cotton. A major source of 
government revenue is derived from the sale of off-shore fishing licenses. The industrial sector 
is very small, and accounted for 16 percent of the GDP in 1992. With the exception of the 
lumber industry, production is oriented towards the local market. The largest manufacturing 
entaprises are state-0\med, such as the state-mwed brewery, or are joint ventures between state-
0\\11ed and private enterprises and foreign investors, and are mostly engaged in food processing. 
including rice proces.5ing, production of vegetable oils, soap and animal feed In 1979, a foreign 
assembly plant was opened with an annual production of 500 cars per year for the local market. 
The rest of the industry consists of a few very small plants for brickmaking, fruit juice 
production, soft drink production and teXiile manufacture. Almost all the machinery, fuel and 
most of the food requirements of the country have to be imported The country's mineral 
resources have not yet been exploited but exploration of bauxite deposits and offshore uil 
prospecting are muter way. Guinea-Bissau's exports are limited to grotmdnuts. timber, palm 
kernels and fish. 

In 1987, the government adopted a structural adjustment program with the financial 
assistance of the World Bar.k and IMF. Within the framework of j}ese refonn measures, stps 
were undertaken to liberalize trade; exporters were permitted to retain 50 percent of their export 
eaming5 to be utilized for eligible imports; the issue of import licenses was simplified. and with 
the exception of lUXUI)' g~, import licenses are given automatically. A refonn of the tariff 
structure is also lUlder way. A flexible exchange rate was adopted for the Guinea-Bissauan Peso 
and a system of foreign exchange auctions was introduced which closed the gap between the 
official and parallel exchange rates. 

In 1991, a decree was adopted to privatize unprofitable state-owned entaprises. For the 
initial phase, 9 state-o\wed entaprises were identified for privatiz.ation, including the national 
brewery and a fishing company. Refonn of the financial sector has also been considered and the 
government annmmced the creation of new banks and legaliz.ation of foreign exchange houses. 
Within these measures, the liquidation of the state-owned Banco Nacional de Credito is planned 
to~ completed in the near future. 

Achievement of food self-sufficiency is among the priorities 0f the goverrunent. 
Significant financial allocations have also been lUldertaken to strengthen thl.! industrial and 
commercial market. Initially, the local processing of sugar, cotton and tobacco are considered 
to be established. Expansion of the country's fishing fleet and development of the tourist industry 
are planned to contribute to an increase of foreign exchange revenues for the country. 
Implementation of these projects, however, will depend significantly on the government's ability 
to mobilize investment ftmds. The arrears of the government on its foreign debt, however, act 
as major constraints in this regard. 

Siena Leone: Despite tl1e colllltry's substantial mineral resources, the country's 
economy was characterized by large budget deficits, inflation, a weak infrastructure, and 
accumulation of large external debts during the 1970s and 1980s. In the 1990s, the three-year 
old internal conflict has drained the cowitry's resourrec; and created an wifavorable investment 
climate. 

In 1989, measures were tmdertaken to stabilize the economy, exercise fiscal discipline and 
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promote private sector development. By the early 1990s, price controls were removed on goods 
and services and restrictions on interest rates were removed. Foreien exchange offices were 
permitted to operate and market-~ foreign exchange rates~ utilized~ In a move to 
liberalize trade, import license requirements were eliminated. 

In 1993, a privatization program was under review to divest selecuxf state-owned 
enterprises, including in petrolewn refining and marketing, insurance and hotel sub-se::tors. 
Restructuring and moderni7.ation of state-owned enterprises are also planned. The goverrunent 
expres.500 its commitment to promote private sector growth by strengthening the financial sector's 
ability to provide credit to private '11taprises. In order to improve the environment for private 
sector development, the government has also initiated ref Jnn of the legal and collUTk:l'Cial 
regulatory framework. In 1994, a new mining law was enacted to encourage foreign ev.apanies 
to participate in the exploration and extraction of the mineral resources and several foreign 
mining conglomerates received concessions to mine diarr.~nds and gold and other asc;ociated 
minenls. 

Despite policy liberalization and refonns, the growth of private-sector enterprises and of 
manufactured products has oontinued to be slow and marginal, largely because of inadequate 
institutional support for local enterprises. 

Liberia: Since 1989, the country's e:conomy has been tom by civil war, which separated 
the country into two parts, brought production of most sectors of the economy to a halt and 
resulted in major destruction of productive resources. It is estimated that about half of a 
population of 2.6 million fled the co~tty. Despite a neace agreement in earl~· 1994, fighting 
resumed and is continuing. 

The transitional govemm~t of the country has drann up an economic reform program 
to achieve a rapid recovery of the war-tom country. However, because of the continuing 
hostilities and politic.al uncertainty, implementation of the program has not yet started. In the 
short tenn, emphasis of the program is on the ~vision of basic health and educational facilities 
and shelters. The extent of reconstruction will largely depend on the availability of external 
fimding. 

Mamitania: The country's economy is based on subsistence farming, traditional livestock 
farming, fishing and mining. Agricultural output fluctuates strongly and a major share of food 
requirements is continued to be met by imports. Since 1983, fishing has been the main source 
of income, but by the early 1990s, aging vessels and over-fishing had income from reduced 
fishing. Mauritania has high-quality iron ore deposits which in 1990, accounted for 12 percent 
of the GDP. With declining world demand and prices for iron ore, however, by the late 1980s, 
the contribution of iron mining to GDP had been decreasing. The country's climatic 
Wlcertainties, fluctuations of world market price of iron ore and civil disturbances ir1 recent years 
have introduced a high degree of volatility and uncertainty in the country's economy. The small 
market size and inadequate infra.5tructure have also constrained industrial growth. The 
manufacturing sector is limited to fish processing anC: production of a limited range of chemicals 
and pla<rtic.\, metallurgy and metal products and production of building materials. 

Since 1984, the country has adopted successive structural adjustment pro~ Wlder the 
guidance of the IMF and World Bank. In 1985, renewed economic and financial m~ were 
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adopted to be followec! by the structural adjustment programme of 1989-9 l and the Enhanced 
Structural Adjustment Facility of 1992-95. 

The refonn programme of 1985-89. aimed to redress macroeconomic stability and transfer 
the state-controlled economy to the private sector. During the Consolidation Program. covering 
the 1989-91 period, privatization and restructuring of the state-owned enterprises and 
liberalization of prices and the foreign exchange system have been among the priorities. New 
investments, both domestic and foreign, were encouraged by a new investment code. Under the 
cmrent, 1992-95, enhanced structural adjustment facility, the program accords special emphasis 
to the re.5tructuring of the public sector, and termination of state monopolies. However, little 
institutional support has been provided for this purpose. Among the state-owned enterprises to 
be sold in the ne.ar future is SIMAR, the fishing enterprise, SMCPP, the oil products company, 
and SMCP, the fish txporting enterprise. The government is encouraging participation of foreign 
investors in privatization. 

To promote investments, both domestic and foreign, a new Investment Code was adopte.d 
in 1989. In addition, two finther sector-specific investment regulations were also issued; the 1988 
Maritime Fisheries Code. and the 1988 Hydrocarbons Code. The Investment Code, (Ordinance 
no. 89.013) establishes the framework and conditions for investments and provides for the 
guarantees and incentives. It establishes the National Investment Commission which screens 
major foreign investment proposals and identifies priority areas where incentives are given 
including to small and mediwn-sized enterprises; export oriented production; enhancement of 
value of internal resomces and establistunent of enterprises outside the capital. Foreign investors 
receive the same treatment as local investors and are guarantee.d the repatriation of profits. The 
code enumerates the tax benefits, including exemptions in some instances, in the identifie.d 
priority sectors. In order to reduce govenunent intervention in the banking sector, the 
goverrunent sold its minority participation in three banks in 1992-93. Financial restructuring of 
two joint venture banks between the goverrunent and foreign partners is under way. The state
omied Union de &nque de Developpement ·was closed and liquidated. 

Economic diversification is sought through programs in three major areas, namely 
fishing, agriculture and mining. The fishing industry which had been a leading sec.tor in the 
1980s, has experienced significant undercapitalization of its fleet, at times, with only one-third 
of the total vessels in operations. Over-fishing has further reduced the output. Modernizlltion of 
the fishing industty is among the priorities of the govenunent, including renewal of the fisnh1t; 
fleet through new investments and improved management to expand export revenues of the 
sector. The traditional agricultural sector which employs about 65 percent of the population only 
provides about 35 percent of the local food demand of the country. The government has initiate.d 
major investments in the Senegal River Valley to increase diversification of agricultural crops. 
AgriculturaJ production is also sought to be increased through liberalizlltion of agriculture pricing 
and improving efficiency of the food marketing organiz.ation and agricultural extension services. 
The mining sector is sought to be diversified through the exploitation of other mineral deposits, 
besides iron ore. ln 1992, a joint venture between the government and an Australian mining 
company was entc.Ted for production of gold. Offshore oil explorations are sought to be resume.d 
after discontinuance in 1993. 

The refonn meas~ and policy changes have had favorable impact on private-sector 
development and it is expected that the number of such enterprises will increase significantly in 
the ne.ar future. However, institutional support for such developmenyts has been very limited. 
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Centr.11 Africa 

Cl1ad: With approximately 85 pcrcent of the population engaged in subsistence 
agriculture, Chad is among the lowest income countries in the world. Almost two decades of 
civil war, severe drough~ an underdeveloped infrastructure and the landlocked position of the 
comtry have resulted in the low level of economic development of the country. Chad is atn0ng 
the lea.51 industrialized countries, with the share of industry accounting for about 7 percent of 
GDP. The manufacturing sector centers around the processing of cotton and the largest company 
of the country is the state-O\\ned Cotonchad, which purchases the cotton harvest from about 
200,000 farmers. Other manufacturing activities include agroprocessing, soft drink production and 
textile manufacture and assembly of bicycles. The majority of the labor fOl'Cc! is employed by 
state-owned enterprises and the private sector is very small. About 80 percent of the export 
revenues are generated by cotton. 

State-owned enterprises have dominated the production and proces.sing of cotton, sugar, 
agricultural equipment, textiles, besides operations of airlines, insurance and infrastructure 
activities. As part of economic ref onm. the Government plans to privatize or liquidate almost all 
state-owned enterprises. By I 994. under the guidance of the World Bank, several privatizations 
were completed, often through closure of enterprises. Activities were also opened to the private 
sector which were previously reserved for the government. In I 990, for example, the Rice 
Marketing Board was dissolved; a textile manufacturing enterprise was closed and its assets sold: 
in I 992, the Office of Quarries in the Ministry of Mines was abolished. 

It is hoped that foreign investments will play an important role in economic and industrial 
grm~1h and liberal policies have been adopted. Foreign and local investments are regulated by 
the Investment Code of I 986, which permits I 00 percent foreign ownership, except in industries 
which are of national security or of strategic importance. Foreign investo~ are also permitted to 
participate in the privatization of the country, and there is no discrimination between local and 
foreign c.apital. Foreign investo~ may apply for specific incentives which are subject to 
negotiations with the government. There are no restrictions on the remittance of profits and other 
revenues by foreign investo~. Foreign investments in Chad have so far been confined to a 
relatively few small French, Nigerian, Lebanese and Greek businesses. The largest foreign 
investments are through equity participation of foreign investo~ in state-owned companies. such 
as in the national telecommunications enterprise, insurance company, airline, hotel chain and 
Cotonchad, which is partially in French ownership. 

The liberalization of Chad's trade policy has been proceeding within the UDFAC. In 1991, 
members of UDFAC agreed to a joint trade liberalization program which included reduction of 
quantitative restrictions and tariffs by 1995. A new turnover tax replaced the import tax and 
liberalization of export licensing has also been initiated. 

The financial sector consists of three commercial banks, two of which are affiliated with 
French banks and one has Swiss participation. The postal banking system and the newly reopened 
Development Bank of Chad are O'Mled by the state. The Development Bank gives priority to 
finance small and micro ent~ses in the infonnal sector. 

Within the structural adjustment facility of the IMF, the government initiated major 
restructuring of the cotton sector in 1987. To reduce the operating costs, several ginneries were 
closed, with resultant labor layoffs; the debt was reduced by one-third; and cost-effectiveness of 
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collection and marketing was improved In the oil sector. a consortiwn of multinational oil 
companies is W1dertaking exploration for potential oil reserves in Southern Chad. With the 
exploitation of these reserves.. the COW1try expects to achieve self-sufficiency in oil by the year 
2000. 

Despite the reform rneasmes undertaken, privale-sector development has been slow 300 
marginal and largely related to foreign investments, with lit+Je institutional support being provideJ 
for local enterprises. 

Bunni: Ova 90 percent of the C0W1try's population is engaged in subsistence farming. 
Burundi has a high population ckmity, which, together with the high population growth rate, has 
contnbuted to high unemployment In 1991, the industrial sector accounted for about 15 percent 
of GDP. The manufacturing sector is dominated by the processing of coffee and tea, apart from 
some basic comumer goods industries such as textile and sugar mills and some metal fabrication. 
In 1991, 81.1 percent of the C0W1try's exports was accoonted for by coffee and fluctuating world 
market prices resulted in volatility in the country's foreign exchange revenues.13 

Sinc.e 1986, Burundi Im pursued structural adjustnr.lt programs which focused on reform 
of the public sector. Until 1991, the government dominated most sectors of the economy through 
state-owned enterprises, including coffee and tea production and import of consumer goods. 
Since 1990-1991, the govenunent, howeva, permitted privale traders to purchase coffee directly 
from coffee-producing enterprise and entry of private companies in coffee washing which was 
previously reserved for the govonment Bun.mdi has tmexploited mineral deposits, including 
nickel, vanad.ilDTl, gold and phosphates, apart from other minerals. Lack of infiastructure, and the 
~t high oosts of exploitation have howeva, discouraged significant exploitation. 
Foreign investors are encouraged to participate in these fields. 

Investment incentives have been provided by the Investment Code of 1979 which was 
amended in 1989. The Code offers ~ tax incentives to import-substirution industries and 
special priority status for export-oriented production. In 1992, the government adopted 
legislation to establish a nation-wide fu:e trade zone with important fiscal incentives given to 
investors. While the goverrunent encourages participation of foreign investors, particularly in 
export-oriented production, it only pennits repatriation of profit up to 50 percent In 1994, the 
Company for the Industrial Development of Burundi (CDIBU) was established. The puqx>Se of 
this in.5titJtion, which is to be managed by the Director of the Centre for the Development of 
Industry, is to provide information to entrepreneurs about sources of financing; coordinate the 
preparation of project studies, and the training of employees of new busin~. 

The refonn ~ have expanded the role of the private sector in recent years. 
However, little in.5titutional support and facilities have been provided for private-sector 
developmen!., and the impact on private sector industrial produc..1ion, has, so far, been very 
limited 

Niger. Niger is a landlocked Sahelian colDltry with approximately 95 percent of its 
population engaged in agriculture and animal husbandry. The COlDltry ~ the third largest 
uraniwn deposits of the world and in the 1970s, major impetm was provided to the economy by 
the export of uranium. In the early 1980s, the significant drop in uranium prices caused major 
cutbacks in production and the share of uranium production dropped to 8 percent of GDP in 1986 
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compared with 13 percent in 1980. 

F.conomic refonm were adopted in Niger in the early 1980s when the decline of the price 
of uranium reduced significantly the COlDltry's foreign exchange revenues. Periodic droughts had 
also con:ributed to the eotmt:ry's economic problems. Within the framework of the structural 
2djustment facility of the IMF and since 1988. the enhanced structural adjustment facility. initial 
economic refonm aimed to restn.k.."'ture and reduce the state-o\\lled sector and improve ~he 
performance of public services. Through price liberalization and incentives. the participation of 
private sector was also sought to be encouraged 

In 1987, the govenunent identified 22 state-o\\ned enterprises for privatization, out of 
a total of 54 such enterprises. The 1990 program extended the scope of privatization and 
identified 38 enterprises for divestment, with 16 others to be liquidated or closed. 14 Privatization 
has proceeded relatively slowly. though a number of smaller enterprises were closed. In 1994, 
the govenunmt reduced its o\\TlefShip in the electricity utility, NIGERELEC from 95 percent to 
51 percent Shares were offered to the employees of the company and the public. In 1994. the 
new government has revised the soope of privatiz.ation from 30 to 15 enterprises. 

The new Investment Code of 1990 provided a package of incentives, including: 
- Special Promotional Privileges to legal entities for 10 years, including exemption from 
taxes and duties on imported e.quipment. and exemption from taxes during the pre
operational phase. 
- Special Conventional Privileges provided to companies with investment above CF A2 
billion and employing a minimum of 400 employees. These incentives include Special 
Promotional Privileges and a 50 percent exemption from taxes and other duties. 
- Transfer of profits and other revenues by foreign investors equal legal treatment to 
nationals. 

In 1990, due to its financial difficulties, the state-mmed Banque de Developpment de la 
Republique du Niger (BORN) was liquidated and a new privately-o\\ned commercial bank 
created. With the closure of BORN, the goverrunent has \\ithdra\\n its operations in the banking 
sector. The new bank is directed by the Tllllisian Societe Tllllisienne de Banques \\hich holds 
a 25 percent equity share, with several other foreign ban.Jes participating \\ith equity holding. The 
share of the Niger private sector is 25 percent. There are five other privately-o\\ncd commercial 
banks operating in the country. 

Structural reforms have also concentrated on the agricultural sector, \\ith emphasis on 
increased agricultural output through inigation and an anti-desertification program. Crop
div~ification seeks to in~ domestic self-sufficiency and increa.5ed production of export 
c.ommodities, such as onions, garlic and CO\\peas. 

Uranium is the country's most important export commodity. In 1990, the government 
adopted policies to improve efficiency by a decrease of 26 percent in production costs, through 
major layoffs in the two major enterprises, Cominak and Somair. The country has other mineral 
re.iOurces, such as tin, and oil which are currently being evaluated by a conwrtium of foreign 
oil companies for potential exploitation. The poor in~cture of the COWltry and the need for 
major investments have acted, so far; as disincentives for exploitation. 
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Despite its reform measures. there has been little gJU\\th of private sector enterprises or 
production in the cotmtry so far. in the absence of institutional support or facilities. 

C.entral African Reputjic: With approximately 60 percent of the popuiation engaged in 
subsistence farming. the Central African Republic is a sparsely populated. landlocked cotmtr)'. 
Political strife, harsh climatic conditions with frequent droughl soil erosion and an 
underdeveloped infrastructure have constituted major constraints on economic development The 
country's manufacturing sector accoun1S for about 8 percent of the GDP and consists mostly of 
small-scaJe production in food processing. textile and leather proces.5ing. Gold and diamonds are. 
howevcr, mined in the COtmtl)', apart from limestone, iron ore copper and uraniwn resomces. 
The country's exports comprise of cotton, coffee, tobacco. gold and diamonds. In the mid- I 980s. 
faced by major fiscal and current acrount imbalancei, the country initiated stabilization measures 
and sought to liberaliz.e the economy. 

The Investment Code of 1988 prO\ides for a broad range of incentives and guarantees to 
•.'entral African businesses. Preferential tax and custorm treatment is granted to small and 
medium-sized enterprises which have a CamaI African majority in capital and management. \\ith 
capital less than CF A I 00 million, and \\ith less than 5 employees. The incentives include tax 
exemption ranging from 2 to 5 years. At the same time. the Code provides for ceruin restrictions 
on new investments. Private enterprises can only be established \\ith pre\ ioll5 permission in 
sectors where state-o\\ned enterprises operate and are required to pay an indemnity. Foreign 
investments are also regulated by the Code of 1988 which guarantees profit repatriation and tax 
incentives for activities in the value-added sector5. FDI has. howevcr. been declining. Over 50 
pen:.ent of such investments originate in France, including small bll5inesses and large French 
companies in joint venture mth the Central African Republic's government in infrastructure 
enterprises. French companies own controlling interest in the telephone. water distribl.nion and 
cotton-purchasing public agency, besides electricity generation and distribution. insurance and 
shipping. 

The Central African Republic is a member of the UDFAC, •.\hich has soughL since its 
f onnation in 1964 to hannoniz.e tax, tariff and fiscal policies among the member states. Reduction 
of tariffs and of trade restrictions have remained. howC1:er, largely unimplemem..:d. In 1994 
negotiations have been rent:wed to step up implementation of these measures. 

There has been little growth of private-sector investments and production in the cotmtI)' 
in recent years and hardy any institutional fimctions have been pro\ided. 

F.quatorial Guinea: With ~bout 55 percent of the population engaged in agriculture, 
subsistenc.e fanning predominates apart from timber, cocoa and coffee production for exports. 
In 1989, the government introduced economic refonns t::1 stabiliz.e and diversify the economy. 
MC3.5ures were adopted to improve fiscal policies, and increase 1\..-Vcnucs. particularly through 
exploitation of new oil and ga_5 rest...ves. The refonns sought to incr~ food self-sufficiency by 
diversifying agricultural production from cocoa to other food products;. exploitation of oil and 
gas reserves through a consortiwn of foreign oil companies; refonn of state-owned enterprises 
and restructuring of the financial sector; besides diversification of exports from cocoa to other 
export products, particularly timber and oil. Private-sector development has been encolll'3gcd 
through introduction of a legal framework for private sector activities. Price controls have been 
gradually reduced and labor laws liberalized. Efforts are being made to improve the financial 
situation of state-owned enterprises though privatization has not yet been undertaken. 
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There has been little impact of recent policies on private-sector development and on 
growth of enterprises in the oountry, because of lack of institutional facilities or support. 

Rwanda: The population of the oountry was estimated at 8.02 million in 1993. 
Agriculll.U'e is the back.bone of the economy and accounts for almost half of the GDP and 93 
percent of emplo}11101L In 1990, ova 81 percent of the export earnings were obtained fiom the 
sale of tea and Arabica coffee. The manufacturin2 sector is small. with about 30 manufacturin2 
enterprises producing basic conswner goods for ifltemal ~ion, such as beer, soft ~ 
cigarettes, cement and textiles. These enterprises depend on imported machinery and 
components. 

The priority of the goverrunent has been to achie\'e self-sufficiency in food and 
diversifi~on of exports fiom its heavy concentralion on tea and coffee. Strengthening of the 
manufacturing sector is sought with particular atlJ>lmis on the development of small and 
medimn-scale enterprises. Since the mid- l 980s, under structural adjustment program5 of the 
IMF, reform; were adopted to strengthen the private sector and liberalize the trade system 
Administralive measures were adopted to facilitale the f onnation of private enterprises; prices 
were liberaliz.ed for a wide range of goods, and protectionist measures were reduced The 
extended public sector of the count1y, consisting of 62 state-owned enterprises. including utilities, 
export and import companies and distribution companies, was sought to be reformed, partly 
through liquidation and partly throush their restructuring and privatiz.ation. Goverrunent 
monopolies were also increasingly opened for private sector participation. Foreign investments 
have been enc.ouraged by the government with special incentives granted for export-oriented 
production. In 1990, the rwanden franc was devalued by 40 percent \\hich sought to increase 
the COWltry • s exports. 

The financial system of the country was tightly controlled by the Rwandan National Bank 
which regulated interest rates and locn'c.apital ratios of the three oommercial banks of the 
oountry. The stale-owned Rwandan Development Bank provides preferential access to credit to 
priority projects and h2s sought to support small- and mcdiwn-scale entaprises. 

The vicious civil war which began in October 1990 had di~ impact on the COWltJJ • s 
economy, apart from heavy loss of life and destruction of property. By the end of the war in 
mid-1994, the civil war and disturbances had resulted in major human losses, oomprising the 
slaughter of up to one million per.;ons, with refugees estimated at two million. Coffee and tea 
production had effectively oome to a stop, while the infrastructure has been largely destroyed 
The tourist industry, the second largest generator of foreign exchange revenues, following coffee 
and tea, has oome to a oomplete halt. 

The recovery plan for 1995-96, with the financial SL?JXXt of several donor countries, seeks 
to revive the ~ic infiastructure and agriculturcil and industrial production \\ruch, by 1994, 
declined by about 50 percent compared to 1989. In the reconstruction, the government seck.5 to 
increase participation by the private sector and plans to privatize Rwande~ the state-owned 
monopoly miller and sole exporter of ooffec. In the privatization of Rwande~ foreign investors 
are sought to participate and provide the neces.sary funds for the reconstruction of the war
damaged processing facilities. Fntry of private enterprises in coffee milling is also sought to end 
the previruc; monopoly of Rwandex. 
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Sao Tome am Principe: The oountl}· romprises of two main islands. Sao Tome. and 
Principe. which lie about 340km off the coast of Gabon. ''ith a population estimated at 133 
thru52nd in 1993. Most of the popuJation is rogaged in subsistence agriL-ulturc and fishing. The 
c..:onorny is dependent on the production of cocoa. production of \\hich has ht."'crl declining 
throughout the 1980s. (In 1991 cocoa e.xports amounted to 5 tnousand tons as comp.11'Cd to 30 
thousand tones in the early 1960s). With the heavy concentration on cocoa production. almost 
90 perreit of the country· s food n:quirement is imported. together\\ ith othcr manufactured goods 
and fuels. The manufactming sector is vel)· small. confined to production of beer. fish and 
~ processing, and te.xtile manufacture. An important SOUI'l-e of government re'\"crtues is the 
sale of the COlBltry·s fishing rights. 

Since the late 1980s. W1da- the structmal adjustment program of the World Bank and the 
IMF, the government adopted ~ to restructure the economy and reschedule the relatively 
high level of debt of the country. Government expenditure was reduced through major 
retrenchments in the public service sector. In the early 1990s. transfonnalion of the centrally 
planned oc.onomy ~o a market economy"~ initiated Land expropriated from private O\\ners 
in the 1970s, was distributed to private farmers and financing\\~ pro\ided for the purcha'le of 
farm equipment and development of rural infra5tructure. In 199-t. privatization of the state
ov.ned brewery and hotel was initiated The financial sector was expanded through the 
establishment of the Banco International de Sao Tome e Principe. a joint vcrtture between the 
govenunent and two Portuguese banks. 

The government has devalued the local rurrency, dobra. several times. thcrt put on a 
crawling peg vis-a-vis the dollar. In 1994, the dobra was floated. Govanment subsidies on fuel 
were eliminated and pric.es were raised to intematiooal levels. The goverrunent has also adopted 
regulations towards foreign direct investments \\bich provides for important incentives to 
investors in the tourist sector, including pennis.sion to acquire real estate and tax holidays. 

Future development prospects of the C0W1try are, however. weighed do\\n heavily by the 
high foreign debt of the country and the country·s arrears in servicing its debt Foreign aid 
predominantly in fonn of grants. continue to play an important role in the countl} .. s revmues. 

bire: Sinc.e the late 1980s, political crisis, hyperinflation. a rapidly depreciating local 
currency and mounting foreign debt arrears to international lending imtiMions have resulted in 
major economic deterioration in the country. In 1993, the IMF suspcra<led further funding to the 
government because of the countrrs arrears. In 1994, with gradual stabilimion of the political 
situation, the goverrunent has initiated efforts to encourage entry of foreign investors for 
rehabilitation of the state mining company, Gee.amines. Ouooic underfinancing of the mine and 
che region's infra.5tructure have not only led to a major drop in the mining activity but also to a 
significant increase in production costs. The country's ability to attract foreign investments to 
exploit its abundant mineral resourc.es v.ill, however, primarily depend on substantial 
improvement in political stability and the overall climate for such investments. 

F..zt Africa 

Uganda: Since 1987, Uganda has adopted StruelW'al Adjustment Programs tmder the 
guidance of the World Bank and IMF. Major efforts have been made tov.-ards attaining economic 
stability and diversification of production and exports. Within the framework of economic 
liberaliz.ation, the government removed price controls and lifted restrictions on foreign exchange 
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transactions on the current aa:oont In 1993. the oovenunent discontinued the trade licensine 
requirement in favor of a trade certification system ~'hich simplifie.s import procedures. Foreigr'l 
e.xchange reform tm legaliz.ed the establishment of foreign exchange bmeaus \\hich arc entitled 
to trade in foreign exchange. The new foreign exchange law a:SO permits exporters to retain 
foreign exchange earning; \\hich are required for imports The previous fixed exchange rate has 
been replaced by a mark.et-determined exchange rate through weekly auctions. 

The ref onn of the large public sector is sought through a gradual JXl' Cllization program 
About 3000 properties. \\hich were expropriared by the former government, were n."'tUmed to their 
pmious owners, \\ith return of all o.popriared propertlc!'i to be completed by 1994. Several 
industrial enterprises have been identified for Jrivatimion, either through liquidation or closure, 
or ti: 'lllgh sale to the private sector. The sale of such enterprises Im. however. been delayed 
mostly due to the obsolete state of ma.5t of the plants and the lack of domestic buyers. Fntaprises 
which ranain in state-o\\11ership are required to operate under perf onnance contract with the 
government The government continues to provide financial support to state-owned enterprises. 

The lnvestmerat Code \\hich was introduced in 1991 replaced the Industrial Lic.ensing Act 
of 1969 and significantly improved the c.onditions for inflow of foreign investments and prmides 
incentive.s for invesunents in Jriority sectors \\hich includes aop puces.sing. oil drilling, meat 
and fish ~ing, pulp and paper, chemicals and glas.s industries. machinerJ manufacture, 
banking and real estate devel~t The Inv~ Code has also prO\ided for the 
establistunent of the Uganda Investment Authority. a 'one-stop' procedure for the application and 
registration of investments and streamlined the previous system The Authority, together with the 
Uganda Manufacturers' Association, is actively encouraging the formation of joint ventures. 

Special attention has been given to the cotton subsector with incentive.s to ir.crease 
cooon production, giming and marketing. Liberalization of the coffee subsector has beerl 
initiated through lifting obligations on exporters to ship coffee through rail to the port and the 
mandate of the Uganda Coffee Development Authority is being revised 

In 1993, the government initiated refonm of the financial system, \\'hich had beerl 
dominated by the state-owned Uganda Conunercial Bank (UCB). Apart from the UCB. there are 
fifteen commercial banks in \\hich the state is partial owner and three govemment-O\\ned 
development banks. Opening of the banking sector to private banks intended to ensure greater 
competition in the financial sector. Efficiency is also sought to be enhanced through the 
strengthening of the regulatory and supervisory functions of the Central Bank over the banking 
system 

Policy refortn.'> and increased stability have had a very favorable impact on private-sector 
development lll.5titutional facilitie.s, particularly in credit and finance, have improved 
significantly. There has been consi<l:rable i~ in the nwnber of private-sector entaprises and 
in industrial production in recent years. 

Tanzania: T3117Nlia's economy is dominated by the agricultural sector \\hich accoW1ted 
for about 55 percent of the GDP in 1993, mostly cultivared by smallholders, apart from e.5tate 
cultivation for sisal, sugar, tea, and, to a lessa extent coffee. The manufacturing sector which 
accounted for 8.9 percent of the GDP in 1993, is dominated by the textile indll.5try through state
and privately owned companie.s. Food processing. cement manufacture, chemicals and production 
of corrugated iron sheets are undertaken in the country. Diversification of the manufacturing 
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sector has been progressing slowly. The mining sector has been expanding recently. as the 
COlDltI)'s deposits of gold coal. uraniwn. nickel. iron ore and phosphates are being gradually 
exploitro. Most of the mineral deposits of tlie C0W1try. however. have remained lllleXploited so 
far. 

Since 1986. Tanzania has undertaken economic reform programs involving 
macroeconomic stabilization. improvement of the tr2de accotmt and reduction of the dominant 
role of the stJte-<>wned agencies, \\'hich had been build up during the earlier socialist 
administration. 

The privatizlUien program ailm to tramfer 350 state-<>\\lled enterprises from a total of 
about 400 such c.ompanies to the private sector. For the first 5 years. starting in 1993, 97 public 
mterprises were identified by the govanment 15 In I 992, the state-<>wrled Tanzania Electricity 
Supply Company was divested. By 1993. privatization of the six state-<>\med leather 
manufacturing mtities was rompleted, followed by the wood sector. including pulp and paper and 
sawmill industries. For 1994, privatization of mterprises in the pharmaceutical and the 
mgineering sector are planned Privatization has also extended to the tourist sector. The state
owned Tmmmia Tourist Corporation (lTC) intends to transfer its ownership of hotels to the 
private sector and focus its activities on marketing and promotion of tourism In 1989, the TIC 
entered into management agreement with foreign hotel groups, including German and French, to 
manage state-<>wned hotels. During the next few years, privatization of the various agricultural 
marketing ~ is also scheduled, to be initiated with the Tanzania Sisal Authority. The 
privatization program will be facilitated by establisfunent of a stock exchange which is planned 
to be completed in 1994-95. 

By 1993, the foreign exchange system was replaced by a floating. market-driven system. 
The licensing system which was required both for impons and exports was abolished by the 
govenunent with the exception of a few items such as those related to public safety and seanity. 
The Investment Code provides for incentives in selected priority sectors and establishes, in 

general, favorable conditions both for foreign and domestic investments in agriculture, 
manufacturing, mining and in tourism Investment incentives include a five-year tax holiday, 
exemption from import duties and sales tax on all imported machinery and other inputs. 16 The 
Code provides for the repatriation of up to 50 percent of foreign exchange earnings. To 
encol.U'agc foreign direct investments in the mining sector, the goverrunent relaxed the previous 
requirement of majority Tanzanian ownership in mining projects and perrnitc; \\holly foreign
owned operation.5. 

The Banking and Financial lnstinnions Act of 1992 opened up the banking sector to 
private banks. including foreign-<>wned banks. The Bank of Tanzania ha.5 assumed the role of a 
central bank and delegated commercial banking services to other banks. 

Tanzania's fonna) private sector comprises over 3,000 enterprises \\ith over 10 
employees. About 55 percent of these entities are engaged in the agricultural sector, 10 percent 
in manufacturing and 35 percent in the various servic.e activities. (1993 National Trade nita) 
Several bllc;iness ac;sociations support the development of the private sector, including the [)Jr 

F..s Salaam Merchant's 01ambcr of Commerce, and the Tan7mia Chamber of Commerce, Industry 
and Agriculture. The Confederation of Tanutnian Industries represents larger bu.5iness entities. 

Policy reform.5 and incremed instinnional support to private industry in Tanz.ania is having 
very favorable impact on private-sector development in the COlUltry, including the nwnber of 
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enterprises and increa.5ed industria! production through such enterprises. This process is expected 
to be fui1her accelerated in the next few years. 

Soudlem African region 

Bomwna: With avaage armual growth of 13 percent throughout the 19805, Botswana 
achieved a very satisfactory growth rate. During the early 1990s, however, the gro\\th rate 
dropped significa;itly, mostJy influenced by the weakening of the world market for diamonds 
which accounts for 60 percent of the govenunent's earnings and 80 percent of the export 
revenues. lnaea.5ing unemployment and inflow of lower-priced goods from South Africa have 
intensified the ne.ed for diversification of the economy, particularly the country's manufactming 
and tourism sectors. 

The mining sector aa:ounts for apprnxirnately 40 percent of the country's GDP and its 
growth ~ promoted by the favorable oonditions on the world market for diamonds. The largest 
enteiprise in the counny is Debswana, the diamond producer monopoly which is a 50/50 joint 
venture between the govarunent and the South African company, De Beers Company. About 
~ of the population is engaged in agricultme, predominantly in livestock activities. The 
unfavorable soil and climatic c.onditions render agricultural production difficult with pa-oduction 
accotmting for only about 1 J-20 percent of the local demand The manufactming sector 
accounted for about 6 percent of the GDP in 1993 and its development has been constrained by 
the small market sire, with a population of 1.3 million. Shortage of skilled labor and an 
inadequate infiastructure of the landlocked country have also acted as constraints. 

Since the 1970s, the government has promoted the development of private sector through 
its investment arm, the Botswana Development Corporation and the Department of Trade and 
Investment Promotion (TIPA). In addition, regional development agencies were set up such 
as the Selebi-Phikwe Regional Development Project (SPRDP). established in 1989, armmd copper 
and nickel operations and aimed at the development of small enterprises, with particular \.'.mphasis 
on exports. 

The Botswana Development Corporation (BOC) ~ established in 1970 as a 
development fir.ance institution and has played an active role in promoting private investments. 
BOC identifies investment opportunities for domestic and foreign investors and provides equity 
financing. Financing by BOC requires that investors provide a minimwn of 25 percent of equity 
capital, and that the project be viable and provide economic benefit to the country. BOC can also 
provide loan capital if financing is not available from local banks. Alternatively, BCD furnishes 
guarantees to corrunercial lenders. BCD Jendc; on commercial tmm and loans are repayable from 
5 to 12 years. BCD also rents factory facilities below market rate, provides management and 
technical assistance, and expert advice and guidance to investors. In the early 1990s, BCD held 
equity participation or provided loans to close to I 00 companies. In 1990, the required share of 
financing by private investors ~ increa5ed to a minimwn of 50 percent of total equity and 
BCD sought participation in a broader range of manufacturing and service activities. 

TIPA is specially focused on promoting foreign direct investments, with priority being 
given to labour-intensive and high value-added manufacturing. The incentives granted include a 
five-year tax holiday and grants for c.apital equipment an<l reimbursement of some training costs. 
Bolswana's promotionaJ mcmJreS for FOi are among the most favorable in Afiica 
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The Botswana Technology Center (BTC) is entrusted with the formulation of the 
national policy on science and technology. It provides services to entrepreneurs and the 
government. BTC has also established a Science and Technology Park with the aim to 
dis.5eminate tedmology information. 

Stockbrokers Botswana was established in 1993 to promote the development of a local 
stock market. In 1994, the establishment of a formal Botswana Stock Exchange is planner.I to 
replace the current, informal system where companies can be listed It is expected that as several 
state-owned enterprises will re privatized, this will implemented through public offering on the 
local stock exchange. 

The problems of an extended and loss-making state-owned sector, conunon in many 
African countries, has not characteriz.ed Botswana. The l~--t enterprises, such as the diamond 
monopoly and the teleconununications utility have generated significant profits. In most industrial 
enterprises. the state participates through its investment arm, the Botswana Development 
Corporation, generally with 20 percent equity holdings. 

There has been significant private-sector development in Botswana in recent years, with 
considerable institutional support being providoo to local enterprises. The ~ is expected to 
be further aa:elerated 

Lesotho: Lesotho is a landlocked country, entirely surrounded by South Africa, with 
a popula!ion of 1.85 million in 1992, mainly engaged in subsistence agriculture and animal 
husbandry. Its economy has closely been tied to South Africa, which employs an important share 
of Lesotho's labor force in the mining sector. Remittances of eaming.5 by migrant workers 
employed in South African mines have acc.ounted for about half of Lesotho's GNP in 1992 and 
the major share of foreign exchange revenues. 

The manufacturing sector accounted for 13 percent of the GDP in 1992. Development of the 
COW1try's manufacturing ~ has largely been undertaken by the Lesotho National Development 
Corporation. Food ~ing (with 50.5 percent of the value added in 1992) and the textile 
industry (with 34.6 percent of value added) account for the major share in the manufacturing 
sector, ~iti~ ~tantial local production of footwear, handicrafts, ceramics and furniture 
manufacture. Since 1988, the country has pursued economic stabiliz.ation policies under the 
structural adjustment program and more recently, under the enhanced structural adjustment 
facility. 

The Lesotho National Development Corporation (LNDC) was founded in 1967 to 
promote development and increa5e employment in Lesotho. Acting as a development bank, it 
participates with equity holdings in selected projects, ranging from 20 to 100 percent ownership, 
and provides financing of last resort to qualified private enterprises. FDI is cncolD'3ged by the 
l.NOC. Until 1992, such investments had to be through joint venture with local partners in 
'strategic' investment sectors, such as pr~ing of indigenous raw materials, for example, wool 
and mohair. In 1992, this ownership restriction was abolished and wholly foreign-owned 
enterprises were permitted Until 1994, there was no special investment incentives granted to 
foreign investor. Such investor.;, however, could avail of the incentives granted to pioneer 
industries which reduced the corporate tax rate from 48 percent to 15 percent As part of these 
incentives, investors could also make avail of subsidi:red industrial sites. With the lifting of 
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foreign investment embargo which was imposed on South Africa. FDI inflow has decl;nt>t:! in 
Lesotho. In 1994. to promote such investments. the government increased the incentives to a I 0 
ye.ar tax holiday for a wide range of industries. It also established a government-sponsored, 
training-skill grant and provides access to loans under concessional terms. Repatriation of profits 
in foreign exchange is guaranteed., but requires a foreign exchange license. with a 15 percent 
withholding tax. Since the e.arly 1990s, the LNOC has promoted foreign investments. 
particularly from South East Asia, with particular concentration in the textile sector. 

The privatiz11tion of selectoo state-owned enterprises has been plaIUled since 1990. Its 
implementation. as of early 1994, is still at an e.arly stage. As the initial stage of privatiz.ation. 
the government plan.5 to divest the holding5 of the LNOC in companies which it has fmanc.ed. 
It cumntly holds equity share from 20 perant to full o\Wlefship in 13 companies, inc!uding a 
brewing company, ceramic tile manufacture and textile and garment manufacturing units. In its 
1994 privatiz.ation plan, the govenunent has restated its objective of improving the perf onr.ance 
of the public sector through conunercializ.ation of the activities of state-owned enterprises and 
through privatization of selected state-owned enterprises to the private sector. The national 
tele.conununications company and airlines have been identified for privatization. 

In 1993, the consnuction of the Highlands Water Project commenced \\ith an estimated 
investment cost of US$ 2 billion. With the completion of the project the hydroelectricity 
generating capacity wil! make the country self-sufficient in electricity. Export of water to South 
Africa's Witwatersrand industrial area will also increase foreign exchange revenues significantly. 
By 1995, with the completion of the project, annual revenues are estimated to reach US$20 
million and thousands of new jobs are expected to be created in the tourism industry. 

Thtre has been considerable private-c;ector development in Lesotho in recent years and 
the nwnber of such enterprises have increased significantly. 

Malawi: The agricultural sect0r employed about 85 percent of the population in 1993 and 
accmmted for 53.4 percent of the country's GDP and 93 percent of export eaming5. 17 About 74 
percent of the export revenues come from tobacco. With a per capita income of $I 60, Malawi 
has the sixth lowest income in the world. Large inflow of refugees and successive severe 
droughts have contribuLed to the deterioration of the economy. Closure of the Mozambique 
railways have significantly in~ the transportation costs of this landlocked country. The 
country has been heavily dependent on foreign aid 

Since the election of a new government in 1993, policy objectives have been to develop 
import substitution industries through tariff protection and incentives given to foreign investors. 
Initial steps in this direction includes a reduction of tax on the lowest income earners from 3 
percent to O; and reduction of tariffs on textiles to 65 percent from I 00 percent while alleviation 
of rural poverty is sought through a credit scheme given to rural small holders to imprnve their 
productivity. In the services sector, priority is given to expand the tourist sector and related 
infrastructure. 

Foreign exchange liberalization took place in 1994, with the abolition of foreign exchange 
controls and a market-determined exchomge rate for the kwacha. The Industrial Licensing Act 
which restricted entry into manufacturing was eased and processing of licensing speeded up; the 
Investment Promotion Act and the Malawi Investment Promotion Agency were established in 
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1993 to promote domestic and foreign investments in the country. The former provides tax 
incentives and exemptions for export-oriented investments~ and it provides for the repatriation 
of profits, loan capital and royalties, though such transfers are subjxt to the approval of the 
Malawi Reserve Bank and the availability of foreign exchange. The Malawi Investment 
Promotion Agency (MIPA) is a one-stop investment registration agency. 

The government ~ undertaken the commercialization of state-owned bodies, including 
the Malawi Development Corporation and the Agricultural and Marketing Corporation, which are 
statutory bodies. Until May 1994, 40 percent of the rountry's economic activity was undertaken 
by Press Holding.5, which was a joint holding company of the public sector and private 
companies under the management of the fonner president. The legal statue; of Press Holdings 
was "politialily incorporate private sector'' (PIPS) comprised most of the country's manufactwing 
and servic.e activities. In May 1994, subsequent to the new elections, the state-owned enterprises 
under Press Holdings were partly dissolved and partly plac.ed under new management. In 1994, 
the government set up a Privatization Commission to administer the country's privatization 
programme. 

Recent policy and institutional changes have resulted in considerahle emphasis on privatc
sector development and there has been increase in the number of such enterprises sinc.e 1993. 

7.amhia: Over 90 perrent of the rountry's exports is accounted for by minerals, 
predominantly copper, and to a lesser extent zinc, lead and c.obalt. Since 1991, economic 
reforms have sought to transfonn the centraliz.ed economic system which was set up during the 
past 27 years and to increase the role of the private sector. Among the initial reforms the legal 
framework for private-sector development was established; a market-based foreign exchange 
system was adopted; and privatization and modemiz.ation of the public sector started. Export 
proced..JreS have been eased and the export license requirement was eliminated. Exporters 
presently are permitted to retain 100 percent of their earnings. Foreign exchange procedures have 
been liberaliz.ed, with repeal of the Exchange Control Act and foreign exchange is available from 
the Bank of 7.ambia and designated foreign exchange offices. 

Refonn of the public sector, which covers 80 perrent of the economy, has been given 
priority, both through improved efficiency and privatization. Upgrading of the technical and 
managerial capability has been undertaken for certain enterprises such as the Zambia Electricity 
Supply Corporation. In the case of other state-owned enterprises, such as the loss-making 
Z.ambia Airlines, liquidation has been planned. In 1993, a five-year privatmttion plan was drawn 
up which provides for the privatmttion of 150 state-owned companies. By the end of 1994, 
privatmttion of 13 enterprises was implemented. 18 Implementation of the privatiz.ation program 
has been slowed down by inadequacies in legal regulation, and the need to prescribe new 
company legislation, and special legislation for the mining and banking sectors. 

The privatiz.ation of the largest mining enterprise, the Zambia Consolidated Copper Mines 
(ZCCM) ~ been under consideration. Undercapitaliz.ation of the mine and major investment 
needs for upgrading of teclmology and exploiting other reserves require major new invesLrnents. 
Privatimion or partial privatiz.ation of ZCCM would enable mobilmttion of such f UJ'lds. 
Foreign investment is expected to play an important role in the country's industrial development. 
Sectors which previously had been reserved for :;tate-owned enterprises have been opened to 

foreign investors, including granting of exploration right5 for copper mining. Special incentives 
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are provided for a broad-range of investments in 'desirable' areas such as agricultwe. towism. 
export-oriented production and import-substitution industries. The incotive structure for 
investments was established through the Investment Act of 1991 which grants important 
incentives both to domestic and foreign investors. To promott! investments. the tax rate was 
reduced from 60 percent to 35 percent for manufacturers and 15 percent for the agricultural 
se.ctor and non-traditional exports. Additional w· incentives are given to export-oriented 
investments. 

In 1994, l.ambia established a National Fnvironment Council, which is responsible for 
environmental regulation and enforcement, besides policy formulation. It is also empowered to 
administer the Fnvirorunental Protection and Pollution Control Act n.12, of 1990. T h e 
reform policies and progranunes in l.arnbia are expected to have considerable favorable impact 
on private-sector development. The nu.'llber of such enterprises has almldy increased signi.'..,cantly 
and the process is expected to become finther accelerated in the next fC\\ years. 

Nor1h Africa 

Sudan: In the wake of the decade long civil war and prolonged political unrest in the 
south of the country, Sudan has experienced high levels of inflation, unsustainable budget deficit 
and lack of foreign exchange. Drought and major flooding in 1988 exacerbated the economic 
dtx:line. As the country was not able to service its foreign debt, it was cut off from further loans 
by international lending institutions since 1986. The country's political and economic situation 
has also effectively cut off inflow of foreign direct investments. 

To revc.."C'SC the -::hronic deterioration of economic conditions, the government launched 
a three-year F.conomic Salvation Program in 1990 which aime.d to reduce the extent of the state 
intervention in the economy; deregulate prices and restrictions on profit; privatize state-owned 
enterprises; lift subsidies on food and fuel, and liberali7e trade. In I 992, the dinar was permitted 
to float which resulted in an immediate sixfold devaluation of the local currency. 

Almost half of Sudan's export revenues are generated from cotton. In an effort to 
diversify exports and in~ export revenues, the government permitted t>xporters to keep 60 
percent of their foreign exchange earnings if it is to be used for government-approved imports. 
Further incentives to exporters were granted through tax holidays for export-oriented production 
and a reduction in the export tax. In some cases, exporters had access to fuel at controlled prices. 
In 1991, as a further step towards trade liberaliz.ation, the government abolished the previous 
countertrade requirement. 

The country's development policy has been marked by the domination of state-o·.,ned 
enterprises in irrigated agricultural production, manufacturing and infumructure. lhe large public· 
owned sector has been operating with 5Ubstantial capacity underutiliz.ation utilization and energy 
shortages which crippled production and contributed to heavy losses of these enterprises. One 
of the major goals of the F.conomic Salvation Program has been privatization of these enterprises. 
Since the beginning of the program, several public sector enterprises were divested in ti.~ 
manufacturing sector including a confectionery plant, a jute factory, tanneries, textile factories, 
and hotels. In 1993, major infrastructure enterprises, such as the national airways and 
telecommunications enterprises were offered for privatiz.ation. Participation of foreign investors 
has been encouraged in these privatizations. In i994, the Gum Arabic Company, which produces 
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80 percent of the world's supply, was put up for privatization. 

In 1990, the Fncouragement of Investment Act was enacted which lifted several of the 
restrictions imposed by the 1980 investment regulation. The new Act provides a range of 
incentives to investors inciuding tax holidays for five years, exemption from local and export 
taxes and from import duties. 

In response to the improved investment conditions, by 1993, there ·were 600 new domestic 
compcmies registered, mostly in the textile and tourism sectors. 19 New foreign inve,1I'IU1ts have 
been limited to oil exploration and some agricultural seed development projects. Several foreign 
investors have also participated in privatizations. Korean companie for example.. acquired 
several textile mills and tanneries; and the United States company 1print, acquired partial 
shareholding in the national telecormmmications enterprise. 

Despite the favorable provisions of the new investment regulations, several provisions 
present disincentives for the inflow of new investments. This is particularly with respect to 
repatriation of earnings, which is not guaranteed but is subject to negotiation between the 
goverrunent and the foreign investor. 

Among the secroral refonm pUISUit of higher food self-sufficiency has been sought. 
Conse.quently the government redured the acreage allocated to cotton in favor of v.heat and in 
1991, established an agricultural fund to finance small farmers in the northern \\heat-growing 
province. Increased sugar production is also sought and in 1993-94, several sugar refineries 
were built for the local processing of crop. 

Progress in the implementation of these reforms will depend on the improvement of the 
political situation, and the commitment of the government to pursue the reforms. This latter, will 
again depend on the achievement of a coherent policy within the government. It will also be of 
particular importance to control inflation and stabilize the economy. A substantial increase in 
the country's foreign exchange revenues will also be critical to ensure that the required imports 
for the manufacturing sector can be obtained. Inflow of new investments will also depend on 
a significant improvement of the nation's infrastructure, particularly, availability of energy and 
basic raw materials. 

The reform programme since 1990 has had a favorable impact on private-sector 
development in the country~ which, however, continues to face con.~iderable difficulties and 
constraints. 

FJhiopia: Since the mid 1970s, civil war destroyed much of the infrastructure, and had 
adverse impact on agricultural and industrial production. Periodic drought, and a high degree of 
centraliz.ation of planning fiuther weakened the country' economy and by 1991, Ethiopia ranked 
among of the lowest income countries of the world. Economic reforms were undertaken in 1991, 
by the Transitional Government of Ethiopia which favored the transformation of the previous 
centrally-planned economy to a "mixed" economy, with the state and private sector enterprises 
complementing f'3Ch other. Within the framework of the sectoral adjustment facility of the IMF 
and World Ban .1e initial reform measures included the devaluation of the birr by 58.6 percent, 
liberalization of prices, ea.5ing of the import licensing system and encouragement of !'fivate 
enterprises which dtuing the former centrally-planned system had virtually disappeared. During 
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1992-93. a new investment code. a labour code and a public enterprise code were adopted. In 
1994. trade was further liberaliz.ed through removal of a wide ran~ of restriL'lions. 

The reform of the public sector seeks to increase the financial autonomy of public sector 
companies and ensure their operations on a commercial b l.5is The privati.mion program which 
was developed in 1994. initia!iy identifies those enterprises which the govenunent will divest. 
During the first phase of pri·laliz.ation, to be started in 1995. retail outlets. hotels. restaurants. 
state farms and selected manufacturing activities are planned to be transferred to the private 
sector. The aim of the government is to reduce the total of 104 public sector enterprises to 54.20 

In the agricultural sector, coffee plots which were previ<>U5ly held by ~t as.50Ciations were 
distributed to farmers. The government monopoly of coffee and tea exports was opened to the 
private sector, similarly to coffee and tea proces.5ing. The government monopoly in trru'l.5p0rtation 
and banking was also opened to the private sector. In order to move towards liberali.mion of 
foreign exchange, the National Bank of Ethiopia started auctioning of foreign exchan~ in 1993. 
The former government monopoly of export-import trade was abolished and opene.d to the private 
sector. 

The government's former policies had discouraged private enterprises in favor of state
ownership. In 1992, \\ithin the new economic measures, the role of the private sector has been 
given much greater importance. The former discriminatOI)· treatment of private companies, 
through taxation and restrictions related to foreign trade, were eliminate.d by a new Commercial 
Code. At the same time, restrictions on private activities in selecte.d areas continue. The 1992 
investment proclamation identifie.d those sectors where private enterprises can only operate in 
joint ventures with the goverrunent, such as large scale engineering projects. mining. and large 
scale production of pharmaceutical and fertiliz.ers. Areas which are fully open to the private 
sector comprise small and medium scale investments, and the transportation sector. 

According to the 1992 regulation on foreign investments such investments must have a 
minimum of US$ 500,000 equity of which 25 percent has to be in the form of cash deposit. In 
case of special situations, the Ethiopian National Bank can lower the minimum. 
By end of 1993, new FDI was estimated to reach US$1 billion in the fields of agriculture, 
industry, hotels and tourism and mining, \\ith the heaviest concentration in the tourism and 
mining sectors. 21 In 1993, the investment proclamation of 1992 was revisal and the minimum 
investment requirement reduc.ed to US$125,000 from the previous US$ 500,000. Additional 
sectors which were closed by the 1992 regulation were opened to the private sector, such as 
bankir•g anc insurance. 

An important initiative for private-sector development was undertaken in 1994, with the 
implementation of the F.ntrepreneurial Development Prograrrune (EDP) with the assistance of 
UNIDO and DDSMS (New York). The first phase of the Progranune will be completed in March 
1995 and greatly-expanded EDP Phase II programme will be undertaken during 1995-97. This 
should result in considerable expansion of private-sector development through local ent: epreneurs, 
with necessary institutional support. The programme could be usefully emulated in other LOCs. 
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North East Africa 

Djibuti: The COWltry's economy is based on its strategic locaiion in the Red Sea as a 
refuelling and service depot, and mtrepot for transhipment. Most economic activities are related 
to port services. The favorable geographic location of the country was supported by the 
govenunent though establishment of good port facilities and a free trade 7.00e. 

Since its independence, 10 years ago. the government has encouraged foreign 
investments. The investment code of 1987 prmides special incentives, guarantees and privileges 
to foreign investors. Special incentives are also givm to investments in labour-intm.5ive sectors, 
and for diversification of the economy beyond port services. Fishing. exploration of energy 
sources and indmtrial ~ing are among the priorities. Among the incentives are tax holidays 
for 10 years for larger projects. duty free import and other tax privileges, such as exemption from 
property tax for new comtructions. 

Since 1992. internal conflict has caused major disruption of the economy. Inflow of refugees 
from neighboring countries has further strained the COlllltry's economic and social infrastructure. 
Military-related expenditures have limited the govenunent's ability to implement major 
development projects. Development of the private-sector \\hich has considerable potential in the 
COlllltry will largely depend on the restoration of political stability. 

Arab I..DCS 

Yemen: Since the 1.D'lification of North and South Yemen in 1990, the government has 
adopted a series of economic reforrm, firstly, to unify the two distinct economic structures and 
secondly, to promote private investments. Development of the private sector was primarily 
prorooted through a liberaliz.ed investment law, liberalization of the import licen.5e system; 
establishment of a free trade zone and amoWlc.ement of future privatization. 

The new Investment Law (No.22of1991) established the General Inve5tment Authority 
as a 'one-stop' investment office and reduc.ed the regulatory and bureaucratic oontrols on local 
and foreign investors. The Law ~ provides that non-Yemeni capital and investors "shall be on 
a par \\ith Yemeni capital" and subject to the same rules and obligations. Foreign investors are 
ac.c.orded identical incentives as Yemeni investors, including exemptions from tariff on capital 
~ and provision of tax holidays. Tax incentives include a tax relief for five years and, Wlder 
special conditions, up to 15 years, with exemptions on stamp and business taxes. Foreign 
investors are permitted to repatriate their eamin~ up to the extent of the available foreign 
exchange credit of the investor. Investments and ~ion agreements relating to prospecting 
and extraction of oil, gas and minerals are not subject to the Investment Law of 1991 but are 
governed by the Mineral and Natural Resources Law. lnv~ts in the free trade zones \\ill 
be governed by special Free Trade l.ooe regulations. .AJter Wlification, in 1990, a law was 
~to establish an authority to oversee the creation of free trade zones. The Free Trade Zone 
Authority intends to attract manufactures, transportation anC: shipping companies and assembly 
plants to the Adm zone. 

Priority sectors include petroleum, trade and tourism sectors. Since 1990, the unification of 
the C0W1try, 30 foreign oil companies 1'.ave entered into exploration and con~ion agrennents 
with the government. In 1993, the goverrunent announced its plan to denationaliz.e the econona1 , 
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partly returning some of the previously nationalized assets to their pn.~Oll') owne:s and partly 
by its transter to the p:ivate sector. As of 1994. however. the privatization plan was at an early 
stage. Implementation of the economic programs have been delayed by the difficulties stenuning 
from wrification of the country, the foreign exchange shortage and the ongoing political 
tme.ertainty prevailing in the country. High inflation rates and rugh debt service requirement to 
C0W1tries of the former Soviet Union act as further .:.onstraints on the economy. 

Somalia: Approximately half of the 6.5 million population of the country is engaged 
in nomadic livestock-herding. The country is mostly arid and has limited na1ural resources. 
Agriculture dominated the economy, mtil the late 1980s, with livestock accomting for about 40 
pem:nt of the GDP and 65 perc.ent of exports. Crop production generates about 10 percent of 
the GDP and employs about 20 perc.ent of the population The industrial sector is small and in 
1989 accounted for less than 10 percent of GDP. <:()ffiisting mostly of processing of agricultural 
puducts. Most of the economic activity has been undataken in the public sector, including 
infrastructure, banking and inst.n'aoc.e, shipping and distribution systerm. 

In the late 1980s, the govenunent initiated economic reforms lD1<ler the structural 
adjmtment prognum of the World Rank and lntanatiooal Monetary Fwxl New legislation was 
adopted to allow the entry of private sector enterprises in the shipping, insurance and banking 
sectors. Foreign investments were encouraged. though mostly in the form of joint ventures 
between foreign companies and state-owned entaprises. Exporters were allowed to retain 40 
percent of their foreign exchange revenues earning; for re-investment in their foreign enterprises. 
Fishing and tourism were identified as among the priority sectors fishing. Off-shore oil 
exploration rights were also granted to several multinational oil companies. The implementation 
of these projects has, however, been hindered by the difficulty of the government in mobilizing 
financial resources in view of the heavy foreign indebtedness of the country and the accwnulated 
arrears to international lending institutions. 

In 1988, Ytith the beginning of the civil \\Cir, the economic ref onns were largely 
discontinued as the civil war exerted a heavy toll on all aspedS of the economy. By 1990, the 
local currency, exports and the tax system had collapsed in the wake of the escalating civil \\Cir. 

Inflation has spiraled and the only conunercial bank of the country, the Commercial and Saving; 
Bank of Somalia was declared bankrupt. 

By 1993-94, the prolonged civil war, has resulted in the disintegration of civil order, 
collapse of the economic and financial system and destruction of the country·s infrastructure. 
International aid was primarily directed at famine-relief: prevention of starvation, and provision 
of basic social servic.es. In 1994, aid relief focused on the reconstruction of infrastructure, 
including the electricity and telephone systems. F.st.ablishment of the banking system and 
commwricatio~ systems have also been targeted among the priorities. 

South ~t Africa 

Mozambique: In the wake of 16 years of civil war, and economic decline, destruction 
of in~ and production facilities, accompanied by drought, Mo2'.al11bique became 
Afiica's lowest-income country. In 1990, the Program for Economic and Social Rehabilitation 
was adopted to reverse the economic decline and reduc.e poverty through a series of refonns, 
including price liberalization, investment promotion, liberalization of trade and foreign exchange 
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systems and reform of the public sector. 

Decentrali7lllion of foreign trade wac:; started in 1981 \\hen a growing nwnber of private 
sector companies were permitted to participate directly in foreign trade. previously a government 
monopoly. By the late 1980s, a m.unber of companies were permitted to import their 0\\11 input 
requirements. As a result of s~ive de\'alualion of the metical. the official foreign exchange 
rate approximated the unofficial rate. 

For development of the private sector, the govanment is conunitted to transfer a 
significant share of state-owned mterprises to the private sector. By the late 1980. the public 
sector included 114 state-owned mterprises, shareholding in 321 mterprises and 140 'intervened 
mterprises' (properjes of Portuguese anigrants ). The early phase of privatiultion wac:; laid do\\n 
in the F.conomic Rehabilitation Program of 1987 which called for a major transfer of state-O\\ned 
cmets to the ptivate sector. During the 1989-1991 period, about 120 small and mediwn-siz.ed 
mterprises were privatiz.ed, partly through joint ventures between the public and private sector 
and partly through long-tam management arrangement with private investors. For 1994, further 
27 stale-owned mterprises are scheduled for privati7&ion. Bids to investors have already been 
~ by the government for privaliultion of the domestic airline and the water utility, fishery 
packing and marketing mterpcises, shipping agencies, mining and construction companies.:?:? 

While progres.5 has been made to divest state-owned mtaprises, particularly small and 
medium-sized companies, the ~vatiz.ation proces.5 has been delayed including in some cases. 
legal uncertainty regarding pre-independence ownership; the small savings rate and the 
continuing economic and political uncertainty in the COlDltry. 

In 1993, a investment law \\aci approved which provides for con.5iderable incentives for 
domestic and foreign investors.23 It provides for equal treatment of domestic and foreign 
investments, with some exc.eptions, such as a higher minimum investment requirement for foreign 
investors. It also eliminates the previous preferential treatment of foreign investments compared 
with domestic investments. Investment incentives vary by the location of investments and 
activities, \\ith higher benefits givm to investments outside the capital. The law streamlines the 
investment approval process. Foreign investors are permitted to remit foreign exchange earnings 
in the amount which is generated to the bcal economy. In the case of import substitution 
industries, profits can be repatriated but it is subject to negotiations. 

lJl 1994, the government signed a major agreement with a United States company to 
develop the large ga.5 fields in the InP.ambane province. In the first six month of 1994, the 
govenunent ratified 25 new investment projects for foreign investment Y<ith a value of 
approximately US$ 130 million with investments in the agriculture, industry and tourism 

Free trade zones were scheduled to be ~ud>lished in 1994 to promote foreign direct 
investments in labour intensive processing. Foreign investors are encouraged to operate in the 
zone through the provision of very liberal incentives. 

Sectoral reforms in the short and intermediate term are related to the banking sector, 
agricultural marketing and improvement of basic social services. In 1994, measures were adopted 
to restructure the ~tale-owned commercial banking sector and prepare its privatization. New 
legislation is also being f onnulated to improve the regulatory system of the banks and strengthen 
the supervisory role and autonomy of the central bank. 
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It is expected that the recent reform measmes \\iii have favorable impact on private-sector 
development \\hich has. howevcr. continued to be slow and limited so far. 

Madagzar. Madaga5C3f adopted new ecooomic policies since 1982 and an important 
objective was to promote the growth of the private sector and reduce the dominant role of the 
state \\hich had been established by the earlier sociaiist government. Within the framework of 
structural adjustment programs, major spending cuts were effected The state-controlled banking 
system was restructured and opened to private investors. Trade liberalization was initiated through 
a reduction in tariffs and quola5. 

In 1988, a privatization program was undertaken and the previous govenunent monopoly 
in agricultural marketing and foreign trade has been opened for private sector participation. By 
1993, from a total of 138 state-owned enterprises. n were privatized either through closure. 
liquidation or sale.24 Most of these oompanies were relatively small. Privatizlttion of large 
enterprises, such as the telephone and water utilities. the national airline and the sugar distribution 
company are still under consideration 

In 1989, an export processing zone was established and c.ompanies in the zone were 
permitted to bring in and use foreign exchange without restrictions. Duty-free import of 
equipment and raw materials are also among the incentives. The relatively low wage of the 
COlDltry and the provision of a five-ye.ar tax holiday has attracted textile and gannent 
manufactlD'ers, predominantly from Mauritius and f.a.5t Asian C0W1tries. In Augmt 1993. there 
were 61 finns operating in the zone out of \\hich 28 were in the textile sector. 

Agricultural growth has been encouraged through the removal of price controls on all 
products except vanilla In the medium-tenn, expansion of tourism industry is sought \\lth the 
construction of tourist-reiated infrastructure. hotels and roads. 

Since the late 1980s, with the opening up of the state-owned banking system to the private 
sector, the share of government holding in the coontry's commercial banking sector has been 
significantly reduced, and presently, the National Bank for Rural Development is the only wholly 
state-owned bank. The four other banks are joint ventures, mostly with .Mainitian and South 
African partners. These joint ventmes service mostly the foreign-owned companies which are 
operating in the export processing zones. The government-owned National Bank for Rural 
Development is the major lender to the agricultural sector but its liquidity is severely effected 
by the large share of non-performing loans of state-o\\Tle.d enterprises. Due to the financial 
situation of the bank, privatiz.ation of this bank has encountered difficulties. 

Policy reforms have favorable impact on private-sector development an<l new investments 
which increased considerably during 1993-94. 

Comoros Islands: The development of the island has been hampered by the smail siz.e 
of the country, the absence of signific.ant mineral resources and its distance from the mainland 
and relative isolation from international markets. About 80 percent of the population is engaged 
in subsistence agriculture and export cash crop production under estate management. Vanilla and 
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cloves accomt for predominant share of e.xport revenues. The countl)''S manufacturing base is 
very limited and c.onfined mostly to vanilla processing and handicrafts. Because of the volatility 
of export revenues from vanilla and cloves, the countty has frequently experienced major current 
account deficits. 

Since the late 1980s. variom policies were adopted to achieve internal balance in the 
economy. These mea.5UI'ed aimed pirnarily to reduce government spending by streamlining the 
government agencies.. Losses resulting from the large public sector were sought to be ~ 
by resilucturing and privati7.alion of stale-o\\ned enteqrises. The national electricity company 
has already been restructmed and other enterpises, pirnarily hotels, importing enteqrises for 
oil f'X'Oduds and the national airline are identified for privati72lion through direct sale. In 1993. 
steps were also initiated to liberalize the trade through abolition of import licensing requirements 
and adoption of a new tariff system 

2. Latin Americ:m a the omUJean region 

Haiti: Haiti is the poorest country of the Westan Hemisphere. and the only LOC in that 
region. Between 1991 and 1994, influenced by political unrest. and the trade and financial 
sanction<; imposed in 1991, the per capita income dropped significantly and the economic 
situation deterior.lted rapidly. In October 1994, with the new government, policies have been 
introduced to revive the aAJOOmy and continue implementation of policies \\hich had been 
adopted in the 1986-90 period. 

The economy is dominated by agriculture which employs about two-third of the. 
population. Small-sc.ale subsistence fanning is the predominant method of land cultivation. Since 
the 1970s, however, the export-oriented a'iSelllbly sector has e.~ and in 1991, such 
exports accounted for about 75 percent of the country's export revenues. 25 As distinct from the 
majority of other LOCs, Haiti's economy has been relatively open to foreign direct -investments 
and the private sector has had a dominant share in the economy \\ ith the stale-owned sector 
playing a much more limited role than in roost other LDCs. Ownership of the private sector is, 
however, highly c.oncentrated among a relatively small nwnber of local families. The intervention 
of the government in the economy which characteriz.ed roost African LOCs, has been applied 
in Haiti to a very limited e~tent. The COlDltry is predominantly a market economy \.vith relatively 
limited participation of the govenunent in the production sector. Development of a gro\\ing 
~ly-oriented export sector has been favored by the relative proximity of the country to the 
United States, its major market, and its status of the Generalized System of Preferences which 
accorded Haiti major trade concession in the United States. Inflow of foreign direct investments 
has also been promoted by the Caribbean Basin Initiative which was adopted in 1984 and 
provided for the duty-free import of about 3000 products from the Caribbean region. 

In 1986, the government adopted a number of rnea'iUreS to liberalize trade by eliminating 
all quantitative restrictions on imports \\ith the exception of seven agricultural products. To 
promote emplo}'11lellt and export revenues, the cotmtry's regulations towards FDI have been 
liberal and operation of foreign investors for export-oriented assembly activity were promoted 
through the permission of duty-free import of all required raw materials and through the very low 
minimum wage level in the country. The export-oriented a'iSembly industry consists mostly of 
textiles, electmnic.5, toys and sporting goods as.5ernbly. 
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To JIOOlOle exports. in 1986. the go\'anment elimirnted all export ta.xes e\'en though no 
specific incentives were given to exporters \\lth the exception of the re-expm sector. In fact. a 
major disincentive to e.xportcrs was the surrender requirement of 40 percenl of e.\'.JX)rt re\·mues 
al the official exchan~ rate \\hich significantly overvalued the local currency. To redress this 
situation. in 1991. the govenunent eliminated the surrender requirement of the foreign exchange 
revenues al the official e.xchan~ and replaced it with the market value. During the 1986-90 
period. fiscal refonm were initiated towards improving the budget: two inefficimt state 
monopolies were close.J and the tax code was re'\\ritten. Monetary policies aimed to liberalize 
the financial sector by freeing the interest rate. In December 1994. the new govenunent 
established a Presidential Commission to draw up an economic and social recomtruction plan 
for the oounny Y.ith priority given to the eslablislunent of legal framework to improve the 
investment climate in the counny. 



3. Asian LDCS 

Mghanistm: Afghanistan is a la.'ldlocked country with limited natural re;ources_ 
Fourtecn years of civil \\"tar and struggle \\ith the t0nner SO\iet Union has destroyed most of the 
COWllIJ's infrawucture. production facilities and irrigation system Approximately 5 million 
Afghans left the c.ountry and live in refu~ camps in neighbouring Ir.m and Pakistan. Under the 
current govenunenL poi!tical strife and unrest continues to destabiliz.e the economy and di\'ert 
the OOWttry's resources from economic development. Reconstruction of the eotmtry would 
~tly nero mobilimtion of major financial re.50UrCeS. Funding by i.r1temational lending 
imtitutions and foreign govenunents. however. would depend on the political settlement of the 
current continuing conflict 

~b: The agricultural sector accocmts for about 40 percent of GDP and 80 
percent of employment. The per capita income in 1993 was $210 and ne.arly half the population 
of 110 million lives below poverty line. Bangladesh is one of the most heavily aid-dependalt 
c.ountries of the world, \\ith approximately 7-8 percent of GDP CO\'erOO by foreign aid 

Since the mid 1980s., the government adopted economic reforms to reduce the budget 
deficit stabiliz.e the oconomv. irk.--rea.~ investments and achieve structural changes in the 
economy. In the late 1980s. the government removed subsidies on phosphate fertilizers and 
in 1989. the monopoly of the state-owned Bangladesh Agricultural Development Corporation on 
\\hole-sale fertilizer distribution was abolished. This resulted in significant increa5e in fertilizer 
production. The government is also reducing its role in small-scale irrigation and in seed 
distribution. 

In the early 1970s. subsequent to large-scale nationalization follO\\ing independence of 
the OOlllltry, approximately 90 perc.ent of the as.sets of the manufacturing sector, including all 
domestically-o\\ned cotton. textiles, jute and sugar manufacturing tmits. as well as banking and 
financial savices activities came under goverrunent O\\nership and control. In the mid 1980s, 
a privat~ion program was adopted which resulted in the transfer of 558 state-O\\Tied enterprises 
to the private sector. By 1992. the government divested about 38 percent of the jute milling 
capacity, 70 perc.ent of the fLxed assets in textiles, 12 percent in sugar and food 10 percent in 
chemica.Is and 4 percent in steel and engineering.26 In many c.ases, however. subsequent to their 
privatization.. the companies have continued to be regulated by the government and the 
management has not been permitted to reduce employment of the companies. In the early 1990s, 
progress in privatiz.ation slowed down and continued mostly in the textile, jute, machine tools and 
fertilizers sectors. In 1992, the government identified 42 industrial tmits for privatization. 
Progress in the implementation of privatization has been hindered by labor unrest and strikes over 
privatization, particularly in the textile and jute sectors, and political opposition. Uncertainty of 
the investment climate has also limited the demand by potential inve-,tors. 

By the end of 1994. 235 industrial state-o\\ned enterprises were operating. mostly with 
substantial overcapacity and obsolete technology and generating losses. In the 1990s. annual 
losses of the state-o\\ned enterprises was estimated at USS 385 million.27 Since the begirming 
of the privatization program in the mid-1970s, a total of 115 enterprises were divested. 

Policies towards investments were laid down by the Industry Policy of 1991 which seeks 
to reduce controls on invest.~ts. The policy identifies seven sectors, including arms 
production.. electricity generation and telecommllllications as being eligible only to investments 
by the government while all other sectors were opened for private investments. In 1993, the 
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govenunent abolished its monopoly in telecommunications and opened the sector to private 
investments. Unda the new Act, investment incentives include tax holidays ranging from 5 to 
12 years, depenJing on \\here industries are set up. These incentives were initially set to nm up 
to 1995. 

Foreign investment inflow has remained modest in the country during the 1972-1991 
period, when the total inflow of such inves!ment ~below US$ 500 million.28 To promote 
such investments, tbreign investors are perminoo to operate wholly-foreign owned subsidiaries 
and are entitled to profit repatriation. Since 1991, inflow of FDI has accelerated. and dming 
1991-94, such inflow amounted to USS 936 million in 75 projects, mostly in the textile sector. 
FDI inflow Im, however, been hampered by inadequate infrastructure of the comttry, particularly 
electricity supply. 

Private investments have not been forthcoming adequately, partly because of political and 
eoonomic certainties and partly because of institutional weaknesses, lack of co-ordination among 
various industries and ministries; and a weak financial system A series of natural disasters have 
further weakened the economy. 

Since the late 1980s, imports have gradually been liberalized, partly through eliminating 
~ and partly through tariff reduction. By 1990, a growing negative trade balanc.e led to 
imposition of new restrictions which requires importers to provide a 50 percent ~h deposit at 
the time of opening letters of credit. By the end of 1993, the govenunent floated its currency, 
the taka. and deregulated the foreign exchange rules relating to the current account. Importers 
were given access to foreign exchange without the former deposit requirement. At the same time, 
exporters are only permitted to retain I 5 percent of their earnings in foreign exchange. 

Members of bminess as.50Ciations, for example, the Federation of Chambers of 
Commerce and Industry of Bangladesh and the Dhaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry which 
represent mostly small and mediwn-sized companies argue that trade liberaliz.ation has led to 
a flood of imports, particularly from neighboring countries and had resulted in reduced demand 
for domestically produced goods. There has been continuing demand for increased protection 
under the 'infant industry' argument. 

Under the Bangladesh Export ~ing Z.ones Authority Act of 1980, the government 
established the Chittagong Export Processing Zone in 1983. The Zone has attracted inflow of 
garment assembly manufacturers. Currently, a new z.one is llllder COl1.5truction near Dhaka 

Over the past ten years, it is estimated that about 500,000 new jobs have been created 
in the garment sector and exports of garments have increased three- to four fold in the early 
1990s reaching $1.5 billion by 1992.29 It is estimated, that in the Dhaka and Chittagong area, 
over 1,000 new factories have been set up by local entrepreneurs. While an important share of 
the cloth and accessories are currently imported, backward integration of the industry to spinning 
and weaving is expected to increa.5e substantially in the near future. The significantly lower wage 
level in the oolllltry oornpared to other South~ Asian oountries oontributed to the growth of 
thi~ sector. At the same time, the government's objective of rapid expansion of other labour
inttmive manufacture, including electronics products, toy!; and sporting goods manufacture has 
not yet materializ.ed. 
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With the nationalization of banks in the early 1970s. most of the cmmtry's largest 
COIThllefCial banks became state-o\\ned. In the 1980s. these banks had accumulated non
perf onning loan5 from industry to the extent of$ 2.1 billion. Recapitalimion. restructuring and 
privatization of these banks would be an important pre-condition for promotion of the private 
sector. In addition to seven state-owned which are under the supervision of the Bangladesh Bank.. 
there are 17 private banks. including six which are foreign o\\ned. 

Bangladesh has a flourishing and d)namic private sector. It is important. however. for the 
COlllltry to ensure increa.5ed inflow of tedmology and expertise through joint ventures and 
teclmology licensing and to extend competitive capability to subsectors other than textiles and 
garments. 

Bbumn: With a population of about 600.000. Bhutan is a landlocked country, located 
i.'1 the Himalayan mountains. A predominant share of the population is engaged in the self: 
sufficient agrirultural sector. Through a series of Five-Year Plans. the govenunent has sought to 
reduce depende:1cy on imports through a gradual industrialization and by the early 1990s. the 
industrial sector accounted for about one-fifth of GDP. The industrial is concentrated on 
production of cement. wood and food processing. The SiA1h Development Plan (I 987/88-
1991192) set among its objectives, the development of export-oriented industries its and greater 
diversification. In 1993, an agreement was signed with India for the construction of the Chuklla 
hydroelectric project, near the Indian border, which will be used for electricity generation and 
irrigation, both in Bhutan and India With the completion of the project, in IO years. it is 
expected that the project will be a significant contributor of foreign exchange revenues. The 
hydroelectric potential will also provide significant impetus to the gro\\th of the private sector. 
both in manufacturing and mining. 

In I 99 I, the government initiated privatization of selected state-O\\ned enterprises through 
public offering of six enterprises, with the government retaining part of the shares. To extend 
O\\Tiership to poorer segments, the government announced in 1993, that it would provide 
institutional fmance up to 75 percent of the costs of the shares to interested buyers. Foreign 
investors have not been permitted to participate in the privatization of statc-o\l.ned enterprises. 
In the c.ase of privatization of joint ventures, which were set up with govenunent participation, 
foreign investors are required to sell their shares to the government. New foreign collaboration 
agreements is, however, considered on a c.ase-by~ basis by the government \\ith such 
approvals being granted in projects which need foreign technology or achieve in foreign exchange 
savmg>. 

lndustrializ.ation has also aimed to preserve and promote the national :dentity and cultural 
heritage of the country. Gro\\th of the manufacturing sector has, however, been hindered by the 
small siz.e of the market, the inadequate and limited transportation facilities. Low skill levels of 
the local labour has also been a constraint. Since 1988, the Bhutan Development Finance 
Corporation, formed with the assistance of the Asian Development Bank, has provided loans to 
small- and mediwn scale industries and for the training of entrepreneurs. 

Nepll: Nepal is located in the Himalayas. between China and India, \\ith over 90 
percent of the population is employed directly or indirectly in agriculture. predominantly in 
subsistence farming. In I 993, agricultural production accounted for about 42 percent of the 
GDP.30 The manufacturing sector is relatively small, accounting for 9 percent of the GDP in 
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1993. mostly limited to processing of agricultural products. and manufacture of textiles, garments 
and carpets. Tourism is the COllllt:ry's major foreign exchange earner. and accounted for about 
60 percent of such revenues in 1993. Approximately one-third of the COlllltry's exports go to 
India which is also a major source of Nepal's imports. Historically, the 500- mile open border 
of Nepal with India has resulted in a significant flow of goods, services and labor between the 
t\\'U COllllt:ries. Economic policies adopted in India with respect to prices and \\ages have exerted 
major impact on Nepal's economy. 

In 1991, the new govenunent initiated economic reforms to promote participation of the 
private sector in the economy ; refonn and privatize state-owned enterprises; reduce government 
subsidies and encourage investments, both domestic and foreign, through i.ncrea5ed government 
deregulation. In 1993, the government abolished the licensing requirement for establislunent of 
medium-sized and large industries, with a few exceptions, such as defense and health. The 
currency was made partially convertible, and exporters were allowed to sell 65 percent of their 
foreign exchange eamingi to conunercial banks at market rates while 35 percent has been 
requir.xl to be surrendered to the COllllt:ry's central bank. 

Most of the collllt:ry's largest enterprises are state-owned. In 1992. there were 62 state
owned enterprises in the collllt:ry, with approximately half of such enterprises engaged in 
manufacturing and the other half in trading and services. State-owned enterprises dominate the 
production of cement, agricultural inputs. sugar, cigarettes, and have a monopoly in trading of 
chemicals, fertilizers, oil and coo.I as well as in all infiastructure servia:s. The Seventh Plan 
( 1985-90) identified the refonn of the perf onnance of state-owned enterprises through 
commercialization, liquidation and privatization of such enterprises. Regulations and procedures 
for privatization were laid down by the "Privatization Act 2050".31 Implementation of the 
privatization program has, however, proceeded slowly; by 1992, only three industrial enterprises 
and five fanns were privatized. During the second phase of privatizatior~ covering the 1993-94 
period, privatization of 14 state-owned enterprises was targeted of which 4 were in the 
manufacturing sector, \\ith the rest in the agriculture and services sectors. End of 1994, the 
newly elected government expressed its conunittment to continue the privatization program but 
on a more selective basis than the fonner plan. 

In 1992, the Foreign Investment and Technology Act was enacted which provides that 
foreign investments are pamitted in all sectors of the economy with the exception of defense, 
tobacco and alcohol. Wholly foreign-o\\ned companies are permitted in industries which have 
a fixed capital over 10 million Nepalese Rupees (approximately US$ 220 thousand). Foreign 
investors need to obtain the approval of the government but the procedures were streamlined. The 
Act provides for significant inc.entives for investments in 31 designated priority sectors, including 
income tax holiday for seven years, exemption of income from exports and industrial 
investments. Further incentives are subject to fulfillment of voluntary performance requirements. 
ill addition to the Investment Act, additional legislation was passed on taxation and labor issues 
to improve the investment climate for private investors. By end 1992, out of approximately 
10,000 registered companies in Nepal, I 43 had foreign equity participation, most of them with 
investors from India32 Foreign participation predominated in the tourism and gannent sect~rs. 
In 1994, the newly elected government expressed its commitment to promote the inflow of 
foreign investments and maintain liberal regulations towards such investments. 

The country's financial system consists of the central bank, Rastra Bank, and five 
commercial banks, and two government-owned development finance i~itutions. In 1993-94, 
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three new commercial banks were in the process of being established. Several of the commercial 
banks are joint ventures between local and foreign bar.ks. In 1992, establishment of a stock 
exchange was initiated through the transfonnatior. of the Secwities Exchange Centre (SEC) 
where in 1992, 55 companies were listed It was expected that functjoning of a stock exchange 
will promote inflow of foreign direct investments and facilitate the process of privatizlllion. 

By end of 1994. a new government ·was elected which announced its conunitment to 
continue the implementation of market-oriented reforms and promotion of private sector 
activities. Though policies have been liberaliz.ed in Nepal, the institutional infiastructure is still 
weak and provides inadequate support to local industrial enterprises. 

Myanmar: Myarunar's economy is heavily dependent on agricultme, which generates 
about 40 percent of the GDP and provides employment for 80 % of the work force. The major 
export products are teak, hardwood logs and rice. Until the late 1980s, the country was largely 
isolated from the international economy Wider a centralized economic system. 

Initial economic refonns were adopted in 1988 to expand the role of the private sector . 
• l\s of 1994, reforms related to the reorganmition of several ministries in charge of economic 
development; allowing the private sector to participate in economic activities which were until 
then only open to public sector enterprises; legalize border trade and streamline trading 
procedures; pennit exporters to retain their foreign currency earnings and use them for imports 
which are permitted by the goverrunent. A parallel currency wa'i introduced in the form of 
foreign exchange certificates to help circumvent the official foreign exchange rate which strongly 
overvalues the local currency. Foreign investors were permitted to operate under the 1988 foreign 
investment law which permits 100 percent foreign ownership in most sectors. In several sectors, 
including extraction and sale of teak, extraction and processing of petroleum and natwal gas and 
fishing, foreign investors have to participate in joint ventme with the government. 

The government has initiated privatization of the large state-owned sector. Many of the 
state-owned enterprises have been made available for leasing by private enteiprises, including 
foreign investors and joint ventures. Leasing of state-owned enterprises by fordgn companies has 
been mostly used in the garment sector, food and beverage industries, and timber and wood 
production. Privatimtion has also taken place through contracting out services to private firms, 
whereby a private contractor supplies a state-owned enterprise with raw material in exchange for 
a share of production. As of 1994, 22 such production-sharing agreements had been entered 
between state-o\\ned enterprises and foreign investors. In response to reforms which were 
adopted since 1988, the number of officially registered private companies reached 11,719 by 
March 1994, most of them labour-intensive cottage industries. Registered foreign investment'i 
ammmted to US$ l.076 billion in about 100 enterprises, mostly from Asian countries.33 Several 
foreign oil companies have also undertaken exploration for oil and gas. In 1992, a contract was 
awarded to Total (France) to dcveloiJ a large gas reserve in the Gulf of Martaban and once the 
pipeline is completed, most of the output will be exported to Thailand. 

Despite these refonns, the government continues to play a predominant role in the 
economy. 23 key basic commodities, such as rice, teak, oil and minerals, are controlled by the 
state. State-owned enterprises play a key role in the industrial production through nine major 
enterprises, the largest being the Myanmar Economic Holdings Company which is managed by 
the Ministry of Defence. Even though reforms have promoted the development of the private 
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sector, there continue to be major constraints on private enterprises through comprehensive 
regulations and controls. The Ministry of Trade. for example, requires export permits and sets 
the price exporters can charge. Wages in joint venture enterprises between foreign investors and 
state-o\\1led enterprises are also subject to regulation. Foreign trade is strongly curtailed by the 
foreign exchange rate which overvalues the local currency by alx>ut 20-fold of its market value. 

Reforms were initiated through the issue of the Central Bank of Myanmar Law and the 
Financial Institutions of Myanmar Law, enacted in 1990, wluch allow the fonnatiori of private 
banks in the country for the first time in 30 years. As of 1994~ eleven private banks had oper.ed, 
five of which are joint ventures with the goverrunent. Activities of the new private banks, 
however, continue to be regulated closely by the govenunent, through setting permissible interest 
rates and the amount of money which can be lent. Until 1994, only the state-owned Myarunar 
Foreign Trade Bank and the Myanmar Economic Bank were the only banks allowed to deal in 
foreign exchange. In April 1994, the goverrunent allowed four new private banks, with 
government participation, to handle foreign exchange. 

Cambodia: About 47 percent of the GDP comes from the agricultural sector which 
occupies over 85 percent of the labor force, mostly in fonn of subsistence agriculture. Industry 
and the services sector account for 16 and 37 percent of the GDP, respectively.34 Nearly 20 years 
of war and internal strife, besides central planning, have left considerable damage on the 
country's infi-astructure, human capital and production facilities. 

Since 1989, the government adopted a series of market-oriented reforms which sought to 
reduce the extent of central planning and i;stablish the right of ownership to private property. 
Most of the price controls were lifted. The government's program of development is laid down 
in the 'National Program to Rehabilitate and Develop Cambodia', the cornerstone of which is a 
liberal foreign investment regulation. 

Regulati Jns towar~ FDI were enacted in 1989 and further implementing regulations were 
issued in 1991. The FDI law permits fomiation of wholly-foreign o\\1led enterprises and grants 
significant incentives to investors. The corporate tax is 9 percent and tax exemption is provided 
for up to 8 yean;, depending on the activity. Investors may lease the land for 70 yean;. Production 
of timber, oil, natural gas, minerals, gold and precious stones are exempt from the regulation and 
are subject to separate regulations. The law establishes the Council for the Development of 
Cambodia (CDC) a one-stop service organiz.ation. Regulations on investments were further 
provided by the "Investment Law of the Kingdom of Cambodia" enacted in 1994 which provides 
regulation for domestic and foreign investments.35 

In 1993, measures were adopted to 1iberaliz.e foreign trade, previou.c:ly a monopoly of the 
government. Import and export licensf requirements were eliminated which had eftectively 
hindered trade. A predominant share oft1e trade continues to be undertaken by three state-owned 
export-import enterprises. In the manufacturing sector, there were alx>ut 60 industrial units at the 
end of 1992 in the private sector, some of them with foreign participation. Among the 
manufacturing companies the textile ~or dominates, where investors fr0m Thailand, Singapore 
and other East Asian countries have established local production. 

The govenunent ~ reduced the state-owned sector by opening up government 
monopolies to the private sector and by privatizing selected enterprises. In 1994, the state-
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moncpoly on banking was abandoned and entry of private banks was encouraged. Since 199 l. 
the government initiated privatiz.ation of state-owned companies. often by leasing and renting out 
such enterprises to the private sector. B) September 1994, out of 79 state-o\med factories in the 
industrial sector, 62 have been rented out to private investors under medium or long-term iease 
arrangements. 13 others are continued in joint venture between the foreign partner and the 
government and only four continue to remain under state management. Out of the 79 industrial 
units, 25 companies had been involved in textile, mostly producing fabric and ready-made 
clothing. In 1994, plans were drawn up to privatize the rubber industry which., following the 
tmnism industry, is the second largest earner of foreign exchange. 

The govenunent's agenda of structural reform includes the improvement of the financial 
system by promoting competition among commercial banks and enabling the National Bank of 
Cambodia to exercise supervisory fimctions over the banking system 

Laos: Laos is a landlocked country with a population of 4 million. \\ith about 85-90 
percent engaged in subsistence agricultlhe Refonn process in the oountry started in 1986 
through the adoption of the 'New Economic Mechanism' which sought to decentralize the 
decision-making power of the government in favor of increased market-orientation. Initial 
reforms reduced controls by the state on the private sector and in several sectors prices were 
liberalized The state-owned agriculture was transferred to the private sector. together with 
most of the trading, including foreign trade. Refonn were also directed at the stabilization of the 
economy through monetary and fiscal policies. 

In 1989, regulations towards foreign investments were enacted through the Foreign 
Investment Code which permits formation of wholly-owned foreign subsidiaries, joint ventures 
and other contractual arrangements. In 1994, the government revised the 1989 investment code 
and provided additional incentives to foreign investors; reduced the tax rate to 20 percent from 
40-50 percent, and the import tax from 10 to 1 percent. It has al:;o streamlined the approval 
process for investments. A major element of the revision is that it eliminates the limitations of 
foreign operations to 15 years, stipulated in the 1989 regulation. The revision sought to establish 
regulatory nonns which are more in line with neighboring countries. By 1994, 421 foreign 
investment projects were approved, which included 218 wholly-foreign owned subsidiaries, 
compared with the approval of 40 projects in 1990.36 Value of foreign direct investments was 
estimated at US$ 493 million at the end of 1993.37 

State-owned busines.5es and factories which were formerly managed centrally, were given 
autonomy to set their prices, wages and make other key decisions. Since 1988, subsidies \\hich 
were formerly granted by the goverrunent to inefficient state-o\\Tled enterprises were reduced. 
Privatization of state-o\\Tled entaprises started with the issue of the privatiz.ation decree in 1990 
which provided for the divestment of 600 state-o\\Tled enterprises. By the end of 1993, 500 
enterprises were divested by the government. Various methods were applied for divestment; 
enterprises which the increa.5ed private sector activity could became uncompetitive, were closed 
or liquidated; most others were leased to the private sector through long-te011, usually I 0-15 
years, lease arrangement with management from Thailand, China, France and All<itralia 
Enterprises were also returned to their previous owners. The government will continue to own 
and control 17 enterprises which are considered to be strategically important for the coW1try. 
Foreign investors have been permitted to participate in the privatization of state-o\\Tlcd 
enterprises, with most of such investors coming from Thailand and other neighbor!ng countries. 
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Since 1989, the government gradually established a legal system to provide the 
framework for the private enterprise system. In 1990, legislation on O\\nership of property, 
contracts, inheritance, and those related to the establishment of banks and were enacted. By the 
end of 1994. legislation on bankruptcy and business guarantees were adopted, laws for the 
provision of contractual and legal guarantees. 

Transfonnation of the banking system started with the Decrees of the Council of Ministers 
in 1988 which separated the government-owned State Bank into commercial and central banking 
activities. Commercial banks were also established in the provinces. In 1989, the first joint 
venture bank between Laotians and Thai investors was formed to be followed by several other 
joint venture banks. By 1993, there were 12 joint venture and foreign-owned banks with license 
to participate in the financial sector tmder conditions which were deregulated to a large extent. 

Despite the progress in the implementation of financial, economic and legal reforms since 
1986, several factors continued to constrain development of private sector activity. lack of 
skilled labor and technical and managerial skills, poor infia5tructure, particularly the limited 
availability of electric power, and the small siz.e of the market have acted as major constraints. 
The country, however, has considerable hydroelectricity potential, and une._qJloited mineral 
resource, such as gold, copper, zinc, tin, precious genm and industrial mincrals. Most of these 
reserves have not been exploited so far due to the lack of investible funds and technology 
required for exploitation, and the inadequate infia5tructure of the country. 

Pacific &lands 

The Pacific island states extend from Palau, near the Philippines in the West to the 
Pitcairn Islands !... the East. The Pacific island countries can be grouped into two major 
categories; firstly, those which are relatively large and have natural resources, and secondly. those 
which are quite small and have few resources and their export revenues are largely based on one 
or a few agricultural products. In these island economies, diversification of the economy is 
actively sought by the government. The small siz.e of the market, and their export potential are, 
however, strongly constrained by their remote geographic location from the markets and their 
inadequate ~cture. Six LOCs, namely Kiribati, Vanuatu, Tuvalu, Solomon Islands, 
Western Samoa and the Maldives form part of this latter group. 

Vanuatu: With a population of 140,000, subsistence farming provides employment for 
over 80 percent of the island economy's population. The major cash crops are coconuts and copra 
which are the princip~e sources of export revenues. To diversify the agricultural sector, the 
government encouraged production of cocoa and coffee and cattle farming for exports. In 1989, 
the government also entered into a long-term agreement with a Taiwanese company to develop 
timber on the island of Malekula 

The country's manufacturing sector is very small and is centered around the processing 
of primary products, with export orientation. For promoting exports, an industrial estate is 
planned to be established on the island of Espiritu Santo. In the services sectors, tourism and 
financial services are the most important activities. In order to promote foreign investments and 
the build up of the financial sector, the government seeks to enhance the country's position as 
an off-shore financial centre in the region and regulation towards the establishment of a tax 
haven is under consideration. 
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Within the frarrte\\urk of the South Pacific Regional Trade and Economic C~ion 
Agreement Vanautu ha5 duty-free access for most of its eX]JOl15 to At.Nralia and New Zealand. 
This agreement will provide benefits increasingly as the ra.'lge of export item; becomes more 
diversified. Vanauto itself, maintains relatively high levels of import tariffs. In 1993. for example. 
60 percent of the govenunent revenues c.ame from import duties. \\ith most of the balance of 
government revenues coming from business liceme fees and hotel taxes.~ 

The development of the private St"dor is comtrained by the absence of well-defined 
ownership rights and a well-developed commercial and legal system for private property. 

I<iriliti with a population 69,000 and Tuvalu, with a population of approximately 
13,000 in 1993, are the two lowest income island economies of the Pacific. The economies of 
both of these countries are based on subsistence agriculture and production of coconuts as a cash 
crop. Major share of export revenues oomes from cqra. Agricultural production is very 
vulnerable to frequent cyclones which often cause major damage to the crop. In order to diversify 
their narrow economic base. the respective governments sought development of the commercial 
fishing sector apart from selling their fishing rights to foreign companies. In both island 
economies the manufacturing sector is very small and mostly geared to limited import
substitution. Development of the tourism sector ha5 been constrained by the remote location of 
the islands and their weak infrastructure. In Tuvalu, major share of the goverrunent revenues 
come from the sale of stamps and coins and remittances of w0i'"kers from abroad. In Kiribiti 
major share of govenunent revenues is generated from the export of copra fish and shark fins. 

Both COlllltries are characteriz.ed by a relatively large public administration \\ruch 
ac.c.ounted for about one-quater of the government budget in both COlllltries, respectively. 
International lending institutions and the Asia Development Bank have promoted development 
of and provided fi.mding for the private sector, particularly for activities related to tourism, 
agriculn.n-e, fisheries, conunerce and small-scale industries. 

Solom>n bland: Population of the island was about 372,000 in 1993 with approximately 
90 percent of the population employed in subsistence agriculture and production of cash crops, 
including cocoa, beans, ooconuts and palm kernels. Agriculture, fishing and forestry contribute 
about 70 percent of the GDP and are major sources of export revenues. The service sector 
accounts for about 25 percent of the GDP. The manufacturing sector is very small and most of 
the manufactured ~ are imported. The island ~ undeveloped mineraJ resources, including 
lead, :rinc, nickel and gold. 

The government ~ sought to diversify exports from its concentration on copra and 
presently fish, mostly tuna, and timber constitute over half of the country's export revenues. The 
development of spice indu.5try ~ also been planned, together with growing production of cocoa, 
exploitation of mining, and increased processing of fish and timber. The manufacturing industry 
is directed mostly to the internal market. In order to increase the cow1try's export revenues, in 
1991, the goverrunent announced a 10-ye.ar tourism development plan, covering the 1991-2000 
period, both through public and private development. Within the framework of this plan, 
con.5trUction of new hotels, small-scale businesses and upgrading of the infrastructure, and 
expan.5ion of the airport is envisaged. 
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Since the lace 1980s. the government has sought to promote development of private 
enterprises, \\'ith particular emphasis on tourism and related activities and export-oriented 
production. Plans have also bea't wlder consideration to privatize some of the state-owned 
companies. Implementation of economic refonm, however, has been delayed so far. and 
expenditures of the public sector have continued to exceed significantly government revenues. 

The govanment provides foreign investors tax holiday up to six years, depending on the 
level of local value-added and exports. Domestic private investments have, however. been 
hampered by ~ of capital. With the large budget deficit, the government has effectively 
ire-empted local financing for the private sector. The island faces severe environmental 
problems. Of major ooncem is the heavy logging activity of tropical timber undertaken under 
concession agreements by foreign companies. It is estimated that Solomon Islands' rain forests 
will be completely depleted in less than a decade if current rates of logging continue.39 

~ Smma: Western Samoa oonsists of a group of nine islands, with an estimated 
population of 170,000 in 1993. Agriculture is the major employer and source of the COlDltry's 
export revenues. The most important ~ crops and export conunodities of the COlDltry are 
coconuts, cocoa, taro and bananas. In 1990 and 1992. repeated cyclones caUSt:d major damage 
to the agriculture of the country. The manufacturing sector is very small, oonsisting mostly of 
small food-processing units, such as coconut oil mills, with coconut oil constituting the largest 
single source of export revenues. 

Since 1983, the govemment adopted ~ to stabilize the economy through fiscal and 
monetary policies and reviewing development priorities. Diversification of the economy and 
promotion of foreign direct investments were identified as major elements in the colllltry's 
economic growth. Diversification of the economy has been promoted by the government. 
Development of the country's forest resources on Savaii and Upolu islands are planned and 
expansion of oonunercial fishing is lD1der consideration. Development of the tourism industry 
and expansion of related infrastructure are encouraged by the government. 

To promote private sector activity and exports, the need for expanded credit facilities to 
farmers and exporters has been recognized The country's financial system oonsists of the Central 
Bank, two commercial banks and non-bank institutions. The largest oommercial bank, the Bank 
of Western Samoa, is a joint vmture between the government and the Bank ofNew Zealand. The 
other non-bank financing institutions are the Development Bank ofWestem Samoa. the National 
Provident Fund and the National Pacific Insurance which are state-o\\Tled and are a major source 
of credit for new investment. 

Investments have been promoted by the govenunent through a package of incentives, 
including tax holidays up to IO years, and a subsequent tax rate of 25 percent and exemptions 
from CU5tom and excuse duties for investors for capital goods and other inputs. 
Since 1990, several foreign investment projects were undertaken, the largest in the manufacturing 
sector was by Y~ Corporation, a manufacturer of electric wires for cars, which started 
production in I 992, and cmrently employs a labor force of 1,500. 

Private sector investors may obtain funding from the Pacific Islands Industrial 
Development Scheme which is financ.ed by the government of New Zealand and grants technical 
assistance and credit to projects where a New Zealand investor holds a minimum of 20 percent 
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In 1987. the government has enacted legislation for the operation of an otlShorc financial 
center through the Off-shore Banking Act \\hich provides for the licensing of international and 
foreign firms registered under the Companies Act. The International Tru5t Act of 1987 p..imits 
the establishment of Trusts in \\hich the beneficiaries are non-re;idents of the countrY. The 
International lmurance Act of 1988 regulated oft:shore insurance businesses carried ~ bv 
foreign firm>. In order to compete v~ith other off-shore financial centers. the govemllk.~t 
provides speedy and low-cost registration for foreign compartjes. During the 1988-92 period 
about 600 foreign companies have registered under the act. 

Malmves: The country consists of more than 1.200 coral islands \\ith an estimated 
population of235.000 in 1993. The agriculture is limited to the production of a few subsistence 
crops. including COl.'Olluts. arica nuts. cas.5ava, corn and sweet potatoes and provides for only 
about I 0 percent of the country's food demand. In the late 1980s. the economy was dominated 
by the fishing industry \\ruch accounted for about 25 percent of emplo~ment and over 60 
percmt of export revenues. During the 1980s. the output of the fishing sector increased rapidly 
through an improved fuel distribution and fish collection system under the State Trading 
Organization. Fish processing facilities were expanded~ by the early 1990s. over half of the 
fish output was exported in processed form Since the 1980s. the government promoted the 
clevelC'pment of the tOlD'ist industry which by the early 1990s becam.! the lar~ sector of the 
economy, acaxmting for about 30 percent of the GDP. 

Since the mid 1980s, tl1e goverrunent has adopted stabilization programs and sought to 
reduce the budget deficit and deregulated the foreign exchange system. Diver.;ification of the 
industry has been sought but the small size of the domestic market have constrained this effort. 
A number of gannent manufacturing plants have, however. been established by foreign investors 
for export-oriented production. The government also seeks to increase local processing of fish 
and expand the tourist industry. 
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3. POUOES AND INSim.mO'lALMFASURES FORACCll.lll..\ 1ll> PRIVATE-SECTOR 
GRO\VIH IN UX:S 

The analysis of industrial growth trends and of recent industrial policies and institutional 
support facilities in UX::S in the previous section highlights certain important conclusions. Firstly. 
industrial growth has continued to be very I imited in most LOCs in recent years. despite major 
policy changes and liberalization in these countries. There has only been a marginal increa5e in 
industrial production in some of these countries. \\hile in others. particularly in Africa. industrial 
production has declined. The free-market mechanism. which was expected to yield significant 
results in terms of investments and increa5ed production in LOCs. has had very limited impact 
so far on industrial gro\\th. There has been little increase in FDI inflow. exc.ept in the petrolewn 
and mineral sectors in some LDCs despite liberalization of policies towards such investments. 
With few industrial enterprises in most LOCS. except Bangladesh. there has been little inflow 
of technology and knowhow. Measures for privatization which have been carried out in several 
LDCs. including Gambia Guinea, Mala\\i. Mali, Niger and Togo among African LOCs. have 
often resulted in liquidation or closure of the enterprises and \\hile these have reduced 
government los.5es. there has also been ad\'erse impact on production. The liberaliz.atil)n of 
importc;. follo\\ing a free-market approach, has also resulted in a large nwnber of small and e\"en 
mediwn-sc.ale industries in LOCs being llllable to face competition from imports of the same or 
similar products including from South-F.a5t Asian countries. It is necessary to recognize that a 
degree of infant-industry protection is necessary for products of local enterprises in LOCs. \\hich 
are faced by severe constraints. In the absence of such policy support, several local mterpriscs 
may be llllable to compete and to continue production. with comequential adverse impact on 
other such enterprises. 

Experience of LOCs and industrial growth trends in these countries in recent ye:irs also 
suggests that the impact of structmal adjustment programs on industrial development has been 
very limited, largely because of the absence of inadequacy of institutional support facilities 
These programs have undoubtedly been essential and critical for LDCs in meeting major resource 
gaps and in bringing about substantial improvement in the macroeconomic financial framework 
in these countries. At the same time, policy changes within the fran1ework of th~ programs 
have had little impact so far as inflow of FDI or on private-sector development in these countries. 
This is largely because of the emphasis in the policy changes undertaken by most LDCs has been 
primarily geared towards attracting foreign direct investments. This has not been successful so 
far. With the growing competition to attract such investments from South East Asian countries: 
Latin American economies and countries in F.a5tem Europe, it is extremely difficult for LDCs 
to attract FDI in the manufacturing sector uni~ special factor advantages can be identified. 
Apart from scarce raw materials, one such factor advantage is cheap labor. This can still 
constitute a major advantage, provided the necessary infrastructure and policy framework is in 
plac.c. The example of l\1auritius indicates that FDI can be attracted to small economies. So far, 
however, foreign investments in LDCs in recent years have been primarily limited to minerals 
and resource-based sectors in a few LOCs and such investments may well have taken plac.c in 
any event. The principal need is to attract foreign participation in the manufacturing sector, either 
through subsidiaries and affiliaies of transnational corporations or through joint vmtures with 
local enterprises or through technology licenc;ing arrangements, and these have not taken plac.c 
to an adequate extent in most LDCs. 

The bac;ic premise underlying the structw'31 adjll.5lmcnt programs that the free market 
mechanism would ensure adequate new investments, domestic and foreign, i:; questionable , 
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p.111icularly in C0W1tries with small markets. weak infiastructurc and instiMional support and a 
relatively small number of manufacturing enterprises. These programs must be accompanied by 
a well-structured strategy for promoting industrial g£O\\th through a multiplication of local 
enterprises \\ith adequale institutional support and \\ith various fonm of foreign financial and 
techoological participation. 

lhc policy emphasis on attracting foreign investments in most LOCs has <letracted from 
the essential need provide adequate institutional support facilities and to de\·efop local 
entrepreneurship and enterprises which can comtitute an exp;mded industrial lme. In most of 
these C0W1tries, there are few industrial enterprises which can serve ~ partners and collaborators 
in joint ventures and lic.ensing arran~ts with foreign companies. This is a major 
shortcoming. Unless the number of local entrepreneurs and enterprises can be significantly 
inuea.5ed through institutional development and support, the impact of policy changes and 
modification of investment codes and procedures will continue to be marginal. The lack of local 
industrial enterprises in LOCs has also resulted in little or no inflow of technology and knowhow 
through non-affiliate technology lic.ensing or ocher contractual arrangements for technology 
acquisition, which con5titutes a major shortroming. 

With inadequate inflow ofFDI and little or no technology acquisition or tran.5fer through 
lic.ensing. enterprises in LOCs continue to be severely handicapped in adlleving export capability. 
The development of competitive capability in selected fields is a ,;tal need in the context of the 
Uruguay Rowxl Agreanents. While LOCs have some time before the Agreements take effect, 
it will be nec.essary to identify nidie areas and to develop competitive C<lJX.bility in these fields 
in the next few ye.ars. 

An important conclusion emerging from the analysis of policies and experience of 
industrial development in LOCs has been the lack of emphasis on institutional support facilities 
for local enterprises in these countries. Apart from nonna.l commercial banking facilities, there 
has been little major institutional support effort to meet the credit needs of small, medium and 
micro enterprises. The Grameeen Bank in Bangladesh has provided a fairly unique role in 
sUc.ct'S.5fully meeting the credit needs of micro enterprises but this institutional suc.cess has not 
been emulated in other LOCs. Apart from credit. which continues to be a major constraint in 
these cowttries, little institutional support has been provided on tedmology, marketing and 
external linkages. Enterprises have bren left largely to fend for ~Ives and, with recent 
policy orientation towards free markets, local enterprises enjoy less and less protection from 
competing imports. The institutional support provided through governmental agencies is very 
limited and often wtSuited to changing market condition.5. Lack of institutional support for local 
enterprises is unclcubtedl:;. · a major constraint in most LDCs, and wtless this issue is given the 
highest priority, it will be difficult to achieve accelerated gro\\th of local enterprises, \\hich is 
a key objective in these COlllltries. 

It is also necessary to highlight the fact that the economic per.;pectives in the 1990s arc 
very different than during the 60s and 70s when there was considerable stale intervention in 
several LOCs. At that time, there was concern at the dominating role of transnational 
corporations on the one hand, and lack of investment in basic and key industries on the other. 
The fact that state-owned enterprises in these countries were mostly wtSuccessful should not 
suggest that the socio-economic factors which were responsible for their crealion in the first place 
no longer exist or have faded totally in the backgrowtd. The reactions to privati1..ation in certain 
LOCs and dissatisfaction with the slow results of increased market orientation in others, arc 
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pointers in this direction. The critical role of nmket forces and of the pri\<lle sector has been 
recogr..ized and accepted in LDC and \\ii! undoubtedly continue to be so if the ~ts are positive 
in teml5 of accelerated gro\\th of local enterprises and the achievement of enha:'lCed technological 
competitivenes.s and environmental standards and sustainability. If these results. however. are not 
achieved within a reasonable period, the impact is likely to be negative and undesirable. The 
present period is. therefore. crucial in ensuring the influence of market forces on long-term ba.5is. 
For this purpose. however. the development of \,1de-ranging institutional support functions and 
facilities is a vital necessity. 

Certain global trer.d5 are also likely to significantly affect private-sector gro\\1h and 
imtitutional support requirements in LOCs. First the revolutionary developments in informatics. 
biotedmology. and new materials \\ill inevitably have major impact on industrial products and 
processes. Global conununicatiom will inevitably affect marketing and distribution of new 
products and services. Most l..OCs are only on the periphay of such developments. and the 
tedmology gap is likely to grow ~ingly, tml~ there is substantial increa5e in technology 
flows industrial subsectors having special potential in particular UJCs. Second investment and 
tedmology flows to LDCs have been quite 1.mfavorable during the 1980s and early 1990s. 
Globalization of indmtry Im. so far, provided few significant linkages in LOCs not only among 
enterprises but even institutions involved in !ndustrial studies. rtSearCh and consultancy services_ 
Third. there has been a gro\\ing change in the pattern of foreign participation. While foreign 
investments through 1NC affiliates are still taking place in several developing ccxmtries. the 
pattern is shifting towards alternative fonns. such as joint ventures. licensing. franchising and 
service contracts. LOCs have oot been able to avail of chis changing trend because there are few 
local enterprises in these COl.D'ltries and inadequate institutional support facilities for development 
of such linkages. 

Viewed agaiim these conclusions, the potential of industrial gro\\th in LDCs <'~to 
be only positive prmided a reoriented industrial strategy in these oountries concentrates primarily 
on establishment of an increased number of local enterprise; and provides the necessary 
incentives and institutional facilities for training of entrepreneurs, supply of credit and 
institutional as.sistance in tedu1ology, marketing and external linkages. While FDJ certainly needs 
to be attracted to LDCs as far as possible, there must be equal, if not greater emphasis on inflow 
of technology and expertise to ensure greater a;mpetitive capability for LOC enterprises. With 
a reoriented industrial strategy and adequate imtitutional support facilities provided in these 
fields, it should be possible to achieve an accelerated pace of industrial gro\i,th in a nwnbcr of 
LOCs. This should certainly be possible in Bangladesh and Nepal, and to a lesser extent in Laos 
and Bhutan in Asian oountries; in Haiti where there is now con~iderable potential for export
oriented growth and in several LOCs in Africa In several AfriC311 Llx:s, there is very significant 
potential for private-sector industrial gro"th, with reoriented indu<rtrial policies and strategies. 
These include Botswana, Ethiopia, Gambia, Guinea Mali, Madagascar, Monunbiquc. Sierra 
Leone, Tanz.ania, Uganda and l.ambia lncrea.5ed pace of industrial gi-o\\th can also be achieved 
in Benin, Togo, Ma.iritania, Chad, Burundi, Central Afiican Republic, Niger, Equatorial Guinea 
and Lesotho, with increased empha.5is on local enterprises. 

The effect of policy reorientation and increased emphasis on growth of local private-sector 
enterprise will vary in its impact. depending largely on the strength of the private-sector 
entrepreneurial base that C3l1 be r.tpidJy developed in each COWltry, the extent of inflow of foreign 
participation and technology and the extent and form of privatimion in each COWltry. Privatc
sector development is much broader in concept than privatimion. and relates not only to the 
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restructuring of ownership of existing state-O\\ned enterprises on a selective basis. but the 
creation of an appropriate environment for mobilimion of local private-sector investments i.... 
industry, infi:astructure and senice.5 and the provision of institutional support for credit, 
tedmology and external linkages. Its success or otherwise in particular LOCs largely depend.5, 
however, on the extent to which an overall promotional climate for private-sector development 
can be created and sustained over a period of time. 

Oime for inv~: Acc:elerated private-sector development depcnd5 primarily on 
the overall maao conditions and climate for investments in a particular oconomy. A basic 
requirement is a stable soci~litical situation which is often lacking. particularly in several 
African LOCs. Other essential prerequisites are availability of physical infiastructure which is 
improving in most LOCs; stable rates of exchange for local currency which can pose problems 
in most LDCs; availability of loan finance for new investments and of foreign exchange to meet 
essential capital ~ and other import requirements, and a tax regime ,.,;th adequate incentives 
for new investments, besides programmes for development of production, service.5 and export 
capability. As discussed in the previous section. a mnnber of ::..DCs face severe constraints \\ith 
respect to some of these variables. Such constraints can, however, be adjusted to a considerable 
ext~ through appropriate macro policies. The role of the structlU'al adjustment programs can 
be vital in this regard, provided they are accompanied by political stability, on the one hand, and 
by a well-defined industrial strategy for promotion of local enterprises through policy incentives 
and imtitutior.al support, on the other. 

Regulatory control~: It is essential that regulatory controls on new investments and 
technology inflow, which continue to exist in certain LDCs through screening procedures, should 
gradually be dismantled Revisions in investment codes and promotional guidelines for new 
investments have little meaning, wtless administrative regulations, procedures and controls are 
radically modified The process of decision-making must be effectively transferred to private
sector enbepieneurs and enterprises. The role of government needs to be substantially modified 
and policies and regulations should be re-oriented increasingly towards promoting new 
investments; emuring adequate competition; achieving quality standards; and meeting 
environmental and ecological requirements. "The full inter-play of market forces may not be 
wholly practicable or even desirable, in most LOCs facing multiple resource and other 
constraints. To the extent possible, however, investment decisions should be left to the private 
sector, both local and foreign. 

Investment purmtion: It is necessary that an active progranune for investment promotion 
is undertaken through appropriate promotional and institutions in IDCs. Such a prograrrune 
should be based on: 

(a) guarantees against nationaliz.ation and for fair and aJequatecompensationforany 
expropriation; 

(b) freedom to foreign investors for remittance.5 of profits, royalties and fees, 
interest, and income from sale of shares; 

(c) a favourable tax regime, and incentives for new investments or 
major expa11.5ion/rehabilitation of existing enterprises, including infant-industry protection 
for limited periods; 

(d) promotion of increa.5ed inflow of foreign technology, including information 
systems on investment and technology sol.D"CCS; tax concessions on f ces and royalties, and 

incentives for enterprise-level research; 
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(e) freedom to employ expatriate experts and personnel: 
( t) special incentives for exports, including higher royalties, irrp:rt entitlemn am 

drawbacks, and tax COl1re5Sion.s; and 
(g) a package of promotional measures and services for new investments in various 

fields_ including infonnation on markets and a55istance in obtaining~ to potaitial 
foreign partners. 

Physical infrastructure: An obvious pre-requisite is the availability of physical 
infrastructure, comprising land, water, electric power, transportation and telecommllllications 
facilities. Electric power shortage and intaruption is a chronic problem in most LDCs and a 
major deterrent to industrial development and me of modem computerized processes. Inadequate 
transportation facilities, including air transport, also constitutes a major bottleneck. In the present 
information age, an efficiait telecommllllications network is also an essential infrastructure 
requirement. Faced by major resource comtraints, LOCs may ~ingly need to encourage 
private-sector participation in these field.5, either through direct investments or build and operate 
(BO) or build-operate-transfer (BO"D arrangements with foreign companies. 

Institutional suniort requirements: The institutional infrastructure for private-sector 
development in LOCs tends to be vay weak and need5 not only to be greatly strengthened but 
must necessarily cover a wide range of requirements. The needs and potential in this regard are 
discus.5ed in greater detail in Section 5, where several Working Papers have identified specific 
institutional requirements for accelerated growth ofloccl aiterprises. Firstly, major emphasis has 
to be givai to hwnan resource development, partirularly for training of local entreprenerus, 
specially women, for SMEs and micro enterprises, 
and on the one hand and for managerial personnel and development of specializ.ed skills, such 
as in design and packaging. Specializ.ed industrial training must also include training of personnel 
in new technologies, partirularly computers, telecommllllications and software, based on as.5eSSed 
requirement in these field.5 over a period of time. Industrial training at national level should 
concentrate on the training of trainers in various field.5 and should be based on close linkages 
with universities, teclmical institutions and management organiz.ations in each country. There 
must also, however, be close involvement of private-sector associations, including chambers of 
conunerce in the assessment of training needs and planning of training programmes and 
development of training currirula 

Secondly, appropriate financial services need to be developed extending from banking. 
insurance and other financial services to the development of specialized institutional facilities for 
provision of loans and credit for small and medium enterprises on the one hand and micro 
enterprises, on the other. Such institutions can range from those stock exchanges for resource 
mobiliz.ation and institutions providing venture capital to development finance bcxiics and 
financing bcxiies for micro enterprises in the 'informal' sector. Imtitutional facilities for equity 
participation such as stock exchanges have also to be gradually set up. 

Thirdly, institutional facilities need to be developed for industrial infonnation, ranging 
from information on markets for various products and subsectors to alternative sources of 
investment or technology and data and material on trade and market trend.5 in various field.5. 
Fourthly, institutional mechanisms have 
to be developed with respect to technological usage and application in various field.5, including 
technology arquisition, absorption and adaptation, and including applied research at institutional 
and enterprise levels. Such support facilities can only assist in technology choice and selection 
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but can provide adequate guidance to local entrepreneurs on negotiations of technology licenses 
and contractual arrangements of vari0ll5 types. 

Fifthly. institutional support is necessary in LDCs for marketing of pnxlucts of local 
SME.5, both in the internal market and for exports. A related field is that of enterprise-level 
linkages, particularly external linkages, where institutional support facilities are very necessary. 
Institutional facilities also play a critical role in standardizAltion and metrology. which are 
3.5Swning growing importance with the insisterK:C on ISO 9000 arid other international standards, 
including standard5 relating to the envirorunent. Finally, institutional extension services are 
neces.531)', particularly for small-scale and micro enterprises in the 'infonnal' sector of LOCs. 
\\hich will be critical for socio-economic development of vulnerable areas and weaker groups 
such as women, in LOCs. 

The range of institutional support fimctions and indmtrial savices descrihed above and 
\\hich are further elaborated in the Working Papers in Section 5 are indicative of the multi
disciplinary institutional requirement in LOCs. As discussed in the previous section, some 
institutional facilities have been. or are being developed in certain LOCs. What is essential. 
however, is the closing of gaps such as with respect to information systems and technology 
selection and application, and adjustment of existing institutional capabilities to meet the 
changing requirements of the private sector in each LOC. It must be emphasized that the growth 
of small and medium industries which has particular potential in most LOCs largely depeP.ds on 
the extent to which financial and institutional tedmical support is made available. 

Foreign 1rade: For most LOCs, the removal of imbalances in the merchandise balance of 
payments and the development of export capability are of major priority. Most LOCs face 
growing constraints because of declining demand for minerals and corrunodi!ies exported from 
these COWltries. In several countries, acute foreign exchange shortages continue to persist. Global 
and regional trends in foreign trade do not suggest that the situation will significantly improve 
for most LOCs. The fmalization of the Uruguay Rolllld Agreements will, in fact, pose a new 
challenge for LDCs to achieve competitive export capability in selected fields over a period of 
time. The perspective for LOCs for substantial increase in exports of botl-i traditional materials 
and commodities and of manufactwal products in global markets does not appear to be bright, 
unless massive and qualitative industrial restructuring is lllldertaken in these countries and 
competitive technologies are used, together with achievement of quality standards to achieve 
increased competitive capability in selected fields. The ~ for a greater volume of trade 
between developing countries, on the one hand, apr':ar to be much better. Increased liberalization 
of imports as part of greater market orientation, however, pose serious problems for several 
LOCs, particularly with respect to locally-manufactured products, which continue to require 
varying levels of protection. 

Developments in foreign trade of LOCs are likely to be seriously affected by the grov.th 
of regional trading blocs. The impact of European economic integration through th~· !~opcan 
Union and of integration between c.anada, Mexico and the United States of Amcrica through the 
North American Free Trade Association (NAFT A), are likely to be very significant and would 
inevitably have far-reaching effect on all colUltries and COWltry-groups trading with these 
countries. Similar developments are likely to take place in ASFAN countries in South-East Asia 
and with respect to the Pacific Rim colUltries in the future. While the overall objective of the 
Uruguay Round Agreements, as also of the regional blocs, is to liberalize and expand foreign 
trade, trading conditions are likely to become increasingly competitive for LOCS outside these 
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blocs. 

Inc:rea.5ed competitive capability in foreign trade '"ill necessitate not only higher quality 
standards and greater technological absorption and improved technological applications in LOCs. 
but a comprehensive institutional support for development of export capability. At the same time. 
policies and measures are neces.531)' to ensure reawnable protection for defined periods of time 
for new industrial enterprises. particularly small and mediwn industries. 

Foreign direct investmen5: Current thinking on new investments in LDCs has. to a large 
extent, centered around promotion of foreign direct investments. The pm>-pects in this regard do 
not appear to be bright for LOCS in the inunediate futme. Most LDCs may have to increasingly 
rely on the initiative and dynamism of local enterprises and entreprenems to obtain necessary 
foreign participation. It will also be necessary for LDCs to tmdertake vigorous and targeted 
promotion of foreign investments for particular projects having adequate viability and potential. 
Targeted promotion implies institutional activities and initiatives for preparation of inve.-,"1Jnent 
profiles for particular projects, and follow-up with potential foreign partners. 

Tramfer of foreign teclmology and specialiud services: An important objective in LDCs 
should be to ensure adequate inflow of foreign technology and know-how. With major 
technological imovations and changes in most production and service sectors, the technology gap 
between industrialized and LDCs ha5 tended to increase considerably in rexnt years. At the same 
time, with greater diffusion and licensing of technology, the market for technology, except those 
covered by patents, copyrights, or proprietary know-how, ha5 expanded considerably, and most 
industrial technologies required by developing countries are available from multiple sources 
including, for several 'mature' technologies, from other developing cotmtries, such as Brazil. 
India, Mexico, the Republic of Korea and Taiwan Province. The choice of suitable technology 
in undoubtedly a critical issue for developing COlllltries, as are the tenns and conditions tmder 
"hi ch these are secured, either through subsidiaries/affiliates of transnational corporations or joint 
ventures or non-affiliate licensing. For this purpose, effective i.I'.stitutional facilities for 
infonnation on alternative technologies and is most neces.531)', which can be utilized by 
developing-cotmtry enterprises. It is also necessary to provide institutional support to local 
enterprises regarding the intricacies of negotiations with respect to technology agreements and 
management and service contracts. At the same time, LDC enterprises must take advantage of 
the expanding mark~ for 'mature' technologies, which are in most demand, in these cotmtries. 
To the extent that the latest technologies may be required in certain fields, these can also be 
identified and sought to be acquired, wherever necessary. Technological self-reliance should be 
viewed not in isolationist terms, but as the capability to exercise suitable choice and to acquire 
and absorb industrial technology on reasonable tenns and conditions. 

In this context, the role of governmental in-,1itutions screening technology agreements, 
which continue to exist in some LOCs, needs to be reviewed. Such regulatory measures may 
have been necessary at the time in order to strengthen the bargaining power of technology 
licensees from LDCs and to insulate national economies from inequitable tarns and .conditions 
in such agreements. Over the years, however, there is not only increased knowledge of such 
tenns and conditions in most LDCs but greater acceptance on the part of licensors regarding 
particular conditions which are considered to be tmdesirablc in most of these COWltries. As a 
result of these developments, there has been considerable lilx..-rali:zation in legislation and on 
procedures and guidelines with respect to technology agreements in most developing COWltries 
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and the same approach should be extended in LDCs where increa.5ed technology inflow is most 
needed. 

It is important for private-sector development in LDCs that technology choice and 
conditions of trall5fer are left to user 
emerprises, as far as pos.5ible. Consequently, any guidelines or regulations in this regard in LDCs 
should be very limited, and confmed only to certain issues. 

It is equally important. however, that a promotional approach towards foreign technology 
be adopted by govanmental institution.5 dealing with industrial and technological development. 
This should be supportive of the role of the private sector, as also of state-omled or 'mixed' 
enterprises, with respect to information on alternatives and training in negotiations for technology 
acquisition which should be extensively undertaken for private-sector entrepreneurs in LOCs. 

What is true of technology and know-how agreements may be even more applicable for 
specialized seivice contracts, ranging from turnkey construction contracts to management 
rontr..cts and buy-back arrangements. Here again, emphasis should be given to the development 
of greater awareress and capability, through sensitization and training. for entrepreneurs and 
representatives of enterprises in LDCs. 

Promotion of domestic entrepenemsbip: It is essential for local enterprises and 
entiepreneurs in these LOCs to take the initiative for new investments and technology. Increased 
business training of entrepreneurs in LOCs is a major pre-requisite for accelerated private-sector 
growth. Programmes of training in basic business techniques must cover production teclmiques, 
accounts and marketing, up to the stage of preparation of buc;iness plans for establishment or 
substantial expansion of industrial and conunercial enterprises. Domestic entrepreneurship 
development also requires considerable institutional support. This can range from availability of 
credit from financial institutions at low and concessional rates, to availability of physical faciliti~ 
such as industrial estates and technology parks; assistance in production technology ar.d 
marketing, and development of linkages with foreign enterprises. 

Role and scope of privatmdion: The range of privatization of state-owned enterprises in 
LDCs increased considerably, particularly since the mid-l 980s and in 1990-92. The objectives 
and issues relating to privatiz.ation in LDCs vary considerably. In most LDCs, local capital 
markets are inadequately developed and private-sector participation may be very limited. 
Conditions of operations of state enterprises also very considerably. It is, however, expected, that 
transfer of ownership in LOCs to privrie investors will substantially improve efficiency, 
productivity and competitive capability of privatiz.ed enterprises; generate revenues for the 
government from the sale of such companies and assets, and mobilize substantial financial 
resources for modemi.zation and expansion, and acquisition of modern technological and 
managerial expertise. The latter objectives are particularly applicable in the infra.'itructure sector, 
such as electric power supply, telecommunications, and transportation, but can also be extended 
in indu'itrial and manufacturing sectors. Several governments have privatized sugar mills, textile 
plants, and other industrial and manufacturing activities where the enterprises needed to be more 
responsive to rapidly changing demand and higher standar~ of performance. 

Pl'econditiom and comtraints: These vary from country to country and extend from the 
political will to privatize state-owned assets to the viability of such enterprises and the 
availability of purchac;ers. Privatiz.ation can only be undertaken if there is a commitment of the 
government to implement privatization and a general consensus of political decision-makers and 
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other major interest groups. This is not always the ca5e and the reaction to privatization in several 
countries has not alY.ays been favourable. The regulatory framework also needs to ensure that 
privatized monopolies face competition. \\'hether internally or through imports. so that new 
owners do not take undue advantage of their monopolistic sitHation. The commercial viability of 
enterprises to be privatized can also be an important constraint The privatiz.ation of enterprises 
with outdated products. technology and equipment can only take place either if th~y are 
restructured and modernized or if they are divided into smaller viab.le units of production or 
services, or if they are sold at nominal prices and restructured thereafter with substantial new 
investments. A major limitation can also relate to the financing of privatiz.ation. Weak domestic 
financial systems can constitute a major constraint, particularly in LOCs. Local stock markets are 
either not available or have very limited absorptive capacity in these countries. Experience of 
privatiz.ation indicates that, if the government is committed to privatiz.ation, adequate progress 
can be achieved, even in LOCs. 

Fnterprise restructuring: A critical issue in LOCs may be whether any enterprise 
restructuring is necessary, prior to privatiz.ation, or whether the matter should be left solely to 
market forces. This is an issue also faced in former centrally-planned economies. It can be argued 
in such cases that any restructuring may well le.ad to infructuous expenditure if this is not fully 
reflected in increa5ed value, following such restructuiing. On the other hand, a certain degree of 
restructuring may well be required to achieve adequate response for privatiz.ation. Varying 
degrees of restructuring could significantly in~ the value of an enterprise or ensure that the 
overall returns for privatiz.ation are enhanced. In most cases, legal restructuring of the enterprise 
may be necessary. In others, financial restructuring may be required for enterprises constituted 
as corporate entities. The more important implicati~11S of restructuring wilL however, be in 
situations involving changes in the industrial structure and where major resource allocations have 
to be made to enhar.ce the viability or value of an enterprise. This should take into account the 
implications for valuation, as also the extent of surplus labour which will have to be handled. The 
extent to much restructuring, if any, should be Wldertaken needs to be assessed for particular 
enterprises. In several cases, plant operations may comprise certain independent production or 
service activities much could be separated from the principal plant and assets to be privatized 
and either sold separately or retained. 

Prospects for privatization: It is likely that privatiz.ation of state-owr:ed enterprises \\ill 
continue during the 1990s in LDCs where substantial industrial and business activities are still 
held by state-owned entities. In some countries, various stages of saturation may have been 
reached mule in others, the nwnber of state enterprises may have been initially limited. In 
countries where such enterprises were set up only in certain fields, particularly infra.5tructure 
development, there may not be much scope for privatiz.ation. However, for a number of LDCs, 
there continues to be substantial potential for privatization during the 1990s. 

Sectoral priorities 

Apart from the need to accelerate socio-economic growth in LDCs through industry and 
services, a major challenge will be posed to these countries as a result of the Uruguay Round 
Agreements. If LDCs are to adequately avail of the positive effects of liberalized trade, 
fundamental changes are necessary in the pattern of production and trade in these cowttries. 
While the short-term, negative effects of these Agreements will be largely cushioned by the 
'safeguards' provided for LDCs, these countries must adjust to a liberalized trade regime over a 
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period of time. This will necessitate a major reorientation of industrial policies and programmes 
in the;c countries to ensure the development of competitive capability in certain niche areas. 

With the small and limited ba5e for industries and services in most LOCs. the 
lilx.-ralization of trade through the Uruguay RolDld Agreements is unlikely to contribute to 
industrial growth in these countries. In fact. the potential gains from improvements in rmrket 
access will be more than offset by losses due to increa.5ed competition in intermtional markets 
and erosion of the existing tariff preferences. particularly for sub-Saharan African countries under 
the Lome Convention and the Generalized System of Preference ( GSP). The categories of goods 
that are likely to be most affected by the Uruguay RolDld Agreements are: tropical and tcmperate 
agriculLural products. natural resource-~ products, leather and leather products, and textiles 
and clothing. It seems likely that in the short/medium term, world prices for temperate 
agricultl.ll"al products wiil increase, mainly due to reduced protection in developed countries while 
tariff cuts in tropical agricultmal products are expected to erode the preferential margins currently 
enjoyed by many African colDltries. 

The build-up of a sound industrial base constitutes an essential prerequisite to enable 
LDCs to benefit from trade liberalization in the long term. While the safeguards provided will 
be useful, their impact will be limited and time-wWld. Production and trade in these countries 
must gradually be adjusted to the mainstream of global trade and investments. This requires a 
major restructwing ofindustrial growth in each LDC and the development of closer linkages with 
enterprises in other COlDltries. LDCs will need substantial investment and technology inflow. both 
from transnational corporations and from enterprises from industrialized countries but also 
increasingly from other developing cotmtries such as the Republic of Korea China, Singapore. 
India, and the Gulf countries form Asian and from Latin American countries. There is enormous 
pou:ntial for economic and technological cooperation (ECDOTCOC) between LOCs. which must 
be fully exploret~. At the same time, the necessary promotional environment will need to be 
created and sustained in LOCs for promoting and developing local f •rivate sector enterprise-level 
capability to achieve rapid increase in production and exports of :1Jn-traditional manufactured 
products. 

A new industrial strategy for LDCs must be based on an analysis of sectoral potential and 
priorities in each LDC. on the one hand, and a restructured indll'ilrial base. comprising a grcatly
incrcased number of local mtreprcneurs and enterprises setting up small, mcdiwn and micro 
enterprises in the private sector, on the other. The role of government<; would not only be to 
create a suitable climate for new inriustrial investments but to provide a \.vidc range of 
institutional support and services to local enterprises. This would involve a major attitudinal 
change both on the part of government agencies and p<.T.ionnel and on the part of local 
enterprises. There is, however, no alternative but to achieve competitive capability in selected 
subscctors and products through local SMEs and to extend small and micro enterprises to rural 
regions, as far a<; possible. 

Linkages with agric"'~.1re: Most LDCs continue to be largely dependent on agriculture 
as can be seen from Table.\ though linkages between industrial production and mining and 
construction activities and wi'.h service sector.; such a<; tourism and transportation, have also 
developed in recent years. The priority subsector.; for most LOCs will continue to comprise of 
foodgrain<; and processed foods; textiles and garments, supply of agricultural input<; such a<; 
agricultural equipment and imple; ... ~ ,s, seeds and fcrtiliaTS, besid~ metal products and ba<;ic 
c.on<;wner-good<; production. ~~ tht "·•'r of island LDCs and several others, including land-locked 
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economies such as Nepal, tourism has considerable potential and activities have to be geared 
towards promotion of tourism. including provision of lu.xury hotels, car rentals and other 
facilities, together with production of handcrafts and product5 of tourist interest. Even in these 
LDCs. however, production linkages with agriculture, including fisheries. is of major importance, 
particularly for food sufficiency, and for development of agro-related subsectors \\here export 
capability can be developed in selected fields. 

It must be emphasiz.ed that, with increa5ed market orientation, investment choice must rest 
primarily \\ith local enterprises. Special incentives may be directly related to development of 
export capability. Export incentives will be permissible for LOCs under the Uruguay Round 
Agreements and these should be structured to both provide special promotional facilities such as 
quality control and star.dardization and financial incentives for increased exports. Apart from 
development of an appropriate investment climate and export incentives, governments can provide 
information and guidance as to potential ~ of investment and growth for local enterprises. 
This has been undertaken only in catain LOCs and with limited success and has been lar~ly 
confined to state-owned enterprises and organiultjon. The determination of potential growth areas 
should, as far as possible, be tackled by local experts, including from the private sector. It would 
be desirable to set up small advisory groups, comprising of government and private-sector 
representatives to assess the growth potential in selected fields. If local consultancy agencies are 
needed for more detailed review of certain issues and features, this should be provided for. The 
subsectors for which analysis and review may need to be undertaken cover several broad fields, 
some of which are listed below. 

Agriculture equipment and iqjemenCs: This is an important subsector for most LOCs and 
ranges from production of small tractors and power tiilers and fishery equipment to common-use 
agricultJral implements. Production can be undertaken in most LOCs and there is considerable 
potential for joint ventures with foreign enterprises, particularly from more-industrializ.ed 
developing countries. A key element will be the extension of local repair and maintenance 
facilities, which would be largely provided by the 'informal' sector in rural ~-

Food ~ing: The agro-based, food processing sector provides the largest share of 
manufacturing value-added in most LDCs, ranging from Bangladesh to Ethiopia and Tanzania 
This subsector includes grain processing; sugar production; production of vegetable oils and fats; 
meat processing; production of dairy products, and fishing and fish processing. In some LOCs, 
such as Liberia, palm oil processing is providing considerable scope, including for soap 
manufactu.--e. 

Textiles and gannents: This subsector, which is fairly well-developed in ~-vera! LOCs, 
including Bangladesh and several African LOCs, has considerable potential for eXJX>rts. EXJ>Orts 
of textiles and gannents from Bangladesh are already well-e.5lablished and has considerable 
growth potential. TI1ere is alS<' a growing markc..1 for African textiles in Europe and the United 
States of America and considerable potential for increased investment, production and eXJX>rts 
in this field from a nwnber of Atrican co1dltries. 

F" 1iliurs: This is a key input for the agriculture sector in most LOCs. Considmilil<' raw 
material is available in a nwnber of LOCs and there is substantial scope for expansion of 
investment and production in this subsector to strengthen the agriculture base in these countries. 

Paper and JllCkaging and woodwortdng: There is considerable scope for new investment 
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and production in paper, packaging and woodworking industry in sevcr.tl LDCs. particularly in 
Afiica. With grO\-.ing internal demand and in surrounding countries. there is con.5iderable 
potential for meeting regional demand and raiuirements for paper and packaging and for 
woodworking products, particularly fi.uniture. 

Metal pmducis: This subsector covers an enormous range of products, many of \\hich 
have considerable potential in LDCs. There is also considerdble potential for transfer of 
production from industrialized economies of certain ~ing and component manufacture. 
including ca.5ting5 and forging. and components for automotive and engineering-goods industries. 
as has taken place from Japan to several Asian economies during the 1970s and 1980s. 

Building IDftrials: With a fast-growing COl1.5truction sector, therP. is growing demand for 
builjffig materials in most LOCs and considerable scope for increa5ed manufacture of cement. 
lime, tiles for roofing. pipes and other con.wuction materials. While growth in this subsector 
would largely be channelled to meet increased intmial demand, it would contribute significantly 
towards accelerated industrial production. 

C.Omuqnon-goom industries: With limited local production. there is considerable 
unsatisfied demand for a \\ide range of consumer products in LOCs, despite low purchasing 
power in these countries. The promotion of SMEs would greatly encourage the rapid gro\\th of 
the consumer-good.5 sector, including consumer electronics. and production of electronic 
components, subassemblies and assembly of computers and telerorrununication.5 equipment. \\ hich 
would have considerable potential in these countries and, in which, niche area5 for export could 
be developed 

The assessment of sulrsectoral priorities in each LDC must be viewed primarily as the 
identification of broad potential in certain fields. It would be for private-sector enterprises to 
select and initiate new investments in these fields and develop appropriate external linkages. 

Rfstructuring of the industrial sector 

In most LOCs, the manufacturing sector is still so limited th:u a new industrial strategy 
and programme can, and must be developed, particularly if LOCs are to enter the mainstream of 
global trading relationships, following the Uruguay Round Agreements. While it is recognized 
that the private sector must constitute the principal engine of industrial growth in these colUltries, 
relatively little effort has been made in these countries to create the entrepreneurial skills and 
enterprise-level initiatives necessary for sustained private-sector growth. 

The restructuring of the industrial sector in LOCs must be based not only on a greatly
cxpanded entrepreneurial development programme and promotion of SMF.s through instiMional 
support for local enterprises in financ.e and credit, technology, marketing and external linkages 
and on the one hand and on rapid growth of 'micro' enterprises in the infonnal sector, on the 
other. In fact, the socie>-economic dimensions of industrial gromh need to be acrorded special 
emphasis in LOCs. 

Soci0«0nomic objectives 
Sinc.e the essential goal of industrializ.ation in LDCs is to improve :iving standards 
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through increased employment and income and to alleviate poverty. industrial polil;ies must be 
closely related to issues impacting on socio-economic grc)\\th. The socicreconomic implications 
of industrializ.ation are of special importance in LDCs and can relate to the nature and size of 
enterprises. the location of industries. the pattern of rural industrial development and the nature 
of industrial activities in the 'informal' or 'unorganized' sector. together \\ith the policies and 
measures required to support industrial activities at various levels. An important factor is also the 
development of close linkages with the agricultural sector. both Y<ith respect to meeting the needs 
of agriculture and related activities. and to processing of agricultural products. 

Micro enterpises: The first issue is the size and nature of industrial enterprises that need 
to be promoted As emphasized in the previous section. industrial restructuring in LOCs should 
largely conc.entrate on small and mediurn enterprises in the private sector. These must. however. 
include an additional category of micro enterprises, which are of special importance in LOCs. 
Micro enterprises comprise very small industrial units, often operating out of households or as 
cottage industries, usually run by the family or with less than 5 employees and \\ith capital assets 
of less than $ 5,000, often much less. Such enterprises can cover a Y<ide field of activities, 
extending from 'smoked' fishing facilities to production of handicrafts. processing of agricultural 
products; production of materials, maintenance and repair shops and several other activities. 
There is a considerable range of productive activities that c.an be undertaken through micro 
enterprises, particularly in rural areas of LDQ:_ Considerable success has been achieved in 
Bangladesh, Ghana and several other UJCs in the promotion of micro enterprises. The principal 
Sllpp\Jrt required is finance. usually in the fc:&n of small amounts of revolving capital at levels 
below $ I 00 in certain cases and up to $ I ,000 in most cases. Technological support c.an take the 
form of training facilities, both for providing elementary business knowledge and providing 
guidance in choice of products, and equipment and technology to be used. Successful micro 
enterprises tend to grow rapidly into small and medium industries and need to be actually 
promoted and encouraged through ~upport facilities for credit, on the one hand, and technology 
and marketing on the other. In c.ertain oountries, preference is given to the products of cottage 
industries and micro enterprises, both by way of pricing and through bulk purchase by 
governmental departments and agencies. 

lnchmrial dispersal to rural regiom: A major factor impacting on soci(}-eeonomic growth 
is the need for greater dispersal of industry to rural regions in LDCs. A high degree of 
concentration in urban centres constiMes a major problem of industrial location, both from socio
economic and environmental considerations and there is urgent need for actively promoting 
industrial dispersal. The principal means to bring this about is to provid'! greater physical and 
other support facilities in r.tral regions. While such facilities are obviously necessary in urban 
~ of LDCs where SMF.s are likely to be concentrated, facilities such as rural banks or 
instiMions such as the Grarncen Bank in Bangladesh, should be available to meet the credit 
n~ of small and micro enterprises in rural~- Technological support facilities must also he 
provided in rural areas- through: (a) extensive training programmes for entrepreneurial training 
in rural areas, particular!} to potential women entrepreneurs up to the stage of preparation of 
busin~ pl<lffi; and (b) training in particuiar crafts or indll<>trial activities, such a<; tailoring or 
food preservation and processing or repair of agricultural machinery and engineering goods used 
in rural areas, and the like. 

Industrial activities in rural regions of LDCs should necessarily be closely linked to 
agriculture. Such activities should provide essential inputs to agriculture, such as production, 
supplv and repair and maintenance of agricultural machinery and implement<;; production and 
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distribution of seed.5; mixing of fertilizers, and distribution of other inputs and requirements for 
agriculture. Such activities should also include storage facilities for agricultural products, ranging 
from food grains to fiuits and vegetables and processing facilities for various agricultural 
products, as may be feasible. 

The networking of S"MEs and micro enterprises in the rural regions of LOCs is an 
important function, where govanments need to perfonn a major role. It is important, that for 
each LDC, including island economies, a broad as.5es.5ment is made of the industrial potential in 
relation to local needs, both in rural regions and for the economy as a whole. Local involvement, 
including of private sector entities, is •rnportant in I113king such an assessment, which should 
include tentative estimates of likely investments required In some c.ases, pre-feasibility studies 
;nay need to be undertaken for some of the fields having special potential. In most cases, 
however. once the broad potential is identified, entrepreneurial training programmes, which 
should be undertaken in each LDCs, should be able to channel interested entrepreneurs ;~ the 
direction of potentially viable investments. 

The socio-e.conomic impact of industry in LDCs should become increasingly significant, 
both in the 'organized' sector of industry and in the 'informal' sector. As mentioned earlier, in 
most LDCs, the number of enterprises is still very limited and industrial growth has been very 
slow. It is important that the number of SMF.s in the 'organized' sector is increased rapidly 
through ar. expanded programme of entrepreneurial training, combined \\ith institutional support 
for credit, on the one hand, and t.xhnology, marketing and external linkages, on the other. SME.5 
in the organized industrial sector must become competitive in external markets over a period of 
time, necessitating quality standards and use of competitive technologies. Industrial activities in 
the 'informal' sector need to be geared to local needs and requirements and while these should 
also become competitive over time, the immediate need is to extend the industrial production 
base to rural regions as far as possible. 

Dualistic approach: Increased emphasis on the sociCH:COOomic dimensions of 
industrialization highlights the need for a dualistic approach to industrial development in most 
LOCs. On the one hand, local SMEs should achieve competitive capatility in external mar'"ets 
in selected niche areas as far as possible. On the other, industrial development in LDCs must 
become more dispersed and broad-based and extended to rural regions, lcirgely through small and 
micro enterprises, both in the 'organized' and 'infonnal' sectors. 

Role of govenunems and imtitutional support 
It is obvious that the role of governments in LOCs will become increasingly wide-ranging, 

particularly with respect to institutional support for private-sector enterprises. With limited 
inflow of FDI in most LOCs, the initiative for industrial growth must be undertaken by local 
entrepreneurs. The first need is to take up extcmive entrepreneurial development and training 
programmes in each LOC, followed up by specialized courses in finance and accounting, 
marketing and in production management. It should be possible to have a target of 200 
entrepreneurs annuaily in some of the LOCs, such as Bangladesh, Tarminia and Uganda, and at 
I~ l 00 trainees annually in the smaller LOCs and island economics. !nstitutional support should 
take the form of long-term credit and working capital through specialized institution5 for this 
purpose in each country and support in technology, marketing and quality standards, together 
with external lipkages in these field5, through a local institution or institutions, with participation 
and involvement of private-sector organi7.ations. It will also be ncces.wy to provide physical 
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facilities in the form of industrial estates. technology iIK.'Ubators and industrial parks \\ith 
common-service facilities in se1:eraJ of the LOCs. The development of e:qxxt-processing zones 
is also likely to have considerable potential in some of the LDCs, including island economies. 

l11.5titutional support requirements for rural industrial development in LOCs may be similar 
in scope but different in magnitude than for mban industrial enterprises in the 'organized' sector. 
The industrial a1ivities to be wldertaken would be lar~ly geared to local needs and 
requirements. There \\ill not only be considerable awareness of the nature of such activities but 
of their scope and magnitude. The three major issues which would nevertheless have to be 
tackled would be to stimulate entrepreneurial interest; arran~ credit facilities, and provide 
technical guidance and support. It would be important, firstly, to also Wldertake entrepreneurial 
training programmes in rural regions in LDCs, particularly for potential women entrepreneurs in 
fields such as agro-pmces.5ing. This has already been undertaken successfully by UNIDO in 
certain African countries and the programme narli to be substantially expanded to other LOCS. 
Secondly, provision of credit is a basic facility which must be met, if small and micro enterprises 
are to be successfully developed. Alt~tive institutional mechanisms can be developed in 
different COlllltries. Non-government organizations should increasingly be utilized for this purpose 
and the World Bank and Regional Banks should support and supplement such facilities. Thirdly. 
technical guidance and support should be provided, either on a sectoral basis to groups of 
enterprises or entrepreneurs in a particular industrial subsector or for particular geographical 
districts and regions through district and regional industrial crnmtries manned by expert, teclmical 
personnel. The nature of training and guidance would ob\iously differ in the two cases. though 
there could be combinat10n of such training facilities. 

Integrated indmtrial development: Programmes for industrial development in LOCs must 
be increasingly integrated into a pattern which covtn rapid gro\\1h of industrial enterprises on 
the one hand and dispersal of industry to rural regions to maximize socio-economic benefits in 
terms of emplo)ment and income for more vulnerable areas and sections of population, on the 
other. There must be increased emphasis on promotion of SMF.s in the private sector through 
expanded entrepreneurial training and institutional support for credit and for technology, 
marketing and external linkages. At the same time, the role of small and micro enterprises \\ill 
have greater scope and potential in LOCs, particularly with respect to rural industrial 
development. 

4. 1HE ROLE OF UNIDO AND INimNATIO'lAL AC»JOFS IN PRm10IlNG 
Aa:El.ERA DD PRIV A 'IF.rSF.Clffi DEVEl..OPMFNf IN l.DCS 

Advisory and techniczl services of UNIDO and other international bodies and agencies 
to LOCs have been largely structured around the role of governments and governmental 
ill.5titutions in various fields. While the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank have 
largely dealt with macro-economic issues and policies, specialized agencies, such as UNTDO, 
have concentrated on programmes and activities in their respective fields. With the changed 
emphasis on private-sector development, it will be ne..:.cssary to eilsure a fundamental change in 
the approach of international instin·tions. While programmes would still be centered armmd 
policies, ill.5titutions and enterpt ise-level activities, considerable restructuring of such programmes 
will be necessary to ensure appropriate linkages, both with national authorities and with private
sector entities. It is only through such linkages that relevance and sustainability of 3uch 
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progranunes can be ensUI"L'Ci. 
Since UNIDO is required to play a coordinating role \\ith respect to industrial 

development in LOCs. it \\ill need to discharge a \\ide range of timctions \\ith regard to private
sector development and increased market orientation. A comprclr. :sivc prt"'grammc needs to be 
takm up for enhancing · tk: private-sector's role at the thn:e levels of promotional policies. 
institutional support functions and mterpric;e-le-.'el technical support. 
At the same time. se\'eral other intcmalional agencies are involved in development of LOCs 
ranging from IMF and World Bank to specialized a~ies such as ILO and United Nations 
bodies such as UNCTAD and UNIDO needs to ensure affective coordination \\ith these 
organiz,ations with respect tc industrial policies and programmes. 

Since the ooverage of industrialization is very wide.. the fi~ions and programmes of 
1JNIDO will need to be concentr.!ted on specific asJXrts of private-sector de\·elopment. These 
should relate to: 

(a) policies. legislation and guidelines relating to iIKhNrial investments and technology 
and development of a promotional policy framework for mobilization of new investments through 
financial incentives. tax ooncessions and other me.asures; 

(b) advisory functions \vith respect to privatinltion polices. strategies and implementation. 
including pre-privatization measures and selection of mterprises to be privatized: 'a.luation of 
enterprises; assessment of surplus labour and implications. and financing of privatization: 

( c) institutional support for industrial infonnation and development of inf onnation 
systems on markets. technology and alternative sou;ces of investmenL technology and 
specialized services in various subsectors; 

(d) institutional assistanc:e for development of local entrepreneurial and business 
capability together \\ith the promotion of small and medilllll enterprises and linkages \\ithin 
internal markets and external sources; 

(e) reorientation of industrial support institutions to ensure close linkages \\ith 
private-sector bodies and institutions and to provide technical support in various industrial 
subsectors for enhancemer.t of technological oornpetitiveness and export capability; 

( f) institutional support for promotion of entaprise-to- entapisc relationships through 
joint ventures, licensing, franchises, and various oontractual arrangements between local and 
foreign enterprises. 

It is necessary that Ul\.'100 should adopt a new and integrated approach for industrial 
development in l. OCs. It must be recognized that a new oonstituency of the private sector has 
emerged, which must be developed and nursed by UNIDO and other international agencies 
involved in developmental programes. There has been little oontact \\ith private-sector bodies and 
groups in the past. This will have to ch:mgc. In some LOCs, private-sector representative bodies 
and associations arc very weak and will need to be supported and strengthened. It \\ill also he 
necessary to establish a direct link with the private sector in most LOCs. Workshops on 
'Negotiations' and negotiation techniques car. be very useful anti popular i(I developing such 
linkages. Other areas where then: is considerable potential for direct oontacts ir. a number of 
countries is that of entrepreneurial develupment and development of infonnation systems vn 
markets, investment and technology. In all the;e ca~. however, the approach must necessarily 
be oountry-spccific. Conditions vary considerably and priorities and programmes have to be 
adjusted to local conditions. The ooncept of a free market itself must be related to the specific 
n~ of local industry at various stages of growth. A country-specific approach also requires 
adequate knowledge of local conditions, and oonstant interaction with senior govcrruncnt 
rcprese:ntatives with respect to objectives and policies. The strengthening of field offices \\hich 
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can deal directly \\ith national authorities on a continoous basis. tht.l'Cforc. bt..'comcs an esst.ntial 
pre-requisite:. 

UNIDO assistance for accelerated private-sector development in LOCs can range from 
advisory services on policies and legislation to providing institutional facilities and services to 
local small and mediwn industries: developing contacts \\iL'i respect to investments and 
technology tramfer arran~ts between loall enterprises and foreign entaprises: met 
developing negotiating capability for varivus contracts. It may also be necessary for lJNIDO to 
provide specific assistance on partirular contracts or on negotiation.5 between local enterprises 
and large transnational corporations. Enterprise-level assistance can also be pro\·ided \\ith respect 
to rehabilitation/modemiz.ation programmes. partirularly in the conte>.1 of privatization and \\ith 
respect to management and tedmology support including absorption and blending of new 
technologies. An important field of gro\\ing importance to UNIDO is provision of advisor} 
assistance to LDCs on environment and energy policies and regulations and the implementation 
of environmental programmes and activities relating to industry. 

Am1sory sen1ces on industrial policies can cover a \\ide field ex1cnding from legislation 
to sectorcil priorities. Broader is.._qies covered llllder indlNrial policy would include legislation and 
regulations., and guidelines and procedures on: 

(a) financial participation by industrial financ.e bodies and other govenunental or semi
governmental organizations: 

(b) laws and guidelines relating to patents., trademarks. copyrights. proprietary technology 
rights. and unpatenterl technology and know-how: 

(c) policies and legislation on area5 covered by new technologies such as compute~" and 
telecommunications, besides software development; 

(d) incentives for industrial investments. including tax holidays. accelernted depreciation. 
exemption from customs duties, etc.; 

( e) assessment of stale-owned enterprises for selecting enterprises for pri\'<Ui?Ation 
together v.ith the mechanics and modalities of privatiz.ation in particular cases; 

(0 development of a comprehensive progranune for small and mediwn industries in terms 
of policy support; preference in procurement; assistance in supply of scarce raw materials. 

etc.; 
(g) development of investment promotion agencies, particularly for foreign inve;ur.cnt 

supported by effective infonnation systems on al~cmative sources for foreign investment and/or 
technology. 

Privamation: UNIDO can undoubtedly play a major role in assisting LOCs in 
privatiz.ation. UNIDO has been involved in advisory servic.es on privatization in certain 
developing countries and in tramition economies, including Albania and some CIS countrie;. 
Advisory activities relating to privatization have to be considered at two levels. firstly, for the 
economy as a whole and secondly, in relation to snccific industrial enterpnscs. UNIOOs role in 
privatization in LOCs would largely fall in the second cat:gory where privatization would be 
primarily related to industrial and service enterprises. The approach would tend to be entcrpriS(!
specific but within the fuunework of national priorities. The exercise of selectivity in determining 
the scope and range of privati:nttion is an important and critical function. A rush towardc; 
privatization of enterprises, irrespective of viability and market value of the enterprises in 
question and the form and nature of privatization may raise more problems than it solves. In any 
event. UNIOO as.5istance would be useful for LOCs in determining the scope and range of 
privati?Ation; the guidelines that should govern privati7..ation of indwruial entcrpriSC3; the 
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of assets into viable production or service units; assessment of likely investors. domestic and 
foreign; determination of the modalities for privati?.ation. and assessment of final results. 

S~rt to small-, medium- and IDcro enterprises: Small. mediwn and micro enterprises 
\\ill undoubtedly play a critical role in LOCs and UNIDO can perform valuable advisory and 
support functions. These functions would range from advice on promoti:>nal policies and creation 
of an appropriate environment for gro\\th of SMF.s and institutional and enterprise-level support 
on variom aspects of operations of such enterprises. 'lbe most important of these functions would 
relate to: 

(a) promotional policies for development ofSI\.1F.s. including tax and financial incentives; 
procurement preference: provision of physical facilities. etc: 

(b) development of specialized institutional facilities for industrial finance for SMEs: 
( c) provision of adequate facilities for entrepreneurial and managerial training for local 

entrepreneurs besides de\'elopment of specialized skills in accountancy, marketing. etc. for 
personnel of SMF.s; 

(d) development of institutional support facilities and guidance in metrology, standards 
and quality control: 

( e) imtitutional support through effective industrial infonnation systems and linkages \\ith 
industrial databases on markets and technologies; 

( f) in--titutional assistance for contacts and linkages with large-scale industries and foreign 
enterprises for development of joint-ventures, technology licensing. buy-back and marketing 
arrangements. distribution facilities and franchises between foreign companies and local SMEs: 

(g) development of ~"titutional capability in applied industrial research in selected 
subsectors; and 

(h) creating an overall climate for growth of local SMFs. 

Financing of SMFs and micro enterprises: The establishment of specialized de\'elopment 
finance iJl.5litutions must be viewed as being of great priority in most LOCs \\here availability 
of industrial finance for SMEs is limited and involves insistence by commercial banks on 
substantial collateral security from local enterprises. International and regional banking 
iJ1.5titLrtions have provided facilities for industrial finance but it is often difficult for local SMEs 
to avail of these facilities, because of collateral and other requirements. There is great need and 
potential for the World Bank and Regional Development Banks to collaborate with international 
bodies such as UNlDO, dealing with investment promotion and enterrrise-level development and 
evolve suitable financing arrangement for SMEs in LDC regions. 

Fntreprenemfal training: UNIDO can play a major role in the extension of entrepreneurial 
and managerial t.1..Uning for SMEs. In a numbcr ofLDCs, there continues to be pronounced need 
for entreprenewial training. Such training is being undertaken by specialized agencies, such as 
UNIDO and ILO and also by other United Nations bodies. UNIOO needs to undertake a grcatly
expandcd program for cntreprcnewial training in most LDC:., oocre local entrepreneurial 
capability is still limited and inadequate. 

Managerial training: UNIOO can assist significantly in the implementation of programs 
for improved management techniques and applications by SMEs in LOCs. These can be 
undertaken not only directly through managerial training workshops at natirnal and regional 
levels, hut through speciali7..ed management training of trainers, ooo could be iocated in local 
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management institutions. universities. and other loca! organizations. It should also be possible to 
arrange for mana~al training through some large-scale industrial enterprises, who may be 
\\illing to assist local SMEs in this regard. 

Fmeign contacts and linkages: Despite its critical importance, relatively limited activities 
have been initiated in this regard through organizations, such as UNIOO. There is considerable 
scope for an expanded programme by UNIOO to develop such linkages, both with large-scale 
industries in the same colDltry through ancillary industries and subcontracting. and with foreign 
enterprises through technology, marketing other contractual arrangements. 

Negotiatiom and contl3ds: UNIOO has been providing advice and guidance on 
negotiations and contracts of various types. There is great demand for such advisory services. 
both through workshops and seminars and for particular enterprises and contracts, and this 
programme could be greatly expanded to cover SMEs in LOCs. 

Standanli7ation and quality control: Institutions and bureaux for metrology and 
standardization and for quality control have been set up in several developing countries. These 
have not, however, been set up so far in most LOCs. It is necessary for UNIDO to take up an 
expanded progranune in this regard, including for compliance with international standards such 
as IS~9000. 

Industrial information: The development of information systems and linkages with 
international data bases, is emerging as an area of crucial importance for Sl\1Es in LOCs, not 
only for collection and analysis of industrial and market trends and intelligence in various fields, 
but for assessing alternative markets and alterrative sources of investment and technology. 
UNIOO could greatly assist in the development of such facilities. 

Technology application and development Institutional assistance for technological 
development and new appiications is a specialized field where UNIOO assistance would be 
particularly useful for SMEs in LDCs. UNIOOs technical services with respect to industrial 
technology could be provided at different levels, depending on requirements. Firstly, information 
on alternative technologies, including environmentally-suitable technologies can be provided. This 
would primarily be an information function. The second level could involve assessment of 
alternatives, as also the operationalization of new and modern technologies in different fields and 
the possible blending of such technologies \\ith existing production or service activities. This 
would include the use of computer-aided designs for traditional industries, such as textiles, shoes 
and other consumer goods or the use of computerized booking and ticketing systems for 
international a!riines and hotels. The third level of technological support for SM& in LDCs 
re'.Jtes to UNIOO support and services in the development of strategic alliances between 
enterprises in LDCs and those in more industrialized countries. UNIOO can also be of 
considerable assistance in defining emerging technological trends and assessing the likely impact 
of technological change in particular LDCs, as also providing guidance and support to local 
applied n-search efforts in these countries. 

With respect to investment promotion and technological linkages UNIOO can play a 
significant role, both in establishing cor!tacts for LDC enterprises with potential investors or 
buyers from other countries and in the negotiations of different types of contract-; between the 
parties conc.cmed. 
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Strengthening of pril-ate-sector organiz.ations: An important role emerging for UNIIX) is 
the development and strengthening of pri\·ate-sector organiz.ations dealing \\ith industrial 
development in LOCs. Little activity has been undertaken in this regard so far. lnstitutional 
support has hitherto been primarily provided to government-sponsored in.5titutions. While 
Chambers of Commerce and industry bodies and associations exist in several LOCs, these are 
of various levels of competence and representation. UNIOO can develop new initiatives and 
programmes to assist and support representative private-sector associations. In several cmmtries. 
such associations may not exist at all, or may require considerable strengthening. 

Enterpise-level ~istance: UNIDO '"ill netXi to provide assistance to LDC enterprises, 
primarily through industrial support institutions. This can include direct training of personnel of 
LDC enterprise or technical assistance for rehabilitation and modernization of individual 
enterprises. 

UNIDO is i.11 an uniquely advantageous position to ensme a comprehensive programme 
of assistance on industrial policies, in.5titutions and enterprise-level support. Apart from its overall 
mandate, UNIDO is equipped with multi-disciplinary personnel in different fields. Through its 
field network, UNIOO can also ensme that its prograrrunes with respect to private-sector 
development are effectively tailored to specific country needs and priorities. 

5. \\ORKING PAPERS ON INSITIUilONALMEOIANISMS AND SUPPORT FUNCilONS 
IN I.JXS 

The weak economic and industrial perf onnance of LOCs, as analyzed in the previous 
sections, has highlighted the need for major strengthening of instirutional mechanisms in LOCs 
if private-sector growth is to be substantially accelerated. It is somewhat paradoximal that the 
effective enhancement of the private sectors role should require even more support functions than 
dlll"ing earlier periods when state-omied enterprises wre dominating commercial and industrial 
activities in several of these countries. Tilis is, however, essential during a period when industrial 
:ictivities and enterprises are in their early stages in these countries and when technologic.a 
developments in more developed economies have significantly increased the level of 
competitiveness in various industrial subsectors. The chaning role of governments in these 
countries further needs to ensme that the strengthened institutional mechanisms are closely linked 
with representative private-sector bodies and associations in each country, so that private interest 
can participate in, and gradually take over , the functioning and management of such institutions. 
Adequate sustainability of such institutions must be achieved over a period of 5 to I 0 years at 
the most but, dlll"ing such period, governments in LOCS have :o take the necessary lead and 
initiative to ensme that adequate institutional support functions are provided to local industrial 
enterprises. 

The institutional mech'1nisms and support functions need to be covered under eight 
principal categories, namely htunan resource development, particularly entrepreneurial 
development; provision of finance and credit; industriai information; support in technology; 
assistance in marketing, both in internal and external markets; development of extcmal enterprise
to-enterprise linkages; supply of specialized services, particularly standardiz.ation and metrology, 
and designs and packaging and industrial extension se.vices to meet the needs of local enterprises 
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in both the 'organized' and 'informcl' sectors. The Working Papers on these subjects highlight the 
principal aspects that need to be c.onsidered on each of these issues. 111e natu!'e and magnitude 
of these issues will ob\'iOU5ly di ff er form COlllltry to country and with respect to various industrial 
subsectors. Nevertheless. certain critical aspects have to be covered for each of these essential 
support fimctions which have to be provided through local institutions. 

\\ORKING PAPER (A): lflJMAN IUSOURO: DEVELOPMENT 

The development of human ~ources constitutes the core for sustained economic and 
industrial growth. While educational systems and vocational and other training facilities in LDCs 
have created a pool of skilled a.'1d semi-skilled labor, there continues to be a major gap \\ith 
respect to three categories; entrepreneurs, technologists and specializ.ed technical categories, and 
managerial personnel. The assumption that free-market conditions will automatically create such 
categories of personnel is not borne out by the W1S3lisfactory experience and pace of industrial 
growth in LOCs so far. 

The most pressing nee.d in LDCs for accelerated growth of industrial enterprises is to 
create a new class of local entrepreneurs, including women entrepreneurs. \\ho are interested in 
business and industry, and are specially selected for an enbepreueurial training course and related 
practical business management training. Can entreprenerus be created? The answer lies in the 
fact that persons interested in business and indsutrail activites can certainly be provided the 
naxsary motivation and guidanc:e through training programmes for entereprenewship and basic 
business managment. Several international courses have been developed \\hich rue quite 
successfull and are being applied in variOU5 countries. Some United Nations bodies such as the 
Department for Development Support and Management Services (DDSMS) and UNCT AD utilise 
a training program generally kno\\n as EMPRE1EC, which has been quite successful in some 
countries in Latin America and Africa Germany's development agency, DlZ, also has an 
entrepreneruship development program A program for entrepreneurship development is also 
operated by UNIDO, which is modelled on the lines of Fntereprenewial Development Programme 
(EDP) in India The.:ie programs are essentially short-terms (2 to 3 weeks) initial coW"Ses to 
develop behavioral interest and enthusiasm in business and industrial activities. Basic business 
management training is covered in these courses, but needs to be supplemented by short, 
intensive COW"Ses on various aspects of business mangement such as preparation of business 
plans; tapping sources of investment and credit; setting up business or industrial enterprises in 
particular country situations; productiori planning; finance and accounts; inventory control; 
selection of technology, equipement and personnel; achieving quality standards; determination 
of sales and marketing strategy, and developenmt of external enterprise-to-enterprise linkages. 
These areas of activities and expertise are necessary for local enterprises and entrepreneW"S and, 
following an initial training program for existing and potential entrepreneW"S, institutional support 
mechanisms ha·1e to come into play for developing various critical elements. The program for 
entreprenelU"Ship training must lead to the effective promotion and support for the establishment 
and expansion of local small, medium and micro enterprises in LOCs. 

It is necessary for LOCs to undertake programs for entrepreneW"Ship training, following 
one or other of the models alre<tdy utilized. In some of the larger LOCs, such as Bangladesh, 
Uganda, and Tanzania, initial entrcpreneruial training progams should be undertaken for 200 
potential entrepreneurs annually for a 3-year period to stengthen the entrepreneurial base in each 
country. In smaller LOCs, incldidng landlocked or island economies, such programs can initially 
be undertaken for 100 entrcpreneW"S per year. "The cost of such programs depend~ on the model 

-----------------~---~------
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which is used An essential feature of each of these models is the training of trainers, so that 
often the firwst years of such program, the training function is taken over by lccally-training 
personnel. 

It is important to emphasiz.e that entrepreneurial training constitutes only the beginning 
of the process of developing local enterprises. Much depends on the institutional support 
fimctions that are proviced thereafter. If these are inadequate or not in place, training 
entrepreneurs will only face fiustration and disappointment and can add to the probelsm It is 
important that support institutional mechanisms are developed at the same tirnne as 
entrepreneurship training programs are undertaken. 

Entrepreneurship training tends to be a continuing activity in developing countries. In 
India, EDP has cont.11ued over several years and continues to be in considerable demand Once 
local t-ainers become available, the program becomes quite viable in terms of costs and can 
become increasingly self-sustaining. It is important, however, that entrepreurial training is co
ordinated through a local institution with close links to a private-sector body or association, so 
that it does no~ become a solely government-managed activity. While initial programs for 
entieprenewial training require considerable support, including from UNIOO or other 
international agency, the program can gain momentum rapidly and can develop into a crucial 
program for human resource development in LDCs. 

The training of technologiests and specialized personnel, particularly in designs has to be 
consdered at two levels. Firstly, training needs to be provided in computeriz.cd applicatoins, both 
at hte levels of technicians and through academic institutins. Several universities, sue has the 
University of the West Indies, are conducting graduate courses in computer programming and 
applications. Such facilities need to be extended in LOC institutions also. The second level relates 
to training in speciliazed fields such as designs of textiles or handicrafts or other LDC products. 
Such a program has to be considered in COWltry-specific terms and in relation to potential 
demand for such specialists. Once this is identified, training facilities can be arranged through 
study to~, fellowships and the like. UNIDO has a major program in this regard, which could 
be usefully utilized. 

The training of managerial personnel is also a .'ital requiement in LOC.c;. If local 
enterprises are to be competitive, these must be wellmanaged, and in accordance \vith 
international standards at their level of operations. Management training in LDCs can be arranged 
throug short-term intensive courses, either by managers oflarge indllc;trial finns, including lNCs, 
in countries or through exemal experts or local consultants. Management training has to be 
related to the needs of enterprises, small, mediwn and micro, as are existing or are being 
developed in particular LDCs and need to be tailored to local requirements. 

The development of human resources for indu5try constitutes and essential institutional 
support fimction for LDCs. Such a program should be developed for each LDC and should be 
channelled through a local institution with close linkages and involvement with private-sector 
bodies and association and which can develop hto a self-sustaining institution over a period of 
time. 
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\\ORKING PAPER (B): INsrrnmONAL FlNANCE AND rn.mrr FOR I.DC 
ENIERPRISES 

The requirements of loans and credit for local enterprises. particularly smali-scak and 
micro enterprises cannot be satisfactorily met by traditional conunercial banking systems in LDCs 
and require new and innovative mechanisms. Credit arragenemtns have to be related to need
based financing for different categoies of loans. depending on target goups such as small-s1.: le 
factory units or micro units in various s ubsectors. New developmental finance institutions may 
need to be established withingf the framework of reglations of central banks i'l each LDC, which 
must be responsible for credit appraisal and monitoring, assessment of working capital and term 
loan requirements and follow up of loans. The major constraint faced by local enterprises is that 
of inadequate collateral secwity for term loans. The extent of collateral secwi!)' which can be 
offered by small and micro enterprises is very limited. This is particularly so in the case of micro 
enterprises, specially those run by women. where property rights of women pay pose an 
additional problem. Though loan requirements of micro units are usually small and tend to 
revolve rapidly, the processing and appraisl of credit may pose practical difficulties for 
commercial banking organiz.ations. Ahematives range from the suece&<;ful Grameen Bank of 
Bangladesh to savings :md credit cooperatives; traditional financial systems prevailing in certain 
countries, such as the 'fkab' and 'ldir' systems in Ethiopia, or development credit institutions set 
up by non-governmental organiz.ations in some LOCs. Innovative mechanisms also need to be 
considered such as hypothecation of ass-:-ts created thrcugh loans ciirectly to the lending body or 
rental of business tools and equpment in production subsectors such as gannent manufacture or 
furniture production. Linkages with large-scale industries through subcontracting can also result 
in financing arrangements for small and micro enterprises, either directly from larger enterprises 
or through a financial organiz.ation. A number of alternative mechanisnms can be reviweed in the 
context of particular country situations. 

In the case nf small and mediunm-scale enterprises, involving substantial capital assets, 
such as factory buildings or machinery and equpment, financing air ncies in LOCs will need to 
consider policies and guidelines which will ensure a greaer flow or both term loans and working 
capital to local enterpises. In some countries, as in the Philippines, a separate 'window' for small 
and medium enterprises was established by the Developmcrit Bank. In some countries, loans to 
local SMEs are suppiiat tlrrough developmental banking faciliteis which also participate in the 
equity to varying extent. It is also possible to consider the establihsment of a See Capital Fund 
to channel loans for capital investments by SMEs. Such a Fund could finance purchase of capital 
assets throug medium or long-term loans on the basis ofhypothecation of such a~ets, combined 
with guarantees by the enterprise owners or, in certain cases, through equity particpation. 
Participation in equity ownership could be appropriately institutionalized through setting up stock 
exchanges in major commercial cen~ of LOCs. 

An important institutional financing mechanism is that of venture capital funding. which 
is common in industrializ.ed economies and in semi-industrialized developing countries. With 
limited prospects for resource mobi!iz.ation in the LOCs themselves, initiative for venture capital 
funding and the setting up of venture capital funds may initially have to be lllldcrtaken by the 
World Bank or the Regional Banks. 

Financing facilities in LOCs also need to be providtxl for various types of financial 
operaitons, most of which are closely I inked to local enterpirscs. One such field is trade finance, 
covering internal wholesale and retail trade on the one hand, and foreign trade, on the other. The 
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latter would nece.55itate local facilities for letters of credit (LCs) for exports and imports, standing 
LCs, bills of exchange; bank guarantee5; performance bonds; repayment g.JJf3lltee5 and other 
such 1'T3Ilgements. 

It is also necessary to review money and capital market operations in LDCs. including 
modalities for development of a money market; development of instruments of money and capital 
markets; liquidity fo~ing; debt instruments; conduct of open-market etheoper:Uions,. and 
supervision of money and capital mark~ in individual LOCs. 

Together with the development of appropriate financing and credit instittuins ii1 particular 
LDCs, it is important to prescribe suitable guidelines and to provide training courses for 
personnel of development banks and commercial banks in LOCs for dealing with iocal SME.s. 
Such trianing courses should relate to credit policies for SMEs; designing forms for loan 
applications, both for tenn loans and working capital requirements and, most importantly, project 
appraisel and monito • .ng. Project appraisel should include assessment of demand and initial 
investment requirements; cash-flow estimates; cost benefit analysis; strategic assessment of the 
enterprise a:.1d its potential; and financial techniques for analysis a..,d evaluation of projects for 
which loans are sought. The feasibility of projects has to be assessed in tcnns of their comercial, 
technical, financial and economic aspects, toget'.ier with the extent of involvement of the 
promotes of the project and assessment of their reliability. An important factor in this ragard 
could be the nature and extent of support provided by a local institution involved in the training 
of the aitreprenerus concerned and proviiling ~istance for the prepration of their business plans 
for various projects. While such instittuions cannot provide guaranteees against loans obtained 
by local entreprenerus, they could provide considerable evaluation and monitring functions for 
financing institutions and serve as a vasluable suppon and follow-up intermediary institution for 
local enterprises in their dealing5 \\ith banking and financing institutions. 

\\ORKING PAPER (Q: INDUSlRIAL INFC~JATION 

The provision of adequate infonnation constitutes an essential prerequisite for accelerated 
growth of industry and of local enterprises in LOCs. So far, the supply of such inf onnation has 
been fairly limited in these countries, though infonnation systems have been, or being d~eloped 
in some LDCs, particularly on investments as part of support programs of internati0nal 
organizations. It is necessary that an effmive infonnation system and network should be 
c!~eloped in each LOC on markets for selected products and subsectors; investments and 
potential investment sources, and alt~ive sources of technology and equipemnt in vari(jus 
fiel& of special interest to particular LOCs. This can be combined with inforrnati•'n systems on 
trade data and materials. The infonnation system should also contain data on industrial production 
in various fields, mineral production, energy products, etc; together with data and material on 
new investments, technology supply agreements, sectoral data, trade flows, and oilier essential 
material and information on particular LOCs. In the present inf onnation age, it is vital ~ ..lt LOCs 
should have ade.quate access to industrial infonnati 1.Jn vital for local enterprises in these countries. 

The setting up of an infonnation system and network involves the installation of 
computers with modems and terminals and with ac.cess to a wide range of software and systems 
which can cover the full requirements of individual LOCs. Such infonnation system.5 dealing with 
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a wide range of industrial infonnation arc pre;ently being installed by UNIDO in certain 
developing COWltries. The organization and inst.'lllation of information systems on national 
industrial data and on markets. invcstmetn5 and tedmology, and including trade data, should be 
accorded high priority. In view of the costs involved. such systems can best be developed and 
instal!ed in LOCs tlJCOUgh initial assistance of international organizations such as UNIDO. The 
scope and content of i.'lf orrnation covered by such systems and networks should however. be 
determined by private-sector associations in each LOC. 

Considerable equipment. including computers \\ith modems, have been suppl~ed by 
various international agencies and donor organizations to various LDCs. These have not 
necessarily been integrated into =ooustrial information systems in these countries and have 
generally been utilized by various government dqmtments and institutions. It would, therefore. 
be necessary for UNIDO and other international bodies to review the situation in each LOC and 
consider the scope and natw-e of the industrial infonnation system that would be required in each 
COWltry. Such review should necess.vily be conducted in consultation v.ith private-sector 
organizations and associations in these COWltries. An asse.55ment should aJso made of the 
;equirements of equipment, software and training facilities which are necessary for an eflect!ve 
industrial infonnation system ill each LOC. While some generaliz.ations can be made regardir.~ 
the natme of equipment and c.osts involved. it would be desirable to relate the assessment of 
equipment and other needs to the specific requirements of particular LDCs. so that each industrial 
information system would be tailor-made for the COlllltry concerned. The nature of inf oITJ"ation 
to be processed should be s~ifically related to user needs of l..-;:al enterprises in LDCs \\ho 
would be the principal users of such a system. 

An important issue can relate to where an indlhlrial inf onnation system should be located 
in an LDC. The most desirable arrangement would be to locate the equipcment and facilities on 
the premises of the local Chamber of Commerce or association of industries in the LDC and 
make such bodies fully responsible for operations and maintenance of the system This would not 
only ensure adequate access for local enterprises but would enable such inf onnation systems to 
develop into self-su.'itaining programs, with fees bt;ing charged to users for specific information 
services as are provided. In the event, however, that adequate facilities may not be available on 
the premises of local industry associations for installing equipement and systems. these may be 
initially located in a government institution or facility, but on the undemanding that the system 
would be transferred to a local industry association as soon as possible. Ilic management and 
operations of the industrial infonnatim system should, in any event, be entrusted to the local 
private-sector associaton and gm .. 1U11ent agencies should not, as far as possible, be involved in 
the day-to-day marngement of the industrial infonnation system 

\\ORKING PAPm (D): 'IFLHNOl..CGIO\L SUPPORT m INDUS1RY IN LOCS 

While the provision of institutional finance for local industry poses a major (:.(lnstraint in 
LDCs, the delivery of effective technological support to local enterpri5es can be even more 
difficult. It is vital for LOC enterprises to utilize competitive technologies and expertise to 
compete in domestic and external markets. Such technologies, however, need to be selected, 
acquired and absorbed. lncrea<iingly, at the global-leve!, such acquisition is tal<lng palce through 
technology licensing or contracts, with or without foreign equity participation. In the case of joint 
ventures with foreign enterprises, inflow of technology and knowhow con'ititutes a key clement 
in such ventures. Non-affiliate licensing of technology and knowhow is also becoming 
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increasingly popular in more industrializ.ed developing countries but is hardly existent in most 
LOCs. The initiative for technology acquisition and absorption generally ties with the recipient 
or licensee enterprise, and where such initiative is not forthcoing, as in most LOCs, there is little 
inflow of needed technology in variOU5 industrial sectors, except in the relatively tew instances 
of foreign investments, where technology accompanies such investments. 

Technological support to LDC enterprises must be related, firstly, to information on 
alternative sources of technology and knowhow in various industrial subsectors and for various 
products, including toch..110logical trends and environmental suitability of alternative technologies. 
Secoodly, to the proces.5 of acquisition and absorption of suitable technulgies and, thirdly, to 
adoptatil'n and applied research at institutional and enterprise levels and the development of 
indigeneous technologies. Institutional suppvrt has to be provide.ct to LDC enterprises at all these 
levels. Infonnation on technologicval alternatives should be an essential feature of information 
S)1ems in LOCs, though the number of subsectors or products should be carefully selected and 
kept at a fairly limited level. Institutional support for technology acquisiton generally takes the 
form of arranging contacts "Ytith enterprises possessing the requisite technology and knowhow and 
in assisting in the negotiatons for acquisiton, where required Such assistance must be based on 
adequme knowledge by the suppon institution of technology licensing in the particular subsector 
in question and other terms and conditions of such licensing in other countries or in similar 
situations. With litle resources for research in LDCs, technological adaptation and app!ied 
research can either be undertaken in academic or research institutions in LDCS or in the 
enterprise acquiring such technology. 

With the gradual dissemination of technology and kno\\how in a number of countries 
through the process of licensing and the rapid growth of the international technology market in 
most industrial subsectors of special interest to LOCs, the commercial acqusition of industrial 
technology is expanding rapidly in more industrializtxl developing countries in Asia and Latin 
Americas. The pace of technology acquisition and licensing needs to be rapidly accelerated in 
LDCs also.This can only take place if there is adequate awareness to the implications of 
alt~ive technological usage in highly competitive markets and if LDC enterprises, "Ytith 
ade.quate institutional support, take the lead in the process of technology ac.quisition and 
adaptation. 

Technological support to industry should also cover the technological needs of existing 
LDC enterprises. This necessitates an analysis of existing technology usage in specific subsectors 
and in groups of enterprises in particular LDCs, followed by assessment of such usage in the 
light of global technological trends in the subsector in question. Such an assessment is 
increa.5ingly necessary to review the potential for developing competitive export capability in 
particualr LOCs in various fields. With the liberalized trade conditions following the Uruguay 
Round Agreements, LDC enterprises must identify and develop niche foreign martkets for spccifif 
products and subsectors with the support of their respective governments and technology support 
institutions. 

With the enormous range of technological choice and application in various industrial 
suhsectors, it is not practicable for LDC support institutions to develop and extend technological 
capability in all fields. What is necessary is that an institt~ional mechanism for technological 
support to !coal industry should be set up, with adequate private-sector invovlcment and 
participation, in each LOC. Such an institution would, firstly, identify areas of special potential 
for foreign technology inflow or indigenous development, ~ere possible; secondly, utilize 
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information syslems to assist local enterprises in evaluating and selecting the most suitable 
technology and, thirdly, assist the requisition. assimilation nnd adaptation of the selected 
technology, knowhow and expertise. In the case of existing enterprises, however, an assessment 
of need5 and potential would be necessary in various industrial sectors and local technology 
institutions rould play a major role in this regard. 

It is also necessary to emphasize the role that c.an be played by indirenous technologies 
in LDCs. Indigenous technological development is an important objective in itself In the case 
of LOCs, small and micro enterprises must largely depend on indigenous techniqttes and 
~.specifically in the 'informal' sector, and access to foreign technology is too expensive 
or imprecticable. At the same time, local knowledge and capability may exist to an adequate 
extent in several fields. It is necessary for the local technology institution to provide industrial 
extension servic.es, oovering technology arid marketing, primarily for internal markets. This is 
further elaborated in Working Paper (H). 

Technological research in industry in LOCs should be highly selective because of resource 
oonstraints, and should, as far as ~ible, be linked to applied research in fields of potential in 
particular LDCs. Certain new and emerging teclu10logies, part:cularly biotechnology and 
agriculture and agrcrproc.esing, has ronsiderable srope and needs to be supported by local 
institutiom. The role of UNIOO and other international organizations can be of particular 
importance in supporting and assisting technology institutions in LDCs. So far, such institutions 
have been utilized in certain developing rountries and LOCs, primarily for regulating inflow of 
foreign technology through the application of fairly restrictive guidelines or for oonducting 
research through industrial research institutions. Tuts institutional pattern may need to be 
reviewed and modifieJ The negotiations of terms and conditions for technology transactions 
should primarily be left to user enterprises, whose onwers and representatives should be provided 
adequate training through the local technology institution in negotiating suitable tecru.ology 
agreements. Instead of restrictive regulations, inflow of technology to LDCs should be liberalized 
and promoted, particularly in selected, niche areas. As for industrial research and development 
centres in developing countries, including LOCs, these centres require major attitudinal changes, 
with much greater emphasis on applied research in various fields. 

The institutional need in LOCs is to irutially identify and develop a local inc;tituti Jn, v.ith 
private-~or participation and involvement, w!iich would play an active role in tect.nological 
support to local industry. A technology infonnation system should be developed by such an 
institution, ~ihly with external suppor. in the first instance. The institutior: ~:10uld be small but 
well-manned and should roncentrate on assessment of technological needs of key industrial 
subsectors in the economy, both for existing enterprises and for new entrepreneurs. It should, on 
the one hand, be able to particpate in industrial extension services, particulary to small and micro 
enterprises including in the 'infonnal'StX.1or, and assist local enterpises in the selection and 
acxiuisition of foreign technology and expertise, where necessary. Itc; should also, with privatc
sector support, provide guidance on fields of potential for local, applied research, including in 
universities and technical institutiom, R and D centres, and in production enterprises. While the 
above functions may appear fonnidable, these can be discharged by a small but capable entity, 
which should have the full backing and involvement of private-sector ac;sociationc;, a<; also of 
respective government; in LDCs. 
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\IDRKING PAPER (E) : SUPPORf 10 l..DCS IN INTERNAL AND EXTmNAL 
MARKEDNG 

The issue of marketing of proudcts of LOCs, both in internal and external markets, is 
assuming growing significanc.e. With continuing decline in commodity and raw-material prices, 
which have constituted most of the traditional exports from LOCs, greater diversification of 
production into non-traditional itam is a pressing need Industrial reorientation in LOCs must 
necessarily conc.entrate on industrial l'iversification, both to meet local need.5 in these co1.J1tries 
and to promote exports of non-traditional, manufactured products. Apart from expanding local 
production of non-traditional products, the marketing and distribution of such products requires 
institutional assistanc.e and policy support. 

The marketing of locally-produc.ed products in internal markets of LOCs is primarily a 
function of local enterprises and institutional support should principally take the fonn <if training 
programs in marketing. These are usually short, intensive courses on the pre.5e11t-day principles 
and appraoch to product marketing; the nature and extent of advertisement and promotional 
publicity that may be required; policies on 'returns' and replacement of defective products 211d 
after-sales services that may be required for particular products, such as simple equipement and 
durable consump!ion goods that may be locally produced in LOCs. Such training courses are, 
however, very necessary and constitute an essential element in follow-up activities relating to 
entreprenerial development. The institLitional arrangement for organising marketing training 
courses for local enterpises should be the ~ as for entrepreneurial training and development 
of basic management skills in LOC enterprises. Policy inc.entives for locally-produced industrial 
products can take the form of pric.e pref erenc.e of up to 20 percent in the case of purchases by 
government deparments and institutions and insulation from competing imports oy tariff barriers 
or quantiative restrictions. The latter may still be necessary for limited periods, say 5 years. I 
is with respect to export marketing of non-traditional manufactured products from LOCs that 
policy and institutional support will be necessary in these countries. Policy support can take the 
form of ·various inc.entives for exports, including 'draw-backs' on custom; dtnic.:s; release of 
foreign exchange for purchase of imported materials etc, to the ex1ent of foreign earnin~; l'1X 
rebates to the extent of such eamin~ or part thereof: and various other facilities that are made 
available to exporters. It may, however, be necessa.y to enter into contractual arrangements with 
foreign enterprises, either as part of technology ab'reCl'JlCllU: or as separate marketing agreements. 
These can take the form of'buyback' agreements, where the techology supplier agrees to purchase 
the whole or part of the production of the licensee LDC enterprise, or export marketing contrar:ts 
where a higher royalty is paid on exports of 'licensed' products through the foreign technology 
supplier. Export contracts can also be negotiated with foreign companies other than the 
technology supplier. In the case of SMEs from LOCs, it would be necessary to conduct training 
courses on export marketing and on conil"aCUal negotiations with foreign companies. This should 
be part and parcel of follow-up courses on entrepreneurship development and should be organized 
by the instinnions dealing with EDP. It would also, however, be nece5Sary to provide direct 
assistanc.e to LOC enterprises on export mnarkets for particular products a.'ld on negotation of 
export contracts with major buyer.; from foreign countries. This v.1ll need to be organized by 
exporters' assocations in various fie!d.5, either in the form of an Export Development Association 
covering various exported products and charging fees for seviccs rendered on export marketing, 
or Export Associations for specific products such as t~xtiles and ganncnL-; or leather products or 
furniture, handcrafts and various other non-traditional products. lhe indtL'itrial information 
systems developed in LOCs would a>ver the information requirement of export markets and it 
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would primarily be the spxific arrdllgements for exporters to particular buyers \\here institutional 
~istance could be provided through Exports' Assocations and the like bodies. Experience of 
state-mmed export instiMions. such as State Trading Corporations, in developing countries, has 
not been particularly satisfactory and instiMional arrangements for promotion of expons should 
be primarily left to private-sector bodies and associations. 

\\ORKING PAPIR (F): D~'T OF EXlERNAL IJNKA~ BY l.OC 
ENlmPRISES 

It is necessary that LOCs must gradually enter the mainstream of global trade, investment 
and technoloyg flows in the next few years. This necessitates the development of a new range 
of external linkages for LOCs. So far, such linkages have primarily been at the level of 
govenunent~ and largely between national govenunents in LOCs and those of indusailiazed 
countries which have provided financial aid and trade and other concessions to LOCs. \\.bile 
t.'1ese linkages will continue to be necessary, a new pattern of linkages have to be df.:veloped at 
enterpise level, betv:een LDC enterprises and those in industrialized economies and those in other 
developed countries. With substantial liberaiiz.ation of global trade following the Uruguay Round 
Agreements, a new structure of relationships have to be established by LDC enterprises, with 
instiMional assistance and support. 

External linkages between LDC enterprises and foreign companies in industrialized 
countries and in other developing ecunomies, can take several forms. These can rang... from 
investment agn:ements and joint ventures to technology agreements; service agreements, contracts 
for supply of equipemnt and materials; construction contracts, including turnkey a~ments; 
buyback and marketing agreements; franchises and distribution agreements and various 
contractual arrangements for specific supplies or services. Investment agreements relating to joint 
ventures are relatively common in c~ LDCs and are generally negotiated betweea the 
enterprises concerned or between the foreign company and national state-o\"Tled institutions ur 
enterprises. The promotion of such investments is, however, a key instiMionaJ function in LDCs. 
Non-affiliate technoloyg licensing agreements are relatively few in LDCs and need to be activiely 
promoted by nativ:?.al instiMions to ensure adequate inflow of technology arid expertise, including 
in new and emerging technologies. Construction and service contracts, together with mmtketing 
agreements, franchises and similar contractual arrangements are primarily between LCD and 
foreign enterprises~ nd do not require much institutional particpation and support in LDCs, except 
by way of training of local entrepreneurs and enterprise managers in handling and negotation of 
such contracts. 

The critical external linkages, where institutional support in LDCs is most ne.cessary is 
with respect to joint ventures and technoicgy licensing agreements. Both these are essential for 
LOCs and require substantial institutional promotion and support. 

The institutional promotion of investment and technology inflow in LDC\ is, and should 
be, conducted through the same promotional institution. In fact, the process of promotion is 
similar in both instances and these arrangements can well be considered as alternatives. There 
would be relatively few in.<;tances in LDCs, where a local enterprise would insist, or even pref er, 
a non-affiliate tcch-,ology license, with no foreign .:quity participation, as against ~joint venture 
agreement where the level of eqi 1ity participation is acceptable to the local enterprise. On the 
other hand, the foreign enterprise may well prefer a techno:ogy-supply arrangement without 
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question. 

The p.nlll<'tino of enterprise-t<H.'llterprise linkages \\ith foreign companies is a key 
promotional function in LOCs. While foreign oompanies may not be interested in foreign direct 
investmens in particular LOCs. technology-supply contracts present little risk and provide assured 
inoome. In the case of joint \netures also. foreign enterpises may well be able to limit their 
eJqX>Sure by minority or even minimal equity participation. often through capitalization of oosts 
of technology and services. 

Institutional promotion of investment and t~hnology linkages between LDC enterprises 
and foreign oompanies uc;ually takes the fonn of initi<t! preparation of a promotiona! brochw-e 
identifying ii1vestment opportunities and conditions of opera!ions in the LDC ooncemed, followed 
by an investment profile of the project or projects to be prc,moted. The investment profiles 
oontain the necessary basic information relat;..1g to the project in question. 01\11DO's investment 
profiles follow a fairly detailed and acceptable pattern of information required on projects to be 
promoted. Once the profiles are prepared oontac~ with foreign enterprises can be established. 
either directly by the LDC enterprise or through UNIOO \\hich has a large number of investment 
promotion offices in SC\'eral industrialized oountries and which organire; forums for foreign 
investors in developing oour.tries, including LOCs. Considerable external linkages can be 
developed through such forums. which have been successfully organized in several LDCs. If the 
UNlOO Forum mechanism is not utili7..ed, oontacts \\ith foreign oompani-.:s can be established 
either directly by the LDC enterprise or through a :iational promotional agency. The tendency in 
the case of the latter has, however, been to ooncentrate primarily on FOi and less on the 
alternative of technology supply. \\hich may well be a viable, or even more ~uitable alternative 
for the LDC enterprise. 

Attention has largely been concentrJted on the development of external linkages, 
particularly investment linkages, with lNCs and foreign enterprises in indll5triahz.ed econonues. 
This pattern needs to be reviewed in LDCs, particularly with respect to technology-supply 
arrangements. F.nterprises in more induqriali?..ed developing oountries, such as Argentina, Brazil, 
India the Republic of Korea. Mexioo, Singapore, and Taiwan Province, can scrv~ as effective 
alternative sources for technology and varying level of foreign equity particpatior. fhe prospects 
for eco ".-Uc and technological cooperation between developing countries (fa-:DC!fCDC) is 
steadily increasing and LOC,s should take fi•ll advantage of the aitemative of inh~'lment cum 
technology arrangements with enL~ses in other developing oowitries. 

The development of external linkages, both in investment and technology and with respect 
to other contactual arrangements, is a vital function for LOC enterprises and needs to be rapidly 
expanded through promotional policies ci· inflow of investments and technolcgy in LOCs and 
thrcugh institutional $Upport tu ensure that such inflow is accelerated as far as possible. 

\\ORKING PAPm (G): SUPPLY OF SPEC1AI J7Ef) SERVICES m WG 

If oompetitiv\! industrial production in selected subscctors in LOCs is to be sub51antially 
enhanced it will he n~ to ensure the ~upply of CA;rtain specialized indu'itrial service; in 
these countries. Apart from the use of oompctitive production ~echnoiqjcs. it will he ncccssary 
to improve designs and packaging and achieve quality ~..andards and ccrtificatior. While the 
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Uruguay Rcxmd Agreements have achieved global trade liheralintion. quali~· standards. such as 
ISO 9000, are being prescribed which ,,;11 increasingly require certification by standardization 
and metrology instiMions, which are not available in LOCs. Environmental standards are also 
being considered as being necessary for the export of manufactured products to certain 
industrialized countries and country groups. Eco-labelling is likely to become an issue of gro"ing 
significance in several industrial subsect01'S and potential cow.petitive interest for LOCs. 

It is against this background that the enhancement of specialized industrial !\Cl'Vices in 
LOCs should be considered lbcre has been considerable growth of certain indstrial services in 
LOCs in recent y*!aC'S. These have related largely to consultanc..j' skilJs and capability, including 
preparation of feasibility studies, investment profiles and economic research studies in various 
fie!J.:;. The <le..-elopement of design capability is, however, an impurtant facility, which need.5 
special empha.5is in LDCs if c.ompetitive production capability is to be achieved. So far, this ha5 
received iimited attention in LOCs and design capability ha5 largely continued along traditional 
lines. This ha; itself been fairly sl.ICCCSSful in garments, leather products and handicrafts. The 
development of design capability ha.5, however, to be extended to other industrial subsectors also. 
In most LDCs, there is considerable potential for setting up small design instiMes to blend 
traditional with modern motifs and designs, which could result in substantial increa.5C in 
competitive 1:.apability. 

Development of packaging skills constiMes an ~ther field of specialized services which 
could enhance competitive capability in LDCs. lt is necessary for LDC enterprises to keep pace 
with new trends in packaging. both in terms of attractive packaging of products and in relation 
to environmental nt:eds and standards. It is necessary for LOC enterprises to be fuIJy a\vare of 
packaging trends in various industrial subsectors, and norms and standards in terms of packaging 
materials and format which rr. ~y require to be observed on ecological grounds. 

T'1e most i.tiiportant issue, however, relates to quality standards such as ISO 9000, which 
may require to be complied with and certified for a wide range of manufactured products. This 
could have c.onsiderable impoct on exports of non-traditional, manufactured producLS from LI.JC:3 
to major global markets. It is necessary for LDCs to undertake an immediate assessment of the 
implications of international quaJity standancbrds for potential exports from these countries and 
the remedial instiMional measures that may need to be introduced to provide for insepction and 
certification of LDC products to comply with such standards. The establisbnent of institutional 
facilities for certifir.ation of standards such as ISO 9000 can be an expensive process and cannot 
be undertaken in most LDCs. It will be necessary' to evolve alterantivc forms of institutional 
inspection and certification, which m~~ be prescribed an agreed upon. Through such agreements, 
if required quality standards are able to be achieved by LDC enterprises in one or other field, 
inadequate institutional certification does not er.1erge as a major constraint for development of 
export capability in these countries. At the same time, it will become increasingly necessary for 
LOCs to set up appropriate stzndardizlllion and metrology instiMions so that this constraint is 
gradually removed. 

The d(;velopment of specialized industrial services, particularly with respect to quality, 
standardi7.ation and metrology in LDCs can be significantly enhanced with the assistance of 
UNIOO, which can provide considerable expertise and guidaP.ce on the development of such 
facilities. 
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\\ORKING PAPER(~: INDUSIRIAL EXIENSI~ SERVIC'ES IN l.DCs 

It is necessary to recognize that the major objective of accelerated industrial gro·~\th is to 
achieve socio-economic progress in LDCs and increase emplo)'lltent and improve standards and 
conditions ofliving for the poorer section in these cotmtries. It is important for this purpose. that 
industrial gI"O\\th should not only be dispersed from the major urban centres in LOCs but that 
there should be accelerated growth of small-satle and micro mterprises in these countries. 
including both in the 'organized' and 'informal' sector.;. Such accelerated gro\\th will require the 
development of industrial extension services to various regions in particular LDCs. 

Industrial extension services are intended to provide guidance and technical support to 
small and micro enterprises. ~d constitutt! an essential element of institutional support services 
in LDCs. Such services can either be operJted from a central location or can be dispersed to 
various provinces or districts, with central supervision. Extension services, by definition. cover 
a multiplic;ty of support functions. Such services can scrve as ..1 follow-up to entrepreneurship 
development programs at the regional level or as regional advisory centres for a \\ ide range or 
industrial activites. based largely on local demand and using local materials and inputs. Industrial 
extension Sl.'tvices are intended to provide a range of facilities, ranging from improved linkages 
with local savings banks and financing institutions to provision of technical and marketing 
support and development of linkages at ~terprise to enterprise levels. including through 
subcont:Iacting. &tension sevice personnel require to be trained in a wide range of function5 and 
must be viewed as trouble-shooters, specially for local small and micro enterprises. 

The development of industrial extension services is an important function in LOCs. \\hich 
needs to be expanded and strenghtened, in the interst of in<lustrial dispersion and promotion of 
small and micro enterpises through local entrepreneurs in the less-developed regions of LOCs. 
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